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DL MODEL 250 Loader
Designed for the sportsman who is proud of his re

loads, the DL 250 loader combines all the best
features of the DL 100 and DL 300 loaders, yet is

priced at a figure all sportsmen can reach. All
operations end on a complete stop.

• Over 250 loads per hour • Built in patented wad
guide • Large capacity hoppers • 3 loading stations
eliminate excessive handling • Charge bar bushings for
all popular loads • Full length resizing of cases

• Available in 12, 12 mag. 16, 20, 20 mag., 28, 410,
410 mag.

Pacific Gunsight's answer to the man who loads con
siderable amounts of ammunition in many calibers.
3 station loading eliminates interchanging of dies
during the loading operation.
• Non springing Paxmite Annealed cast iron frame • De
signed for all types of reloading jobs, including bullet
swaging • No need to change dies during loading op·
eration • Advanced design action .Versatile: Up or
down stroke action accomplished just by reversing the
toggle block

SUPER MAGRelo~dingTool

For your reloading efficiency...

ALL NEW FROM
PACIFIC GUN SIGHT!

,,-- .....
/UST PRICE'

($74:io*
" /

..... __ /

*Frame, toggle,
handle and re
movable head
shell holder rams

The Pacific

RELOADERS STAND
LIST

PRICE

Pacific's
Military Hollow Pointer
Designed for hollow
pointing full jacketed mil
itary cartridges. Available
in: 30 M-l Carbine; S
MM Mauser; 30-06; 7.35
MM Italian; 7.65 Mauser;
7.62 Russian and 7 Ml'.1
Mauser.

LIST
PRICE

For further information on Pacific products write 10:

PACIFIC GUN SIGHT CO.
Box 4495 Dept. G (F) Lincoln, Nebraska

Over 30 years reloading tool leadership

SEE YOUR DEALER

Pacific's
"Big Mike" Case Gauge
For measuring cartridge
cases up to 3" long. Mic
rometer gauge assembly
accurate to .001". Moun
ted in a sturdy cast alum
inum frame. Ideal for the
reloader who wants abso
lute accuracy when re
loading metallic cases.

Designed for use by the reloader who
hasn't provisions for a bench sturdy
enough to withstand the pressures pre
sent in the reloading operation. No
vibrations-no jars to bench with Paci
fic Reloaders Stand.

• Completely portable • Easily disas
'sembled and reassembled • Use it
either standing or sitting position • Ac-

comodate all Pacific reloading tools.'

This is the ideal reload
ing stand for shop or field
reloading. It can be used

by either right or left handed
reloaders and is perfect for the

person who demands the utmost
in reloading convenience.

ALSO NEW FROM PACIFIC



A treasury of firearms information with
complete descriptions and prices on:

WORLD'S FINEST FIREARMS
BOTH FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

Such famous names as
LLAMA - WALTHER - FRANCHI
SAUER - ZEPHYR
MANNLlCHER-SCHOENAUER
ANSCHUTZ- KAHLES

Plus a complete guide
to shooting accessories

Anyone who shoots-in"competition, hunt
ing or just for fun-will find the SHOOTER'S
BIBLE a must! Here is the one indispensable
source of information in the field. Here
you'll find the most up-to-date data on arms,
ammunition and accessories ever assembled
in one book. SHOOTER'S BIBLE is the world's
standard; the largest, most authoritative
of its kind. Nearly 600 easy-to-read pages
-fact-filled, fully indexed, arranged in
easy-to-find sections. Includes exclusive ar
ticles by leading authorities. Special section
on finest foreign imports. Only SHOOTER'S
BIBLE gives you all this: 8 Big sections with
OVER 20,000 ILLUSTRATED ITEMS fully de
scribed with latest. prices !

PLUS many new important FIRSTS such
as: A comprehensive Parts Guide' A thor
ough summary of Firearms Laws' Funda
mentals of Rifle-Scope Optics • Guide to
Wilderness Foods • Shooting Preserves
•"Double-gun" jargon • and many other
timely, informative features of vital inter
est to shooting enthusiasts.
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~~..2EDITION
No. 53

Available at your dealer's ..•
... or just mail the coupon below!

r---------------------------------------------,
STOEGER ARMS CORPORATION

45-18 Court Square, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Enclosed is my (check) (money order) for $2.50. I understand
that you pay postage and handling. Please rush a copy of
SHOOTER'S BIBLE to:

Name _

Address _

City Zone State _

~---------------------------------------------
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By SHELLEY BRAVERMAN

ABOUT 1937 the Walther factory In
Germany introduced a remarkable

different pistol to which they applied
the designation. "Heeres Pistole" (Serv
Ice Piston. and listed It as Model HP.
This design. basically. was adopted In
1938 as the Official German Military
Side-arm. and designated. "P-38:' As
the safety system was held to be un
necessarily complicated. the P-38 differs
slightly from the O,",glnal Model HP.
Externally. while similar In design. the
finish of the original Is much supe,",or to
the war-time products.

Virtually all of this model likely to be
encountered will be chambered for the
9 mm Parabellum (9 mm Luger) car
tridge. but a few were produced that
were chambered for the .30 Luger. the
.38 ACP. and the .45 ACP.

The design Is that of a locked-breech.
double-action. semi-automatic. The ex
ternal hammer has a "pressure-point"
and Is connected to a "tension-trigger:'
The pistol may be carried fully loaded
llncludlng chamber) and uncocked. and
may be fired merely by pulling the trig
ger. The safety. on being applied. first
locks the firing-pin. and then allows the
hammer to fall. provided the gun was
cocked. A "Signal-Pin" protrudes from
the rear of the slide. just over the ham
mer. when there Is a cartridge In the
chamber. warning that gun Is loaded.

Handling of this gun (removal of
magazine. insertion of loaded magazine.
slipping first cartridge Into chamber.
disassembly. assembly. etc.) may be
accomplished with the Safety on the
"Safe" position. The gun also has the
common "hold-open device" of most mil
itary pistols. keeping the slide retracted
after discharge of last cartridge.

NOTE: Guns with the suffix "E" are
post-WW II commercial products. made
for export. Post WW II guns have modi
fied firing pin locks. thumb safetys. firing
pins. and limit plugs. that are different
from the more common "issue" models;
other parts are interchangeable.

CAUTION: Do not rely on the condi
tion of the safety-lever and drop ham
mer on a live round. Also. gun can be
fired without locking-block. Verify the
assembly of locking block before shoot
ing pistol.
To take down:

1. Put safety on (down position) and
pull slide back over empty maga
zine. It will lock. and remciin back•

2. Remove magazine.
3. Turn barrel locking bolt lever !lo

cated left. above trigger guard)
clockwise as far as it will go.

4. Hold gun grip with right hand. hold
slide with left hand. and press slide
lock lever with right thumb; slide
and barrel may then be eased off
front of receiver.

5. Barrel may be removed from slide
by turning assembly upside-down
and pushing barrel and slide un
locking pin in. which will lift Lock
ing Block out of engagement. allow
ing barrel and slide to be separated.
The "Top Deck" may be removed by
prying up front end. and pulling
forward.

6. Assembly is in reverse order.
© The Firearms Encyclopedia.

,
P. O. DRAWER 1712

BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white
llning. Belt and holster in black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size. callber. model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set avallable @ $13.95 PP.

AT THE WALTHER P-38

~~ S••d(.,',~ em.'"

1127-SWORD-CANE. RIDING-CROP WHITCO
Beautifully made. hand plaited, genuine leath
er riding crop. with 18 inch dagger hidden in
side. Practical collector's item: attractive for
den or patio. $5.00 PP.

NEW IDEAS IN TOP
QUALITY HOLSTERS

... #:t: THE HIDE·A·WAY
'i!i HOLSTER

Handcrafted
for YOU; fits

,inside trousers
band; conceal-

led but a valla
ble; protects

. against grease,
rust. Wt. 2~~ oz.
top grain soft
cowhide, rivet-

ed nickel cllp $2.95 PP.
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SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
Div. of General Sporting Good. Corp.

'n Canada: Globe Firearms Ltd., Ottawa
George L. McNicol Ltd" Vancouver

mould. United Sports & Manufacturing Co.,
New Kensington, Pa., is now marketing two
such moulds, one for .38 caliber cores, the
other for .44 caliber. The moulds are made
of aluminum and in hard usage have stayed
true and perfectly aligned. The mould iii
closed with a strong steel spring, but the
moulds are somewhat unusual in that they
lack the conventional handle.

Casting is performed either with the usual
lead laddIe or with one of the electric furn
aces, such as the Lyman Mould Master. The
mould is pre-warmed and set upright on a flat
surface. Once the upper half of the cavities
are filled with lead and have had time to cool

for the metal to set, the mould is turned over
and thc other cavities are filled. To handle
the mould, heavy gloves are required, and
the cores do require some trimming. Weight
variation of cast cores is as much as 5 grains,
but the bleed-off in the dies thkes care of
this. In our tests, no trouble was encountered
with these weight variations.

It seems that a number of handloaders are
not completely sold on the swaging process
of making bullets, and the ones who have
used swaged bullets have made them mostly
from lead wire. Pure lead wire is not inex
pensive, especially when large quantities of
bullets are being made_ This extra cost is due
of course to the fact that the wire must be
formed and must be of fairly uniform thick
ness. Casting cores means that bulk lead
can be used, and although lead mixtures such
as are usually found in the melting pots are
not the best thing to use in swaging dies, a
number of loaders do use mixtures for plink
ing loads. Thus, casting cores can further
cut the cost of bullet making for the hand
loader who is interested in cheap plinking
fodder.

In casting cores with the United moulds,
the trimming of the core took a bit more time
than we like to spend on the job, but since

-pure lead was used throughout, the surplus
was simply dumped back into the reserve
pot, melted, and cast into more cores. As a
matter of curiosity, we timed our production
speed after an initial run-through. With a
perfect casting set-up, we were able to turn

(Continued on page 4.6)

C·H Booklet
Once again, C·H Die Company has issued

their handy little catalog, listing all of their
tools, dies, swaging dies, and other equipment.
One noteworthy addition is the list of films
that are available to interested groups. They
are 16 mm color-sound movies that will be
loaned free of charge to all interested parties.
The titles of the five films are: "Strictly Dyna
mite"-a story of handgun shooting and
varmint hunting with a handgun, with a part
concerned with the making of bullets; "Sec
rets of Shooting Accuracy"-shows the inter
working of the components of a loaded round
of ammo; "Shotshell Reloading"-the why's
and wherefore's of loading smoothbore fod·
del'; "Save the Case"-a basic movie on the
why's of handloading metallics; and "Mod
ern Handloading"-easy-to-see step-by-step
loading tips pointing the way to more shoot
ing fun.

Core Moulds
With the increased interest in swaging, it

was just a matter of time for some enter
prising company to produce a 12 cavity core

Virgin Brass
With the increased actIVIty in wildcatting.

more and more loaders are turning to the use
of virgin brass for precision loading. Word
comes from Norma Precision, South Lansing,
New York, that they now market 35 different
calibers of virgin brass, especially for the
wildcatter and those who load for guns
chambered to individual specifications and
who are loath to trust much-worked brass.
Although re-working brass is, of course,
quite feasible, there is a poin t of no return
and the sad day comes when that reworked
brass develops fatigue and must be con
signed to the junk box. Starting with virgin
brass has the advantage that you know what
you are getting, and it is a simple matter to
keep records straight in frequent reloadings
and firings. Although starting with salvage
brass has appeal to the pocket book, it does
present certain problems and in accuracy
loading, especially if a number of calibers
are involved, we have found it best to start
with virgin brass.

Norma's brass is heads tamped "RE" for
easier identification, and the headstamp de
notes that the brass is made especially for re
loading. ecks of cases have been especially
annealed, and the re-enforced wall' thickness
of the cases permits many reloadings. Among
the calibers available are the .308 and the
.358 Norma Belted Magnum, the .44 Mag
num, and special unnecked cases with out
side head dimensions to .300 H&H specifica
tions.

Becau.. Norma brass i. madlt .pe
cifically for reloadingl It'. virgin
brass, painstakingly drawn and ex·
truded in more .tage operation. than
ordinary co.... Not worked a. hard
• . . less likely to crack during
reloading.

And for additional ca.e life, all
Norma. brass gets a special neck
annealing in high frequency electric
furnaces.

Even Norma primer holes get pre·
ferred treatment. They're drilled, not
punched. That's why the Norma Man
is seldom. bothered by torn flash
holes that enlarge and ruin brass.

Extra bonus: Norma brass is shipped
unprimed for lower rates.

Just how many extra reloads will
Norma brass give you? Naturally it
varies. But many Norma Men regu
larly approach the hundred mark.
Does your present brass do as well?

See for yourself. Load and reload
with Norma, world's most advanced
line of-

• UNPRIMED VIRGIN BRASS
• PRECISION BULLETS
• LOADED AMMUNITION

Want more handloading
info? Send 1O¢ for
"Gunbug's Guide."

Box GM-3
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THE MODERN GUNSMITH
TWO VOLUMES

by JAMES V. HOWE

The most authoritative
work ever written on
gunsmithing and gun
making; invaluable to
professional as well as
amateur. It is the one
work that every
sportsman should have-a real guide
filled with the most practical detailed
information and crystal-clear working
plans to be found anywhere.
Special chapters an craftsmanship, high
velocity experiments, gauging the wind i..
testing, gun barrels and safety analysis.
Two volumes 300 ill. 944 pages $15.0'"

THE AMATEUR GUNCRAFTSMAN
by JAMES V. HOWE

This helpful book is
for all amateurs whe>
are interested in the
fascinating hobby of
working with guns and
keeping their firearms
in prime condition.
Among many other
subjects it shows how

to equip a shop, how to select and use
tools, gunstock design, tempering and
annealing steel remodeling shotguns
and handguns, harrel alterations, trig
ger details, bluing methods, formulas.
315 pages illustrated $4.0"

COMPLETE GUIDE TO
HANDLOADING

by PHILIP B. SHARPE

Everything you need
to know about hand
loading is included
in the "handloader's
bible." The most com
prehensive, authori-

tative and complete coverage available
today, it gives you the information you
want on tools and techniques, old and
new, on every phase of the handloading
sport. Containing over 8,000 individual
loads for rifle, revolver, and pistol
cartridges, it discusses every model of
shell and primer, bullet and bullet
mould.
Includes material on electronic equip
ment, loading tools, military salvage,
foreign and military cartridges, and the
manufacture of smokeless powder.
719 pages 340 illustrations $10.00$17.50750 illustrations

Here in five handsome volumes is a complete, authoritative library on
rifles, guns, handguns, and gunsmithing. Sound, reliable informa
tion on all rifles commercially manufactured in this country, with the
most carefully detailed instructions on how to identify, collect, repair,
and refinish them. Expert advice on metallic and telescope sights.
Full technical information on handloading and handloading tools
thousands of tested handloads for rifle and handgun cartridges.
Modern workshop techniques in gunmaking and gunsmithing-clear,
step-by-step instructions on etching, engraving and repairing revolvers,
pistols, and shotguns. Restoring antique arms, etc.

THE RIFLE IN AMERICA

LIBRARY

by PHILIP B. SHARPE

Introduction by Julian S. Hatcher,
Major General, U. S. Army (retired)
This famous book is the most
authoritative work on rifles and
their cartridges ever published.
For more than two decades it
has been accepted as the stand
ard reference of the industry
and all government agencies.
This dependable book now pro
vides full information on the
military rifles and ammunition

of both World Wars and discusses the possibilities
of converting these rifles to sporting pieces. Gives
detailed information on collecting and identifying
old American firearms, home gunsmithing, metallic
and telescope sights, ballistics of all American car
tridges, current rifle twists, barrel diameters, con
version tables, rifle and accessory manufacturers.

Over 975 poges

FUNK &WAGNALLS'

SPORTSMAN'S

Address .

Name .

Name .

City Zone State .

Address .....................................................•

Funk & Wagnalls, Dept. GM-362, 153 East 24th St.,
New York 10, N. Y.

Please send me for 10-days free examination the book or
books I have checked below. After ten days I will either send
you the full purchase price, plus postage, or I will return the
book or books and owe nothing.
__ The Rifle in America $17.50
__ The Complete Guide to Handloading $10.00
__ The Amateur Guncraftsman ..................•...$ 4.00
__ The Modern Gunsmith (2 vols.) ..........•.....$15.00

I
I
I
r
(

I
I
t
t
I
I
I
I

(If you enclose full purchase price with this coupon we wi!! pay II the postage. Same return prwileges if not entirely satisfied.) [
I (Offer good only in USA. Please do not mail cash.) J
----------------------------

PAYMENT IN FULL I enclose $41.85 in full payment.

BUDGET PLAN... . . ... I enclose $6.85 as first payment and
will send you $5.00 a month until the $41.85 is paid. Unless I
am completely satisfied with the Sportsman's .LibrarJJ I can
return it within ten days and you will refund in full any
money I have paid.

Please send me the complete five-volume Sportsman's Library
(regular price $46.50) at your special price of $41.85. I will
pay for this set under the plan checked below:

Funk & Wagnalls, Dept. GM-362, 153 East 24th St.,
New York 10, N. Y. '.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I City Zone State .

L ~!:.e:...g~~o~~:.~~~e~e..!:n~~~~~.!... J
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"Precisioneered'"

Save $510 on the
ReDS JR. PRESS
Includes: Jr. Press, primer
catcher, removable head
type shell holder, universal
primer arm, and one set of
RCBS reloading dies. Avail
able in following calibers:
222REM / 243 WIN / 270
WIN / 308 WIN / 30-06
WCF / 30-30 WCF / 357
MAG / 38 SPEC / 44 MAG /
45 ACP. Ask for RCBS Re
loader Special and specify
caliber. Reg. $45 value ...

now only $3990
Buy f,om you, gun deale, and be 5u,el

DEPT. E-15, P.O. BOX 729
OROVILLE, CALIFORNIA
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By KENT BELLAH

Handloading Benches

T HE RICHEST people own reloading
benches. A few owners are worth a

million U. S. dollars. The majority are rich
in things more valuable than money. Work·
ing for a living isn't bad, if we make living
worthwhile. We are doers, not lookers. Our
bench is a status symbol to less fortunate
shooters who do not reload.

We assemble better ammo than factory
stuff in ballistics or accuracy. We tailor loads
to our particular needs and guns,· and have
fun doing it. We save up to 90 per cent of
our ammo cost. Component and tool makers
tell these facts in ads. They don't tell about
the good companionship and friendships that
are more valuable fringe benefits. Running
in the cream of gun society, we are happy
filling hulls, and happier shooting our own
load creations. Friends, and a happy way of
life, are worth far more than a million!

I've never seen a man unhappy with his
bench, or one completely satisfied with it.
Some are beautifully finished pieces of
furniture, worth more than a good rifle.
The majority cost us only a few bucks, or
nothing at all if made with salvage materials.
You may criticise a hull filler's tools or
components, but never his bench! Many
records have been set with reloads made in
a car trunk at the range. Superb ammo can
be loaded on mighty crummy looking
benches. If you are starting in this fascinat·
ing game, most any bench is adequate.

An old dresser, washstand, or kitchen
cabinet base sells for about $2 at a used
furniture store. These work well, especially
with down-stroke tools, and you have storage
for components. Install large casters to make
moving to a different location convenient.
Even a house trailer is large enough to find
a suitable place for tools, that can be re
moved and stored when not in use. Tools
can be attached to nearly any cabinet or
sink, letting it do double duty.

If you produce loads in volume, it's better
to work in a comfortable sitting position.
Three of my benches are heavy and fixed.
A couple are portable. My favorite is 34"
high, with pipe legs fastened to the floor,
and a 2'x8' top with flanges. The top is 2"
lumber, reinforced with channel steel. Three
8" shelves are above the top, and there are
16 drawers below for storing components.
Short runs can be assembled standing, al
though the top is a bit low. Longer runs are
asembled sitting, with a cushion in the
swivel chair. It's a bit tall for sitting. Addi·
tional components are .stored in a cabinet
and closet.

It's larger than the average person needs.
A top about 29 or 30 inches high is about
right. A taller bench is better for tools with

handles that hang below the top, such as the
C·H "C", Pacific, Echo, etc. A low top
works better with tool handles that are above
the top, such as a Hollywood Senior and
Serior Turret, R.C.B.S. A.2, C·H Magnum,
and most shotshell loaders. Also for bullet
Lubri-Sizers, a SAECO furnace, and trim·
mers. Scales and measures work well on a
shelf above the bench top. About 3 or 4 feet
long is adequate for most people. You can
actually get by okay with a 2"xI2" shelf on
the wall, of any length from one foot on up!

One chap, crowded for space, drilled :14"
holes in the dinette table to mount his tools.
He used "T-Nuts" on the under side so tools
could be quickly mounted or removed. He
later added a metal "foot" to one table leg.

D. L. Cooper at his Phelps tool. Note
jar under bench for spent primers.

He stands on this when doing heavy up
stroke work. From time to time he has added
additional items of equipment, with mme
holes in the table. His good wife, and may
her kind increase, correctly feels that a few
neat holes in their dining table is a small
price to pay for a happy husband and happy
home. Many a successful marriage can be
traced to a good wife!

Fortunate people with a hobby room in
their house, or a separate shop, can go all·
out. I like a bench hell-for-stout, with plenty
of drawers, cabinets, and storage space. My
friend Bill Franks has a dandy. The 2" oak
top has a length of wide, :14" thick angle
iron along one side, drilled and tapped to
take several makes of tools and other equip
ment. I have a similar bench with angle
iron on top. Bolts hold tools perfectly, of
course, and the heavy iron makes a good
anvil when needed.

My biggest work bench is 9 feet by 18
inches, with two shelves above, and 22 large
storage drawers below, plus a 3x8 foot stor·
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FOR YOUR HANDGUN STOCKS

@1962 W R WEAVER CO

zone state

K8 KID
Precision accuracy 8·
and 10-power scopes
for long range varmint
shooting, rest and test
shooting, and
competitive target
shooting. Objective
lens focusing adjustable
from 50 feet to 1000
yards. Reticle stays
constantly centered.
Windage and elevation
adjustments are
1/4 minute micrometer
click. Compression
O-ring sealed,
nitrogen filled.
K8 or KlO, $59.50.

New!

HERREll'S SlOCKS
BOX 741, TWIN FALLS, IDAHO

A new service in High Relief Hand
Carvings and 2-Color Art Engrav
ings. Finest work, finest walnut
woods. Get our Free Brochure
full of actual pictures.

BEAUTIFUL

• CARVINGS
• ENGRAVINGS

Instant power change
gives a clear, sharp
image at any range,

for any kind of
hunting or shooting.

Other Weaver V8
features include

constantly centered
reticle, positive
O-ring sealing,
nitrogen fill to

prevent fogging.
Complete with

Weaver·Adjustable
Mount, $79.50.

Continuously Variable
Power 2lf2X to 8X

W'AV'I(JiICtJP'.
For Long Range Accuracy

does fast and fancy exhibition shooting on
his own time, to help promote pro-gun senti·
meGt. His workshop is a dream come true,
where he has made hundreds of thousands of
quality reloads. For fast production of .38
.357 stuff he uses a Phelps machine. Loads
drop in a box under the table, and primers
are caught in a jar, with the lid screwed
beneath the table. He uses a Texan Load
Master for fast shotshell production. A C-H
Magnum press is for quality rifle loads, and
some handgun ammo, used for accuracy
work. Swaged hunting bullets are made on a
C-H Swag-O-Matic. A bench with cabinets
above runs the entire length of two walls.
1:he other wall space is covered with storage
cabinets.

The den in Cooper's home is filled with
trophies won in state, national and interna
tional matches. He's much better at practical
shooting than targets. But he carted home 16
of 17 trophies from the recent Oklahoma
matches, and the High Atchison Trophy
from the Texas Police Matches. He's a fast
draw artist for real, having drawn against
a "drop" twice in the line of duty. Cooper
credits his ability to good handloads. "You
can't shoot better than your ammunition,"
he says.

I've spent many happy hours in bull
sessions in his shop, and he has done the
same in mine, with our mutual friend, R. B.
Smith, another top shooter. It's a real picnic
to shoot with these chaps, even if they can
outshoot me. All Of us "double our pleasure,
double our fun," with superb reloads. The
kind of bench they are assembled on doesn't
make much difference. It's the fun and~
ammunition that counts! ...

age cabinet. It's convenient for mounting new
tools, dissembling guns, and other odds and
ends where considerable loading is done. It
eliminates getting my other benches too
cluttered for production loading. Unless you
do a lot of loading, you don't need this much
bench. But if you have the space to spare,
it's mighty handy.

Reloaders often have clever ideas for mak
ing folding benches, or one attached to the
wall with loose pin hinges. My friend, Wm.
T. (Wild Bill) Roeser, has no difficulty
reloading in his crowded Fort Worth apart
ment. The bench proper is simply a sheet of
%" plywood placed between a couple of
tables. Bill put a 2x4 center post under his

down-stroke Hollywood tool. It sounds deli
cate, but he has loaded many, many rounds
of superior ammunition. Bill is a photo fan,
and makes the bench double as a photo lab
at night. Sharp fellows, these handloaders!

Many business and professional men reload
in their office, getting pleasure out of hours
that would otherwise be boresome and long.
One car dealer keeps tools mounted on his
desk. He gets a good many hulls filled in
spare time at work. When he leaves his
business, he leaves business worries behind,
and keeps his shooting eye sharp with year
around practice.

Texas Highway Partolman D. L. Cooper,

Those Yellowstone Elk
Residents of the areas surrounding

Yellowstone National Park, as well as
hunters and sportsmen's organizations
everywhere, are deeply concerned
over the slaughter by Park Rangers of
5000 "excess" elk in the Park. Forage
within the Park is said to be insuffi
cient to maintain the herd at present
size.

Shooting is very strictly prohibited
in the Park, for reasons that are com
mendable under ordinary circum
stances. But when shoofing has to be
done, why not let sportsmen do it?
Licenses for out-of-state hunters to
bag an elk in areas immediately out
side park limits cost $100. At that
price, 5000 Yellowstone elk add up to
half a million dollars-to say nothing
of the sport involved.

Residents around. the Park say that
much of the excess. consists of elk
driven in by hunting pressure during
the season. They insist that many of
those elk will drift back outside the
park when the season is over, if they
are not slaughtered first.

Surely, if elk need to be killed, an
in-Park season for selected hunters
could be arranged and supervised at
license fees well below those of the
out-of-state licenses in effect, but still
high enough to produce a worth-while
profit for Park betterment, without
Park damage. Or, if the Park no
shooting rule must be maintained in
spite of hell and high water, why not
cowboy the excess elk out of the Park
-and mend the "fences?" Elk will
travel plenty far once they're con
vinced that an area is unfriendly;
and, once well scattered, there should
be no forage problem. Last time this
writer hunted there, that was real big
country!
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George E. Tice
Cobleskill, N. Y.

... but nobody ever had a nicer group of
readers! Next time, we'll look at the picture
before writing the caption. Even editors
know the difference between the Ruger eagle
(plainly visible) and the Rampant Colt!
Editors.

What Happened to
Varmint Hunters?

Approximately a year ago, several adver
tisements were run in GUNS concerning an
organization called "Varmint Hunters Associ
ation," Box 25, Centuck Station, Yonkers,
New York. Recent letters to that address
have gone unanswered. Has this organization
gone out of existence? Any information
would be most belpful.

Keep up the good work with GUNS. As I
go from town to town, I find tbat, more aud
more, GUNS issues are' "sold out," while
plenty of the other outdoor magazines re
main on the stands. I am told everywhere
that GUNS is a "best seller." It's the best!

Blaine Kloppenborg
Newton, Iowa

Here's A Skeptic
I don't know who printed the add on the

back of the cover of your November issue,
but it seems to me he is all wrong. The add
describes the Ruger Convertible Single Six
"a .22 cal. hand gun with dual personality.
A quick change of cylinders converts the
Single Six from regular to magnum."

Now, being a gun bug and gun man for
nearly 20 years, I claim you can't change a
regular .22 to a mag..22 even with another

James M. Young
San Angelo, Texas

Just finished reading my January issue and
enjoyed it very much, as usual. I think you
have done an exceptional job in tbe field of
education and in spreading the word that a
citizen who owns and uses firearms is not
necessarily a hoodlum! Keep up the good
work in fighting for our rights to keep fire
arms as part of our heritage.

The picture and caption do ~ot agree in
the article, "Birth of the Buscadero." Those
are not Colt's but Rugers. I imagine that
others will notice this also; but you cannot
take such great strides forward without a few
small mistakes. Again, keep up the good
work.

I wish to take this opportunity to do three
things. First is to express my appreciation
for such a fine magazine. Second is to point
out, without criticizing, that the revolvers on
pages 38-39 of the January issue, identified
as Colt's, are in reality products of Sturm,
Ruger & Co. Third is to back up my appreci.
ation by extending my subscription for an
other year.

ROSSFIRE

Charles Askins
San Antonio, Texas

Our Faces Are Red •••
Enjoyed your January issue, but must call

attention to the error' on pages 38-39: the
guns are Rugers, not C'est la vie.

Ed Nolan
Sturm, Ruger & Co.

Thanks, Charlie
Congratulations on the two-fisted editorial

on "swine under the guise of sportsmen," in
the January issue. This is maybe the best you
have ever writen, amigo.

Praise-and Otherwise
You deserve high praise for the article in

the December issue by William B. Edwards,
exposing the wasteful destruction of guns by
our Armed Forces. I wrote the two U. S.
Senators and the Congressman from this dis·
trict, urging them to investigate and take
steps. I reminded them that "one old model
gun in the hands of a citizen is worth 1,000
new model guns which have not been manu
factured or issued, in a case of national
military disaster."

But in the same issue Was an article which
I do not think should ever have been pub
lished: "Guns For Survival," by Russell
Tinsley. So much senseless, stupid "directions
for procedure" and suggested methods for
survival have been issued by the Civilian
Defense Administration, and then withdrawn,
that no one knows what might be best for
individual families. This story proves only
one thing-that Llano County, Texas, and the
country around Mason. is a good hunting
country. (It is; I have hunted and killed
deer and wild turkey from there to Sonora.)
But national survival does not contemplate
the survival of one family here and there, but
of immense groups of people. All the game in
Llano County would not provide food for
1000 families for very long!

J. Maynard Peterson
Chico, California

Edwards' article on the destruction of guns
has brought us a veritable flood of letters;
far too many to print. Mr. Peterson's com
ments are typical.

"Guns For Survival" brought a fair num·
ber of letters also, some in praise, some
voicing rather surprisingly bitter criti·cism.
One labeled Tinsley "A gung-ho amateur ...
(whose article was) dangerously misleading."
But aren't we all "amateurs" in the sense
that we lack experience of what to do in the
event of such a situation? And wouldn't
every man's problem be an individual one,
depending on an infinite variety of circum
stances? Neither writer nor editor suggested
that a .22 rifle would solve every man's
problem; if it helped even one, that would
be something.-Editors.

.. Beginners Guide to
Handloading" tells
what is needed, why
it is needed and how
it is done. Write today
for your copy. No
obligation.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Send check or M. 0:· Ship
ping charges extra. ',4
deposit on C.O.D.'s

ORDER
TODAY

• Accuracy guaranteed to 1/10 grain.
• Chrome plat~d easy to read beam.
• Big 325 grain capacity.
• Hand honed tool steel bearings.
• Exclusive positive control, lock beam

design for faster weighing.
Shpg. wt. 4lbs.

Chrome-plated, hardened,
full length sizing and seat
ing dies. Thread size %·14.
Regular $13.50 value. For
most rifle a nd pistol cali
bers. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.

Heavy Duty,
semi·alloyed
steel frame.
For full length
resizing and
bullet swaging.
I ntercha ngeable
Shell holders. Full
3'12 inch stroke with
favored downward leverage..............

PROVEN DESIGN
AND QUALITY FOR

TOP PERFORMANCE

I

FREE!
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Address

Name _ .n ••••••

Send for beautiful l6·page
brochure about Pachmayr's
products and services.FR EE!

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC.
1220 S. Grand Ave., Dept. G.3
Los Angeles 15, Calif.

Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE brochure.

Marksmen discovered long ago that for
real shooting accuracy. grip adapter's
wide shallow curve cuts mUzzle sway
and counteracts tendencies to flinch.
Developed by Pachmayr over 35 years
ago. Easy to Install. AvaIlable for

~:~~n~~~~yO~\~ ~g~~~ar Colt & S&W

STOCK BENT UP
OR DOWN AN INCH
This stock has been bent upward from. 3%" heel to
2%" drop by Pachmayr gunsmiths. If you have a
gun with excessive stock measurements. let Pach
mayr's skilled gunsmiths correct the problem. Yes.
controlled cast-off or cast-on. too. Prices for this
exclusive service start as low as $37.50 for Doubles
and Over & Unders. $12.50 for Pump Actions.

Many of the World's Competitive Shooting Records
have been set by marksmen using .45 Automatics
rebuilt for greater accuracy by Pachmayr'g expert
gunsmiths. If your .45 scores are not What you
would like, then get your .45 Auto. accuratized by
Pachmayr, originators of this unique custom gun
work. Pachmayr's accuratized automatics have
established many outstanding records. All work is
guaranteed. Only $37.50.

• 3, 4 or 5 gun models
• Choice of colors & finishes
• Adjustable Lok·Grip Tray avail.
NoW you can keep your side arms always safe and
secure. Designed by Frank A. Pachmayr, these
handsome Match Shooters Cases have rack for
guns. space for ammo, accessories & spotting scope.
compact, light, easy to carry. Guaranteed to be of
the finest materials, workmanship and
design or your money back. From $27.50
& up. New exclusive Pachmayr Lok
Grip Handgun Tray is optional at small
additional cost with purchase of a
Pachmayr Handgun Case.

City and State .

~------------------------_.,

Targets
Regarding Col. Crossman's article (Dec.

'61) titled "Our Targets Are Too Easy"--I
respect Col. Crossman's experience and
opinions, but I do not agree with him.

The NRA takes care of the Beginner by
placing him in a class of Beginners. This
eliminates the discouragement in poor scores,
for his competition is in the same boat. How
about his wild shots? No matter what nu
merical value given to a shot just on the
paper it's still a bum shot and the competitor
realizes it. Why make it more difficult to
shoot a good score?

Now let's take the "Hot Shooter." There
is certainly no doubt that more and more
possibles are being fired. But look at the
interest and excitement displayed at the Vail
Range Camp Perry this year. That was the
shoot-off for the Wimbledon Cup. If the
National Targets still seem too easy, please
have Col. Crossman place a list of the men
who have fired 250 50V in the past year in
the next edition of GUNS Magazine; or even
those who have a 250 25V recorded. I honest
ly don't see how more rings on the paper
will help shooters. It certainly won't affect
the individual's ability.

As to the illustration of the 50 no-V win
ning over the 49 9V, let's keep in mind that
the door swings both ways. The man who was
careless enough to loose that point may be
the one to win with the no-V possible next
time.

A change to these Semi 300 Meter Targets
will eventually lead to a change in the Na
tional Match Course itself. Why set the
shooter the added problem of buying a rifle
to equal that of a Swiss 300 Meter Weapon?
The 4 inch V ring proposes enough problems
for the Hot Shooter. Why take the fun out of
Shooting? Why make a possible impossible?

Frank J. Martorano
Calif. NG Rifle Team '55, '56, '57

San Jose, California

I might add in closing that several of our
shooters take your magazine regularly and
any copies which find their way to the club
rooms are truly read from cover to cover.

W. J. Lucy, Secretary
13 Dyinda St.

Bunbury, West Australia

Kent Bellah
Saint Jo, Texas

Amen!
I resent what some magazines have printed

about "average" hunters being a bunch of
heels. Most of my friends are gun lovers,
shooters, and handloaders, and they are the
finest group of people on this green earth
good sportsmen, and good citizens.
• Periodicals do not condemn "average"
preachers, but occasionally one plays footsie
with another man's wife. They don't condemn
"average" bankers, yet occasionally one takes
off with a suitcase full of money that he
blows on fast babes or slow horses, depend
ing on his age and taste. We'd have fewer
4-F's if more guys got outdoors with a gun.

The "average" shooter is a man of good
morals, good character, and a superb sports
man. Our country needs more men of this
caliber. I hope our tribe increases, and that
we get a fair shake in the press. Would the
critical magazines like an article on what
good people and good sportsmen some 20
million plus shooters are?

Warning
Last week I bought my first copy of GUNS

and want to congratulate you on a first rate
magazine, with many authoritative articles
for all shooters, of whatever specific interest.
(l shoot .22 and .303 rifle, .455 revolver, and
12 bore shotgun; also muzzleloading rifles.)

I note with concern that you in America
too are being plagued by people with nothing
better to do than try to curb your shooting
hobbies. American shooters must resist to the
full all such efforts. We in England are ter
ribly restricted by legal regulations, lack of
range facilities, lack of experimentation and
published information. (Our laws) have prac
tically stopped shooting for the genuine
sportsman, but still allow thugs to obtain
firearms by devious means. Beware!

D. J. Martin
Salop, England

cylinder, because the magnum cartridge is
.02" larger. You can shoot .22 regular ammo
in the magnum, but not .22 magnum in the
.22 regular.

Young Guns
I want to congratulate Ellis Christian Lenz

for writing, and you for publishing, the fine
article, "The Young Guns," in your Novem
ber issue. I feel as Mr. Lenz does that all
parents, whether gun enthusiasts themselves
or not, have the responsibility of instructing
their children in the proper, safe handling of
firearms and ammunition. I have three small
children, the oldest three years, and am look
ing forward to the day when I will be teach
ing them gun manners and marksmanship.

Also enjoyed your article on the .30-30
family of calibers. I have heard people call
the .30-30 a pop-gun, a pea-shooter, and
worse; have also heard people say it is "big
enough for any American game." I don't go
along with either of these opinions. Each
gauge and caliber has its advantages and
its limitations. Properly used, each will do
its duty.

Competition "Down Under"
We of this club would like to know if

there is a similar club in your part of the
world which would be interested in taking
part in a postal shoot with us. By this we
mean each club shooting on targets provided
by the other, targets being exchanged by
post for scoring.

Pistol shooting is still in its infancy in this
country. The oldest club in the state was
formed only about four years ago; we have
been in operation less than two years. All
shooting is done on the LS.U. target and
until recently we were restricted to .22 RF.

We would be particularly interested to
hear from a club in America with a view to
exchange of news, ideas, and. friendly com
petition.

SP David Archut
APO 29, New York

E. H. Love
Sandusky, Ohio

It's Ruger's ad, and Ruger's gun. They
ought to know. They do; it works. Bullet
diameter is the same: .223" in both regular
and Rim-fire Magnum. The latter cartridge is
considerably longer, much more powerful-
too long and too powerful for "regular" .22
guns; but the Convertible Single Six is truly
convertible, and a very handy combination
it is.-Editors.
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bullet
for
indoor
shooting

Re4:7et:.
BULLETS

Just

Try Red-Jet.
today! They're
at your
shooting goods
dealer 11-010

, cascade cartridge. inc_

P.O. Box 2B2, Lewiston, Idaho
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Fields of Honor
Thank you for Volume 5 of "Guns Quarter

ly" containing your intriguing article "An
drew Jackson: Fields of Honor," by James
E. Serven. I am happy to add it to our
library and am sure my staff will find it
contains many items about Jackson with
which they are not familiar. For example, I
had not realized the British were also
equipped with rilles at the Battle of New
Orleans.

Lyle K. Linch, Supt.
Chalmette National Historical Park

Arabi, Louisiana

Anti-Bullpup Law
Thank you for the attractive layout of my

article on bullpup rilles in the November
issue.

Some sharp eyed readers will be writing
you that the smaller of the two rilles de
scribed in article violates the revised Federal
law, because it is two inches under the 26
inch minimum. That rille was built before the
recent revision, and has since been re·bar
reled with a Springfield barrel cut to 22
inches and chambered .30-30. It has also
been restocked in walnut, and now has a
rear sight adjustable for windage.

Although the revised law was generally
supposed to liberalize the effects of the Na
tional Firearms Act, it made my previously
legal rille a violation weapon. The law could
well be called the Anti-Bullpup Law.

John S. Harris
Austin, Texas

Suggestion
Reference is made to the item "Advice to

Ylinutemen" in Crossfire, December, 1961. I
question the wisdom of the advice given.

I am not opposed to the possession and
proper use of fire arms. I am absolutely
opposed to their control by registration.
However, the conversion of sporting or hunt
ing weapons to anti-personnel use for what
ever purpose, commendable or otherwise, is
a matter entitled to serious thought.

Hunting weapons and military conversions
are designed to use sporting ammo. This in
turn is designed through shock, bullet upset,
or break-up, to administer a mortal wound in
a single hit. The effect of hunting ammo is
so damaging that recovery by any victim is
not contemplated. For this reason, the use
of such ammo in warfare is outlawed by the
Geneva Convention. Anyone who would use
it against persons, and particularly his own
countrymen, should consider his qualifica
tions to possess and use firearms for any
purpose.

On the other hand military ammo for use
against personnel is designed, in the case of
non-fatal wounds, to deter or stop a victim,
but through adequate and timely treatment
to make recovery possible.

In my opinion, these so-called Minutemen
are a lot of misled individuals who might
better leave military action to the military,
and police action to the police. The use
against persons of any type of projectile
which is designed or has been improvised or
modified to break up or expand on impact
should be made a separate crime.

Why not reload a few 12 gao shells with
rock salt to discourage looters and/or claim
jumpers? Then change the organization's
name from "Minutemen" to "saltshakers";

or, as a splendid alternative, abandon the
idea entirely.

P. Hatch
Sierra Madre, Calif.

Easier Way
Your article on the Swedish Mauser in

"I-Iandloading Bench" was the most convi~c
ing argument for the 6.5 x 55 Mauser that
I have yet seen in any magazine. I enjoy
this column and GUNS magazine very much.
Yly brother convinced me of the versatility ot
this cartridge about two years ago when he
persuaded me to buy a Mauser of this caliber.
On his recommendation I bought a Swedish
M96 Mauser, Carl Gustaf make, with the 29"
barrel. At $22.50, this was one of the best
buys on the market then. Since then, I have
turned down several offers of a good bit more
than the purchase price. It was, and still is,
in very good condition, with a very beautiful
blue finish.

It is very true that "Digging the fired
(Berdan) primers out for reloading is a
slow individual operation" if you use an awl
or drill. There is an easier way, however.
Stoeger sells a very neat and workable Ber
dan decapper which takes all the hard work
out of this operation. The spent primers

have to be removed one at a time, as the
tool is placed on the cartridge case as op
posed to placing the case in a shell holder
of a press.

Such rilles as the well made Swedish
Mauser should not be put into the same class
as some of the "junker" rifles now being sold.
Some of these surplus rifles are dangerous
to shoot, unless checked out by a competeut
gunsmith, and some are probably not worth
importing. However, there are some excel
lent buys in surplus military weapons, the
Swedish Mauser being one example. If every
one of these surplus military rilles were as
"dangerous and unsafe" as so many claim,
there would not be such a demand for them
and there would not be such an uproar by
some against the importation of any and all
such weapons. .

The 6.5 x 55 Mauser is one of the most,
if not the most, versatile cartridges in the
medium power (less than .30-06) bracket.
There is a good selection of bullets available
and the 140-139 grain .264" diameter bullets
are top, bar none, for efficiency. Flaigs has
recently started offering their FN-Ace bar
reled action in 6.5 x 55 Mauser. This is a
good sign and maybe some of the American
sporting rille manufacturers will take this
hint and produce "just one more gun for the
market."

Do you know of anyone who has a 6.5 x
55 M96 Mauser with the 29" barrel or an
M38 (mod. M96) Mauser with the 24" barrel
for sale? I have been looking for another
one but have had no luck.

Ted Copeland
Box 3027

State College, Miss.
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Luger
Mauser
Ortgies
Sauer
Webley

ORDER BY MAIL

~~1()tPdd4 '?iHe4t
SLEEPING BAGS
P'UJQeIt!Eddie BAUER sleeping bags
are rated the finest by expedition leaders,
guides, mountaineers, foresters, authorities
everywhere. ALL TYPES: Singles, Twin
Sets, Mummies, Station Wagon Bags.

FREE I. NEW 64-PAGE
CATALOG

BEFORE YOU BUY any sleeping bag, out.
door clothing or insulated underwear, GET
THE FACTS about insulations. Read what
authorities say.

SEND FOR YOUR COpy7~!
Includes tents & other camping equipment.

ORDER AND (!o1Hft4u!
NO RISK! Compare with others of similar
quality: If you do not agree you save
about 1/3 and that ours are finer in every
way, return for prompt full refund •••
including shipping costs. both ways.
ORIGINAL & GENUINE. Made exclusively
in our own factory under U. S. Patents.
Sold direct to you only •.• never through
dealers, never under other brands.

Write today for 28-page book.
Price" illustrates grips for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

FREE
CATALOG

For
Colt Remington Browning
Great West'n Ruger Czech
H & R Savage Drey,e
Hi-Standard S & W Schmeisser
Iver-Johnson Walther Llama

And Many Others

SPORTS, INC. 5501 Broadway, Dept. CH-3, Chicago 40, III.

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are
the most durable model Beautiful colors; smooth,
checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per
spiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Black and Staghorn finishes. Low cost, $2.50 to
$8.00-See our complete catalog!

For All American, Many Foreign Cuns

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

use? Hunting in rough mountain country,
you can avoid a lot of mighty rough going if
you skirt the tops of down-sloping canyons
and simply pitch a buckshot or two into the
thickets below instead of going down to
walk them out. The rattle of a shot in the
brush will often bring your buck out to in
vestigate, giving you an easy shot.

I have a good but inexpensive watch
(Continued on page IS)
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I often carry a slingshot, too, on deer
hunts. I saw the idea in print recently, in
thi~ magazine, if I'm not mistaken; but I've
used it for years. Mine used to be simply the
old-fashioned Y-fork of wood with rubber
bands to shoot pebbles. Now it's. a commer
cially made fork of metal; and now I carry
a few double-ought buckshot to feed it. Its

TNAI!
AND

TANGET
NOTHING is out of season when hunters

get together for an evening of remem
ber-when-ing. You can talk upland shooting,
varmints, big game (this continent or any
other), in spring or summer just as well as
in fall or winter. In fact, sometimes the shoot
ing is even better in shirt sleeves on a sum
mer-warmed patio than it was when the guns
were loaded. With a glass in your hand, you
can forget your blunders.

We were talking the other evening about
equipment-the things a man wears or carries
that may mark him as a greenhorn or may
bear silent witness to years of experience.

It started with knives. We were remember
ing a big New Yorker who had hunted out of
the same main camp with us in Wyoming
years ago. This chap was one of the best
dressed hunters I ever saw, if best means
quality. His shirts must have cost as much
as my boots. His knife cost a pretty penny,
too: a near-Bowie, some 18 inches over-all,
with a carved scabbard.

"I knew he was a greener the minute I
saw that knife," one of my guests chuckled.
"Why is it the first few years man hunts, he
figures he needs a young Gutlass? A six-inch
blade is all I've needed the last twenty years
or better. I've cussed it a time or two when
I had some heavy butchering to do, or fire
wood to cut without an ax; but it's a pound
lighter than the one that chap carried, and
that's a lot of foot-pounds when you count
the miles I've packed it."

Not all old timers will agree with this
man's opinion, but I do. The big knife may
come in handy at times, but packing it be
tween those times adds up, as the man said,
to a lot of foot-pounds. Most of your heavy
cutting is, or should be, camp work, and if
you haven't at least a three-quarter size ax in
your camp gear, you forgot something.

Little things often speak eloquently of a
man's hunting experience_ I have a little
nickeled police whistle that goes with me on
every major hunting trip. It's on a short
chain, with a small key-ring on the far end
of the chain. The little ring will fasten to a
button or a belt loop, and the little whistle
drops into any pocket. What good is it? Two
hunters so equipped can keep track of each
other in the densest cover by short bl~sts
on their whistles, without spooking game.
Game hears the whistles, of course, but the
sound doesn't seem to mean danger to
animals. It· interests them; in fact, more
than once, I've stopped a running animal for
a scoring shot, just by blasting at him with
my whistle. But keeping a contact with Other
hunters moving through heavy cover is the
primary value of the whistle, and I wouldn't
be without it. I use mine even if my com
panions don't have whistles. I want them to
know where I am-and I've never been
mistaken for a buck deer while I was tootling
that whistle.
GUNS • MARCH 1962
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A
$3.00

VALUE

Here's the book gun dealers all across the country

use as a guide for buying and selling used guns. And,

this brand new, 1962 edition is bigger and better than

ever before. You'll find the latest, up-to-date price

values for over 2,000 famous firearms, according to

excellent, good and fair condition. Each one is

described in detail as to type, make and model. Gun

stocks, inlay designs, barrel, size of bore, year of

make and other unique features are listed to readily

identify each weapon. Here's a gold mine of

information you can't find anywhere else in one

book-and it's yours free!

4th COMPLETELY REVISED
REDBOOK OF USED GUN VALUES

~lte vunG Magazine
,(,ibrarv 0/ vun ,(,ore

A

$2.00
VALUE

Name _

GUNS Magazine
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois

Send me my free copies of the 1962 Redbook of Used Gun
Values plus the 3-book Library of Gun Lore and start my
14-issues-for-the-price-of-12 subscription to GUNS im
mediately. $6 enclosed to be refunded if not completely
satisfied.

Kent Bellah on HANDLOADING ... Elmer Keith on HANDGUNS ... Bert
Popowski on BIG GAME HUNTING! Never before has any firearms magazine
offered such an authoritative collection of gun information absolutely free.
Here is a veritable encyclopedia of helpful hints and advice to make you
a better handloader, big game hunter and handgun expert-all written by the
most renowned authorities in the field. Over 96 pages, complete with dramatic
photos and illustrations to make the printed word come alive. You get this whole
exciting set of Redbooks free, together with the brand. new 1962 Redbook of
Used Gun Values to introduce you to GUNS Magazine.

Address _

City Zone__State _L _
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Gunberth* Model No. 4CF·\()

Most comfortable and practi.
cal outdoor shirt you can-own..
Hand-tailored of soft, supple
and durable natural tan West
ern Buckskin. Authentic fran·
tier styling. Wind - resistant.
mosquito-proof. Won't irritate
the skin. Wear in or out of
trousers. Satisfaction ~uaran

teed or your money ·back. Will
outwear 5 wool shirts. Exclu·
sive tannin~ process makes this
shirt completely washable.

~~

LEATHER SHIRT

$31.50 l'pd.
Give men's or

women's "regular
suit size and

sleeve length.

Order todoy!'

FRONTIER DERRINGER

ONLY $3995
.22 Long Rifle • .22 Magnum

Blue Finish, Stag Grips, 5 V2" Bbl. Mfg. in Germany
by Sauer & Son. Full Size Frontier Revolver. Wt.
40 oz. OTHER CALIBERS

.45 Long Colt & .45 Magnum.$69.95
.357 Magnum 69.95
.44 Magnum 69.95

Easy to Read Plans & Ready.Cut Kits
NOW AVAILABLEI Complele plans and kIts for
these and 20 other handsome Gunberth· models.

Quick Answers on How to Select
the Gun Cabinet Best for YOU!

Which type of gun cabinet is best for you 1 Should
you install lights? Should it be "solid" lumber!
Exactly what do :rou need? YOli'U have clear-cut
answers in the New and Exclusive •••

"Handbook"·CATALOG on Gunberrhs·
GIves :rou complete details on all Plans Kits
and Hardware ••• a big and beautifully'illus
trated ·'Handbook" -Catalog. Finished cabinets
t~ .8~ di~crent styles and finishes also available.

Write for your Copy NOW! Only $' .00 ppd.
($1.00 is refundable in credit with first order!)

COLADONATO BROS., Dept. G4L, Hazleton, Pa.

*FRONTIER *
SIX SHOOTER

Old Salt's Tale
Everybody knows that hunters'

stories should be taken with a grain
of salt. In Northern California. the
Elks Club donates a pound of this
condiment to every person purchasing
a hunting license-not, they insist. to
flavor his stories but to preserve his
game.

Leslie Salt Company, suppliers in
this region, feared that this salty gen
erosity might affect their sales. But
they breathed audible sighs of relief
when they learned, from taxidermists
and custom tanners, that from four to
six pounds of salt should be used in
dressing out an average big game
trophy. About half a pound of salt
should be rubbed into every pound of
a hide intended for mounting or tan
ning. A good bear would need 20
pounds of "flavoring."

Experts warn that "spoilage may
start within an hour of the kill unless
eyes, ears, nose, and mouth are filled
with salt. Hunters should also slit the
skin on the back, and fill the neck at
the base of the skull with salt." And
this treatment should be repeated
every 24 hours! Any spillage can be
used to avoid spoilage of the story.

Mfg. in Europe. Exoct Shooting Replica
of the old Remington Q/U Derringer.

.22 LR Blue Finish $16.95

.22 Magnum Blue Finish 21.95

.22 LR Chrome.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19.95

.22 Magnum Chrome . . . . . . . . • • .. 24.95

.22 LR Gold 26.95

.38 Special Chrome 27.50

.357 Magnum, Chrome or Blue 29.95

SINGLE ACTION GREAT WESTERN KITS
Finish it Yourself Revolver

All machine operations have been completed. Only assembly
and blueing remain to be done..22 Cal.•22 Hornet .38 Spl.
.357 Mag.•44 Spl.•44 Mag••44-40 .45 Long Colt 4%"
5h" • 7V2" Barrels.

ONLY $59 95 Kit is complete with all pa~ts
• and assembly instructions.

Dealers send for information.

ORD~;~DTO_ E & M FIREARMS CO., INC. P'~~UBD~~ ~~~~, ~~~~F.O

(Continued from page 13)

I wear instead of my dress watch, on hunting
trips. I know old timers who sneer at a
watch, say they can read the sun for all the
time-telling they need. That's fine, if the
sun is shining, and if everybody in the party
can read sun time accurately. But the sun
doesn't always shine, and few men can read
sun time as accurately as they think they
can, and time can be an important factor in
big country. When is it time to drop an in·
teresting trail and turn back while there's
still time to reach camp (or known terrain)
in time to save yourself a night out and your
companions a night of worry about you?
Your watch can be a worth-while compass,
too, if you know how to use it. And once I'
used my watch crystal to start a fire I badly
needed after breaking full length through
rotten ice after forgetting (like a greenhorn)
to refill my match case. (I said earlier that
we seldom tell of our blunders, but sometimes
it's well to remember them! That was a long
time ago, and I've never been caught again
with an empty match-box.)

Two or three short stubs of inch-thick
candle are handy things to have in your camp
gear. Boots that are stiffly new, or stiff from
a wetting, or just too big for the socks you're
wearing, often slide up and down at the heel
and make blisters. A blistered heel can ruin
a hunt for you. A candle, warmed soft and
rubbed heavily around the inside of the
offending boot can slicken the surface to
prevent friction and lessen the trouble. An
inch-long stub of candle will start a fire for
you, too, when a lot of other tricks fail.

Speaking of fire-starting, a few shotgun
shells (empty, of course) make good starters.
Make a few cuts lenghtwise with your knife,
separate the strips between the cuts, and
light. For better results, soak a few in oil
before dropping them into your gear box.

Safety pins, at least half a dozen medium
sized ones, are a must iiI my camp gear. I've
used them to replace buttons, to "patch"
rips in key items of clothing, to attach things
to each other (and to me), for scores of pur
poses. I usually carry one or two in a pocket
away from camp, too. Amazing how many
times they've come in handy!

I carry a spare pair of rawhide boot laces
in my rucksack, even when I wear boots that
don't need laces (as I sometimes do). I
broke a bootlace once before I started carry
ing spares, and had to knot it; then had to
spend a half hour each evening trying to
untie that damn, water-soaked knot to get
my boot off. Don't remember ever breaking
another lace after I started carrying spares,
but I've helped out several companions with
a loan-and never failed to find a use for the
spare laces on any trip, to hang up some·
thing or tie something together.

Little things, but they can make the differ·
ence between comfort and discomfort-or
worse. They say the old Mountain Men car·
ried very little on their "long lonelies" into
the Shining Mountains, but you can bet that
every little thing they carried had at least
one essential use, and probably several. Each
man's choice of things to carry is based on
his experience, weighing usefulness against
weight and bulk, need against don't-need.
The years provide a weeding-out process. As
the cowboy said after an afternoon's explora
tion of a fancy Dallas department store, "It's
downright amazin' how damn many~
things there is that I ain't needin' !"~
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The engraving of these Winchester rifles in
the John Moore collection is typical of the
delicate scroll work of English engravers.

No man in the gun fraternity is more highly
esteemed and respected than Jim Serven. His
book, "Colt Firearms." is a classic. Leader
in many collector's associations, member of
the NRA Collector's Committee he has owned
more rare guns than have most museums. More
of his memories of "Big Moments" next month.
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I SHUDDER when I think of it; I almost muffed the
chance to own for the proverbial song, one of the

rarest and most valuable of all historic American weapons.
It was serial number 1 of Samuel Colt's first pistol model!
I almost missed this golden opportunity, but not quite.
And I'll tell you about it as we get into this story.

Americans, like their brethern of the older cultures of
Europe, have become inveterate collectors. We collect
everything from tiny miniatures to Model T Fords--and
even to locomotives. My friend Paul Mantz collects air
planes. But behind this collecting mania tlJ.ere are basically
sound motives. Collecting provides an objective and pre
scribes a course of interesting study; it adds real zest to
life. There is always the hope that a great prize may lay
beyond the doorway of some little shop-or tucked away
in some dusty attic. Let me warn you that unless you have
strange tastes, indeed, once you are exposed to the con
tagious enthusiasm of the collecting fraternity, be pre
pared to join 'em! And probably you'll enjoy healthful
relaxation, have more fun than you ever thought possible,
and make some money in the bargain. That is the way it

worked out for me.
About 35 years ago, when our lumber company acquired

some property where Thomas Edison and the Brunsdorf
brothers had conducted early electrical experiments, there.
was among the contents of a building a rather nice Colt
cap and ball Navy pistol. I bought this for three dollars
which, ridiculous though that figure now appears, was
then near the going price.

There were a few Civil War carbines around our house
which my father had purchased at Bannerman's in New
York, but these had not excited my interest as did this old
Colt pistol. So it was not long before I began accumulating
more antique pistols, my first small lot coming from an
impecunious artist who traded me a dozen pistols for
building materials we had supplied. A photographer traded
me a nice little group of pistols for a bone-masted ship
model which I had somewhat reluctantly accepted from a
friend in trade for an oriental rug. You see, not only do
you become a collector but eventually you become involved
in the good old American custom of swapping. Everybody
is convinced he can outsmart the other fellow-and anyway

Big Whitneyville-Walker Colt and
smaller brother "Little Dragoon"
are much sought collectors' items.

By JAMES E. SERVEN

EVERY COLLECTOR DREAMS OF FINDIN.G

A CASED PATERSON IN SOMEBODY'S ATTIC.

BUT HERE IS A MAN WHO

HAS FOUND NOT ONE BUT SCORES OF GUN TREASURES
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Texas Model Paterson-made Colt gun came from Canada,
amazed customs officials when they learned value of
this "old relic" that probably was made around 1836.

it is fun trying, and you at least end up with something
different!

In every collecting field, there are outstanding types or
models which top the others ill desirability and interest.
Among gun collectors, the Colt pistols made at Paterson
N.J., being Colt's first models, and the big "Walker"
dragoon Colt pistol made at Whitneyville in 1847, are
considered great prizes. I have had some exciting experi
ences in acquiring both types of these rare pistols, and first
I would like to tell you about that Paterson-made Colt
pistol with serial number 1 which I mentioned earlier.

When I first started collecting, I knew of few places to
look for old guns, so I placed some Wanted ads in maga
zines. One day I received a letter from Brooklyn in which

Sketch of Emperor
Maximillian's coat
of arms was made
from i v 0 r y grips
of gun bought for
$10 in Mexican bar.

This en9raved little sidehammer percussion Colt was
acquired by author when he bought entire collection.
Wood for stocks came from famed "Charter Oak" tree.

the writer indicated that he had seen my ad in The Rural
New Yorker, and that he owned a Colt cap and ball pistol
made at Paterson. He added rather off-handedly that the
only number he could find on it was 1.

Well, I had had my leg pulled by experts, and I figured
that this fellow was out to have some fun. Nevertheless, I
answered his letter and asked for more information. No
reply. I was just about ready to say "the hell with it" when
I had occasion to be in Brooklyn, and on a hunch I went to
this man's address and rang his doorbell. He was not at
home. His wife invited me in after she learned my mission,
and soon plunked down on the table in front of me, with
the comment that she'd like to get the pesky thing out of
the house, a truly fine 1836 (Continued on page 41)

18

Matched pair or richly engraved Colt Navy guns was purchased over a century ago from
New Orleans gun dealers. Set was obtained from direct descendents of the original purchaser.
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How could ~ wise lion hound
trail an already dead lion 7

WHAT STRANGE POWER

MADE THIS CAT INVULNERABLE TO

HEAVY SHOT AT CLOSE RANGE?

"0 F A TRUTH, senor, I have brought you bad trouble,"
Tony the Goatherder had said two hours ago when

we parted on the canyon rim. "I pray to the saints that
all will turn out well."

I hoped he had influence. I was alone and afoot, without
grub, and the sun was rolling down to the horizon. At my
feet, the land dropped away crazily to the depths of a
Mexican barranca whose bottom I could not see. Some
where down there, my favorite. cat-hound-wise, black
Sombra-was belling. Her voice told me that she was in
trouble and would I please hurry. The dog that had been
with her, a burly novice named Tacos, was silent. Under
the circumstances, his silence was ominous. I would have
bet that Tacos was no longer of this world.

To reassure Sombra, I fired my .30-30 carbine into the
air. And things happened.

I was reaching into my pocket for a replacement shel ,
when something moved in a bullthorn thicket 200 feet
distant-a tawny shadow streaking toward a broken red
lava cliff. It was a mountain lion, and a big one.

I laid the .30-30 on its shoulder, and pulled. The shot

was good. Squalling, the cat fell, struggled up to make a
bound down the slope, and died in the air. It landed on its
head and rolled against a boulder.

Down in the dusky blue canyon, Sombra let out an
urgent, appealing call. I didn't have time to pelt the lion.
I took the scalp, took a ham for eating purposes, and
started down. The sun was setting. Seldom had I felt more
alone and ineffectual.

This screwball hunt began at a sidewalk table of· the
Hotel Fenix cantina, in Cuyutlan, Colima, when Tony the
Goatherder came to tell me about a lion.

"Truly, senor, this is a very bad lion," Tony told me.
"He kills the goats I herd, and he kills the dogs I borrow
to protect the goats. I myself, and also my neighbors,
believe he is an agent of el Diablo. Only a few nights ago,
senor, I waited beside the carcass of a goat he had killed.
I had a flashlight fastened to the barrel of my musket, and
when the lion came, I switched on the light and fired a
charge of heavy shot into his face at 30 feet. He bounded
away unhurt. Not a drop of blood could I find, nor a hair.
I am a good shot, senor. This was beyond understanding. I
think there was something supernatural about it. Will you,
por favor, senor, come with me and see if you can kill this
lion ?"

So, for the sake of international relations, and because I
had never hunted a supernatural (Continued on page 50)
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F IFTY YEARS AGO this past summer of 1961 an event occurred which
seems to have been overlooked in the shuffle and rush of today's hurry

to get rid of all the good old things and shift to electronic, self-energized,
push-button whatchamacallits. The event? A Board of the U. S. Ordnance
Department officially concluded the series of tests, eliminations, and trials
which resulted in the official adoption of the U. S. Pistol Semi-automatic,
Caliber .45, Model of 1911-now known under the common (though some
what inaccurate) name of "the .45 Automatic". Yes sir, the old girl
celebrated the Golden Anniversary of her wedding to the armed forces of
this country, and hardly a soul has so much as mentioned it.

In a way, this is an amazing thing. The Colt .45 ACP has been the
official sidearm of our armed forces for 50 years and a few months now,
and with a bit of good common sense on the part of future and present
Equipment Board members, it may be with us as the official sidearm for

examines his .45 ACP
shooting exhibition.

By HARRY REEVES Six time National
Pistol Champion

The GUN that MAKES or BREAKS
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Dinan-accurized .45 shoots 2" groups at
50 yds. with reloads from machine rest. A
1911 issue, below, with long trigger but
without .1911 A I cut-away for index finger.

BUT IT SHO~TS WHERE YOU HOLD IT. DOES THE

MAN-STOPPING JOB IT WAS MADE FOR

some time to come. It is a combat veteran, still combat-ready.
To digress a little, it is to be noted by those of us who think highly of

the old "chunk of iron" that there has been organized pressure for a long
time to replace this rugged pistol with one which fires more cartridges
without reloading. That practically requires going to a smaller caliber
and that, in turn, would almost certainly put us right back into the same
conditions that existed when the Ordnance Department was put to work
looking for a pistol to replace the U. S. Pistol Model of 1906, Caliber .38.

Most gun bugs, at least, are aware that during the Moro Insurrection,
our soldiers found the .38 revolver to be inadequate to stop those fanatic
fighting men, and considerable pressure resulted for a harder-hitting side
arm. Not the least of that pressure originated from General Frederick
Funston. Funston must have been a mighty interesting character. He had
made quite a name for himself as a newspaperman, prior to making a
much-admired name for himself as a soldier while heading a regiment of
Kansas Volunteers during the wa~ with Spain and later during the Moro
uprising in the Philippines. Having witnessed the inadequacy of the .38
revolver as a "man stopper" when used on the Moro's, he was able to
make his newspaper experience payoff in a properly qirected campaign to
get a better pistol for our soldiers.

On December 28, 1906, the wheels started to move, and extensive tests
were conducted, starting in 1907. There were plenty of pistol designs to
include in the testing: the Savage, Glisenti, Hammond, Mauser, the
Borchardt (which gained fame under the name of its American designer
Luger) , the Danish Shouboe, the Mannlicher, the Bergman, the Knoble, the
Merrill-White, the Roth, the Webley-Fosberry, and perhaps others.

The Board which. had been established for (Continned on page 60)

PLENTY OF PEOPLE DAMN THE BIG PISTOL.

CHAMPIONS!
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About 9 :45 on the morning of October 5,
1892.

The place: Coffeyville, Kansas; a small town in the
south-eastern part of the state. A quiet, pleasant, peaceful
town, until-that fateful morning.

The objective: To hold up two banks simultaneously_
The end: Failure, death-and a place in history.
Seen from the vantage point of hindsight, it is obvious

that this affair was not as well planned as earlier Dalton
coups. The Daltons-Emmett, Bob, and Grat Dalton, and
company-were famous men in Oklahoma and Kansas.
They had cut a swath of train robberies that had earned
them wide publicity; robberies marked by careful planning
and machine-like execution (or was it luck? After Coffey-
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Winchester .44-40 belonged to Dalton boys
and single action .44-40 Colt was Emmett's
gun that fateful day at Coffeyville bank.

ville, men said their earlier successes were attributable to
luck; but if that was so, it was a luck unusual in its
consistency. )

But the luck played out in Coffeyville; played out to an
abrupt ending of "a short life, but a gay one." Jesse James
rode the outlaw trails for 16 years, and the law never
touched him. The Daltons lasted only some 18 months after
they achieved prominence as outlaws. Both gangs were
smashed, not by law but by town~ full of citizens who
owned guns, who knew how and had the guts to use them.
For the Jameses, it was Northfield, Minnesota. For the
Daltons, it was Coffeyville.

One thing the Daltons didn't know, apparently, when
they rode into Coffeyville that morning was that repairs

GUNS • MARCH 1962

were being made on the main street. The hitching rails that
had been in front of the banks were down. So the group
of five riders turned into an alley, dismounted, and left
their horses tied to a fence. That alley was later to be
known as "Death Alley," for good reason.

With the three Daltons that morning were Bill Powers
and Dick Broadwell. Grat Dalton, Powers, and Broadwell
moved into the First National. Bob and Emmett Dalton
tackled Condon's Bank.

They were under suspicion even before they entered the
alley. Aleck McKenna noticed the five riders as they passed
his livery stable, and thought he recognized the Daltons.
Somebody-some say McKenna, some say a man named
Charles Gump-saw, through (Continued on page 40)
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By JEFF CARTER

H ow WOULD YOU like to sit in an arm-chair about
six hours nightly, shooting from a bench rest at

stationary targets less than 40 yards distant, using a scope
sighted .22 rimfire rifle, and get paid $300 to $400 a week
for it?

Sounds like a dream? It isn't. Plenty of Australian
shooters are making that kind of money shooting rabbits
which, in this country, are thicker than the hairs on a dog's
back. Australia's trigger tycoons have been plugging away
steadily at the sky-rocketing rabbit population for two solid
years, and have made no impression on it. Rabbits, as
you may have heard tell, are prolific.

Shooters in our eastern states alone are knocking down
100,000 pairs of rabbits each week, and trappers are
accounting for many more; but countless millions of cot
tontails remain to eat sheep pasture and crops, causing
losses of some $350 million annually. It is because of this
vast economic damage that farmers encourage hunters to
come into rabbit-infested areas, that the government offers
income tax reductions to both hunters and farmers, some
times even providing free meat and other supplies.

Ten years ago, cottontail damage was estimated in the
vicinity of $600 million annually. Then government sci
entists introduced a virus disease, called myxomatosis,

Aussie game variety is shown above by
buff horns, skins of spotted pig, roo,
and walla roo. Rifles at left: sporter
ized .303, Browning .22, SMLE .303.
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These two sport hunters attacked the kangaroos with a
.250-3000 and a 6X scope. Poor shooting and noisiness
of gun kept kangaroo score for night down to 37 kills.

which knocked out almost the entire rabbit population in
less than a year. But today the rabbits are back to about
half their previous strength and are multiplying rapidly.
Myxomatosis has lost its potency, and shooting and trap
ping are the only control measures.

Trapping isn't a trade that attracts many outdoorsmen.
But when someone discovered early in 1959 that inex
pensive .22 rimfire rifles could produce marketable rabbit
carcasses in quantity, a new industry was born. The idea of
shooting was far more attractive than trapping could ever
be; and the shooting could be done from the comfort of a
Jeep or similar vehicle, and at night, when the normally

Aussie sport shooter uses a
.303 service rifle to knock
over a few roos. Sporterized
service rifles are popular.
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RABBITS AND 'ROOS

DESTROY AUSTRALIA'S CROPS

AND GRAZELAND. SO PRO

HUNTERS EARN HIGH

PAY SHOOTING FOR HIDES.

MEAT. AND LUCK CHARMS
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Pro roo hunter Michael Deeps from Wanaaring district NSW
uses a 10-shot .22, makes killing headshots exclusively.

Night's work is done for hunter who bagged 280 rabbits.
Rest supports Brno .22RF with 10-shot clip, Aussie scope.

When equipped with 4X scope,
Brno .22 rimfire is favorite Aussie
gun for professional rabbit hunters.

hot Australian daytime landscape cooled to around
50 degrees.

The pioneers of professional rabbit shooting llsed
open sights for a while, but it soon became apparent
that greater accuracy was needed. Those early rim
fire rabbiters didn't have much trouble hitting their
targets, but the trouble was to stop the bunnies in
their tracks. Bigger calibers were not feasible. The
companies buying rabbits buy them for meat; they
don't want mutilated carcasses-they want them
head-shot. ~cope sights were the answer.

So scope sights came into general use. Those
used are mostly 4X, because 6X and bigger mag
nifications magnify vibrations set up by the motor
and make finding the close-range targets difficult.
Hollow-point long rifle high-velocity rimfire fodder
is used almost exclusively, and the local product,
made by ICI (Imperial Chemical Industries), is
favored above all others.

Bolt action repeaters are used almost exclusively.
Automatics are not used at all, and few pump or
lever actions are seen. The Czech Brno is a top
favorite, followed by Remington and the Australian
deluxe model Lithgow. The essential feature of the
rifle used is its ability to operate under dusty
conditions.

With such equipment, professional rabbit shoot
ers have no trouble tallying 100 pairs of head-shot
bunnies nightly. They do this six nights weekly, for
about nine months of the year. You can shoot right
through the summer if you want-the rabbits are
still there-but Australian summers in the rabbit
area are hot, and nine month's work produces a
gross income of at least $11,000, so who wants to
work the whole year?

This is a lot of money, particularly when. you
bear in mind that a dollar buys a lot more in
Australia than it does in America. Here, the average
three-course meal costs a dollar, and no tip is re
quired. A haircut costs 75 cents; best quality steak
is 60 cents a pound, and the best and most potent
beer in the world is only 15 cents for a half-pint
glass.

Of course, there are expenses. Out of the $11,000
income would come a total of about $3,250 for
operating expenses over 9 (Continzted on page 62)
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Brno .22 Hornet with 4X Aussie-made scope makes good
roo combination that is accurate, yet inexpensive to
shoot. Roos are tough, require accurate headshots.
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Translating

THOSE METRIC
MARKINGS

THE METRICS HAVE YOU CONFUSED?

Vtniations of the 8x57 mm Mauser cartridge:
From left to right the 8x57 JRS, 8x57 JR, the
8x57 JS, and the 8x57 J. First and third
take .323" bullet, others take .318" bullet.

By CAPT. GEORGE C. NONTE, Jr.

AGENERATION AGO, interest in the cartridges used
by our shooting brethren overseas was limited to a

very few people in this country. European arms were not
nearly so widely distributed then as now, and certainly not
as many foreign guns had been brought back from the
wars. The situation has changed of late, for one will now
find European arms in the racks of any good-sized sporting
goods store. Thousands of them change hands monthly
through the medium of advertising to be found in publica
tions devoted to "guns and shooting. Surplus dealers have
introduced hundreds of thousands of obsolete military
rifles into this country, and most of them are chambered
for European cartridges. This has sparked considerable
interest in these cartridges.

Continental cartridge designations alone have thrown a
good many gunners for a loss. A long string of numbers
with a few initials and possibly a word or phrase of an
unfamiliar language can be confusing. Actually, the metric
system of cartridge designation and identification is quite
simple and, in most ways, superior to our own fouled-up
nomenclatures. Virtually all metric cartridges (which in-

YOU ARE NOT ALONE. BUT

HERE IS THE LOW.DOWN ON THEM

eludes everything not made in North America and Great
Britain) are identified in accordance with this system.
Once it is understood, the name of a cartridge will tell you
a great deal about that particular caliber and load.

Two dimensions are always given in the European
caliber designation: bullet diameter and case length. Thus
we know that the 7x57 mm is a cartridge consisting of a
7 mm diameter bullet loaded into a case 57 mm long. The
7 mm actually refers to the bore (land) diameter of the
barrel, so the bullet will actually measure approximately
.284" rather than a true 7 mm (.2756"). This is not an
iron-clad rule because of variations between manufacturers
policies and tolerances, but may be generally relied upon.
From the 7x57 mm we also learn (by implication) that it
is a rimless cartridge. If it were rimmed, then the symbol
"mm" would be dropped and an "R" used in its place;
thus, the rimmed 7x57 mm becomes the 7x57R.

So there we have the basic cartridge designation which
tells us its bullet diameter, its case length, and whether it is
a rimmed or rimless case. Try to get that much information
out of the markings on a .257 (Continued on page 52)

Photograph shows some of the more important rimless cartridges. From left to right: 6.5x52.5 Mannlicher-Carcano,
6.5x54 Mannlicher-Schoenauer, 6.5x57 Mauser, 6.5x55 Mauser, 7x57 Mauser,8x57 Mauser, 9x57 Mauser, and the 9.3x57.
The next five cartridges are rimmed: 6.5x53 R, 7.62x54 R Russian, 8x60 JR (.318" bullet), 9x57 R, the 9.3x62 R once
popular for medium African game. Many of the metric cartridges are commercially available and perform well.

~
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Hollywood stars included Peter Brown of "Lawman" series. and
Clint Eastwood who plays hero Rowdy Yates on TV's "Rawhide."

BIG NAMES AT LAS VEGAS TELL WHAT

THEY THINK OF THE FUTURE OF THIS NEWEST

28

AND FASTEST GROWING SHOOTING SPORT
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Here are the top tel} guns, in the usual order: Fred Stieler, AI
Brian, Curtis Blakemore, Jack Sims, and Dave Antonini. Bottom row:
Ed Gamache, Bob Lewis, Larry Scott, Terry Lewis, and Dave Tuttle.
Competitors came from all corners of the country, all had fun.

Colt's Fred RofF and famed shooting coach
Rodd Redwing admire Dick Richardson's gun.
Dick was only "thumber" to place in money,
using a Colt gun with a "Longhorn" hammer.

Founder of fast draw, Dee
Woolem, is also known as
the "Daisy Kid," maintains
standing as most sudden gun.

By JOHN LACHUK
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FAST-DRAW GUNS are no longer just fast; they are "sudden!" And sudden was
no misnomer for the guns at the Third Annual Hotel Sahara Open Walk-and·Draw

Championship, co-sponsored by Colt's, in Las Vegas, Nevada, last November.
This third meeting of "the world's series of fast draw" showed performances

markedly improved over previous events. The average time of .49 second for 1960 was
cut to .40 in '61. Fastest time recorded in 1960 was .35. Winner Fred Stieler of Sunny
vale, California, cut that to .30 for 1961. Similar reductions showed all down the line.

Perhaps the biggest change evident here was the general switch to fanning. Jack
Sims of Mountain View, California, winner in 1960, was one of the few fanners in
that meet. This year, the only thumb-cocker to shoot "in the money" was Dick "Deacon"
Richardson, who was 15th.

Walk-and-draw elimination tourneys are based upon the "walk down" of the Old
West (Hollywood version), with two men actually matched on equal terms. They stand
facing from a distance of 120-feet, and at the command, "walk," approach each other.
The Timekeeper pushes a button on an automatic device which signals the draw by
flashing a light and ringing a bell at an unknown point during the walk. An electronic
timer records the fastest draw in hundredths of a second on a large clock dial, visible
to the audience. "Level judges" decide if the guns were pointed parallel to the floor at
the moment of firing. The winner faces disqualification if his shot is pointed high or
low. In this case, the opponent wins? provided his gun was level. The Las Vegas
Gambling Peacemakers Club, hosts of the event, acted as level judges and manned the
desks at either end where the shooter's guns were loaded before each round.

No loaded guns or handling of guns was allowed except upon the actual firing line.
Only unaltered single action revolvers were used, and Western dress was required.

By late evening Saturday, the 185 entrants were boiled down to 47 for the final day
of competition. The tempo picked up noticeably on Sunday, with the times recorded
dropping abruptly as the finals approached. And as the draw times dropped, tension
rose. The California State Walk-and-Draw Championship, held less than six weeks
earlier at Ridgecrest, saw shooters consistently hitting speeds under .30, with several
equaling the new world mark of .26. Las Vegas causes the shooters to tense up. The
prestige that a winner carries away from the Sahara National weighs heavily in every
contestant's mind, and slows his hand.

It was his ability to withstand these pressures that enabled Fred Stieler to hold his
draws consistently between .30 and .35, and emerge the final (Continued on page 56)
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Older brother's target rifle, new jacket have boosted
Charles Paden's scores. Now he looks forward to Perry.

30

Each shooter gets individual attention on firing line
from Fries who feels that each question is important.
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HELP FUNNEL ENTHUSIASM INTO WHOLESOME FUN

BOYS AND GUNS NATURALLY GO TOGETHER. THESE POLICEMEN

31GUNS • MARCH 1962

Complaint about "fuzzy" peepsight disk is checked by
Fries who takes care of range guns in his spare time.

Shoeless to keep mat clean, Art
Strobeck takes aim to qualify
for NRA rating. Kids take score
seriously, more so than adults.

W HAT DOES A BUSY policeman do when his work hours prevent him from shooting in competi
tion? He teaches kids to shoot! At least, that's what Sergeant Ernie Fries of Evanston, Illinois,

does. And this is fine for the kids; fine also for certain pistol marksmen who now have one less gun
to beat in midwestern handgun matches.

Ernie Fries has been on the force for 18 years in the bustling city of Evanston, on the outskirts 'of
Chicago, and he had acquired a very handsome reputation on local pistol ranges-when he became
interested in juvenile work. On duty and off, Fries began to spend more and more time helping to
solve the problems of the kids on his "beat," and his time for pistol practice dwindled. But the work
with kids interested Fries more than the mere collection of medal hardware.

It all started a few years ago when someone came into the station house to find out where a kid
might learn to shoot a .22 rifle. This was the beginning of the Evanston Police Junior Rifle Club.
Came the time in i951 when the club, under the guidance of Patrolman Herb Runge, long-time
range officer of the Department, was chartered as an Instructor under the N.R.A. rules. The club
grew, and grew, and grew, with very little· outside help, until the day came when membership
limitations had to be made.

When Ernie Fries became juvenile officer and Runge requested relief from part of his duties, it
was a natural move for Fries to assume club leadership-partly because of his interest in kids, and
partly because of his love for guns and shooting, and his understanding of firearms.

Word-of-mouth publicity brought many parents to inquire about the firearms course Officer Fries
was giving. The course, and it is more of a course than a club, is limited to boys and girls aged 12-16
years, and course duration is limited to two years. Each of the several groups meets once a week,
usually Wednesday or Thursday, and only four kids are permitted on the range at anyone time. If
there is no press for the shooting ports, kids can stay longer.

In accordance with their knowledge and skill, youngsters are classified (Continued pn page 65)



EVIDENCE, MAY

ICS TABLES, AND EVEN VISUAL

ABOUT BULLET PERFORMANCE

By BOB HAGEL T HE YOUNG BILLY stood on the ledge calmly looking out over the haze-filled
canyon below. He was unaware of my presence and was standing broadside at

150 yards nearly straight overhead. With the old Krag pointed nearly straight up,
the cross-hair settled behind his front leg, low down, and I started a 172 grain
W. T. & C. W. H.P. bullet on its way.

That little billy literally turned upside down with all four feet in the air, rolled
off the ledge, and lay still. I was convinced that I had just witnessed a great feat
of bullet knock-down power. That was my first goat, and there was still a lot of
game that I had not seen killed.

To me, that 172 grain Western Tool & Copper Works bullet, travelling at around
2500 fps, had literally picked the billy up, turned him over and killed him very
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Goats. unlike other animals, show
little shock, often walk away in
spite of hit in vital area. Lack
of alleged bullet knock-down is
proved here, and paper- energies
are useless. Only well-placed
shots are meaningful on big game,
can reward hunter with trophies.
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Not even these modern and powerful cartridges can be
counted on to deliver knock-down punches in more than
half the body-shot deer. From the left: 7 mm Mashburn Mag
num, .30 Newton, .300 Weatherby, .338 Winchester, .334
O.K.H., .35 Whelen, .35 Mashburn Short Mag., .424 O.K.H.

The above bullets. show perfect expansion, yet retained
the weight needed for penetration of vital areas in heavy
game. From the left: Nosier 175 gr. from 7 mm Mash·
burn, 180 gr. Core-Lokt from .30-'06, 250 gr. Barnes
from .333 O.K.H., and 300 grain Kynoch from same gun.

This average size five point bull absorbed the full im
pact of the 300 grain bullet from .333 O.K.H. belted
cartridge, walked away, then slowly laid down to die.

dead. This was a clear case of the much publicized knock
down power. What I didn't know at the time was-whatever
had caused this spectacular display of so-called knock-down
power-did not and does not exist.

The bullet had entered low in the ribs, passed through
heart and lungs, ranging forward to rip its way along the
lower edge of the spine, smashing the off-shoulder and
leaving a three-inch exit hole at the top of the shoulder.
While heart and lungs had been badly torn up, that in
itself is not a fast killing shot, nor will it usually flatten an
animal. But the destruction of tissue, the crushing of the
shoulder bone, and the shock to the vital nerve center of
the high shoulder and spine area, had caused a muscular
reaction, a muscular spasm, that I mistook for bullet
knock-down power.

Since that time, I have either killed or been in on the
kill of several hundred head of game. I have seen them
killed with everything from the lowly .22 Long Rifle to
some of the most powerful rifle cartridges made, with light
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bullets at extreme velocity, and with large-bore, heavy
bullets not so fast. I have seen them hit anywhere from
the end of the nose to the root of the tail, and have seen
some mighty strange things happen after they were hit.
But the more game one sees shot with various cartridges,
the more apparent it becomes that there is no such thing as
knock-down caused by bullet energy alone.

I can already hear a great cry of protest from those who
use energy figures as their criterion of killing power. What
of the more than two tons of energy developed by several
modern cartridges?

We all use those figures as a way to compare one
cartridge to another; but remember, they are theoretical
paper figures. A metal case bullet of a given weight,
travelling at a given velocity, has just as much paper
energy as one of soft point design; but shoot an animal
through the heart with the cased bullet and he may not
show any sign of being hit until he falls in death-maybe a
considerable time (and distance) (Continued on page 48)
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ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

OLD HUNTER

ONLY ..

$2795!

ONLY

S1995!

ANOTH

FAMED MAUSERS.

The LOW price barrier broken at last.
The absolute finest ever in workmanship
and on a Mauser to boot. This really

must be seen to be appreciated-ask the man who owns one!
NOW at this redU('ed price. it is the rifle steal of all time.

~Il in VEHY GOOD 01' better condition. Some absolutely EXCEL·
i.E:NT or BETTER condo only $4.00 addit. New bayonets $1.95.

Canadian Buyers!
Write direct to our Ca'na·
-linn Di.dri,bntor, P.O. B~.r
628. Peterboro. OntarIo.
Immediate, cow·teouR and
prompt service f1uaranteed.

*-HUNTERS LODGE-MEMBER of the .!)nlerccrmD

.30-40 KRAG (M.e.) .....•. .$5.00

.aua BH,1TlSH MILITARY. .$7.50

.303 BIUTISH BLANKS $4.00
8MM GERMAN MAUSER ISSUE (M.e.) $4.00
8MM LEBEL (M.e.) . $6.00
8x56 R MANNLICHER ~6.00

.42 COLT BERDAN RIFLE (M.e.)••... J.O.OO

.43 (llMM) REMINGTON (M.e.) •...... $5.00
llMM MANNLICHER (M.e.) $5.00
SO~T POINT CA~T.IDC.S

6.5 ITALIAN SOFT POINT (20 rds.) ... $3.45
6.5 SWEDISH SOFT POINT (40 rds.) .. $5.90
7l\'IM MAUSER SOFT POINT (20 rrls.) .. $3.45
7.35 ITALIAN SOFT POINT (20 rds.) .. $3.45
7.5 SWISS SOFT POINT (20 rds.).$4.45
7.62 RUSSIAN S.P. (45 rds.) 56.65
7.65 MAUSER S.P. (20 rds.) $3.45
.303 BRITISH S.P. (45 rds.) .. 56.65
8MM MAUSER S.P. (40 rds.) ..$5.90

(Tholl€! few with a.deri8"1t: (*) are part'ially shootabte
but fully cOnlponentable.)

Incredible Ammo Bargains!

(Minimum order (except Soft Poi,t) 100 rounds.
All prices below (except Soft Point) per 100 rounds.)

Ye Old Hunter is all heart!
Ye Old Ilunter illustrates aLL weapon. by actual unre
touched vitotooraplll; 80 you CQ1i see how they RI·;ALLY look!

*

S/lipped
RR Express
Shipping
charges collect



WESTERNERS! Save trall.~po,.tnHon cOllt.~-or(rm· direct /rOll'"
Ye Old VlesteTIi Hunter. Sel"1,il'e that now spans a continent.!'

(III the henrt of tlit> Goldpll Stflt(!. J

ONLY

$7995!

GARANDS!! !

GENUINE SPRINGFIELD ARMORY MAKE!
Very good or better condition
Excellent condition only $10.00 additional.

MJ••

SPECIALl Limited offering. Springfield Armory Ml Garands with the ultra ra.re sniper (match)
barrel in unfired condition. Manufacturing cost of (M-ID type) barrel over tWice $9995'
the regular barrel and complete with telescope mount base. A. superb never before,
never again opportunity for the finest of the fine and ... while they last ... ONLY •

R SUPPLY.
LUSIVE! JUST in
nal SPRINGFIELD
,e Ibw price, and
those who have
ys iNSIST on an
,ND' and BEWARE
Iy our avaricious
,ged, obscene ef
d HUGE de~and
leis to a customer.

ONLY

$1645!

SMITH & WESSON
.38 SPECIALS!

Just received - The
bargain of our time .
.38 Cal. Smith & Wcsson
Military and Police Re
volvers rechambel'ed to the
popular .38 Special Cali
ber. Also comple-tely refin
ished and' rebluc>d and only
a meag-er $34.95! Beat
the run, 0 r d e r today!

World's Lowest Prices!

CRY P TO G RAM 0 F THE M 0 NTH (A REA F- 6 ): "S T UART,
SAIL VERONA SOUTHWEST WITH NEW COMPASS!"

ORDER
TODAY!

*

ONLY

Low Numbers

ONLY

$2995 !'

ONLY

$1295!

u. S. SPRINGFIELDS!

u. S. ARMY MODEL 1917!

MODEL 1911 SWISS RIFLES!

ORIGINAL WINCHESTER MODEL 95!

The pride of the British Empire-in
URe as late as KOl'ea, A selected lot
held until now. to prevent you being

victimized by run-away inflation. In good condition at
this loW, low price. A few strictly VCI'y good fln.y :$4.00
more. Prong' bayonets only $1.00 When ordcrcd with rifle!

ROYAL ENFIELD No.4 SERVICE RIFLEI

SELECT FAVORITES

~B 'R~~l~ ,8:r~~, -b~~~:~, fr~mfeg-.zV~~~~I~~~tcag;fy $2995!
'$5.00 additional. New Leather Slings $1.95-used .50. Gcnuple

Ml917 Bayonets only $1,75. Ordel' yours today. The strong-est ~lt-a~tlOn
rifle ever designed. 8uitable for any recommended Magnum Cal'lndge.

SPECIAL-LIMITED LOT; U.S. Model 1917 Cal. .30-06 (same as
.obove) in fair condition only - sold as actions ONLY $19.95!

JURT IN! All in very ~ood or better con
dition! The ~reatest of them all, the

INCOMPARABLE Spring-field at the !O\...·esl price ever
for low numbers. Thc'se al'e NOT the CI·ude. makeshift
assembled jobs advertised by others: these are NOT the

-overs rotting- in steaming- South American jung-Ies. but original Springfields

~nf£l1ge\VITc;{n~~hoJE.f":~~·PE~I~~obP~~~~':42~B'5! ~e~9~~'ebS~IT~g-sH~%~

I. 44.40

~ROUP: "WORLD LEADER in ARMAMENTS"- *
UNION -ST. • ALEXANDRIA 2, VA.
WASHINGTON BLVD .• CULVER CITY 2. CALIF.



I't's a Fine Old Shotgun, But

By ERIC JENSEN

All these shells are sold
as 2% inches long. From
left to right: A Western
Super X 20 ga., a British
Alphamax and both shells
after firing. On extreme
right, fired 12 gauge hull
opened to measure slightly
better than 2% inches.
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FAILURE TO EJECT FIRED

CASES OFTEN MEANS THAT

GUN IS NOTLONG ENOUGH

IN CHAMBER OR PORT FOR

TODAY'S CRIMPED SHELLS

Careful hand reaming to enlarge the
chamber another quarter inch or so
is the customary way. The job can
be done with machine tools and out
come will be somewhat more accurate.
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A MAN I KNOW has a fine old shotgun that he loves
dearly. His dad gave it to him, and he has kept it in

tip-top condition. It works smoothly, is as he says, "As
strong as the day it was made." He got mad as a hatter
when I told him that "strong as the day it was made" isn't
strong enough for the shells we shoot today.

I'm not talking about Damascus or "twist" barrels; noth·
ing on the outside of this gun would warn you that it is
potentially dangerous; the only tip-off is on the box of
shells you buy-the one that says, "Use these shells in guns
chambered for 23,4 in. shells only."

The catch is that the shell doesn't measure 23,4 inches.
It slips easily into the old gun's magazine, the mechanism
positions it snugly in the chamber, and it fi.res fine. So you
assume it's the right shell for the gun.

But it is not necessarily the right shell, for all its ap
parent fit. Most of the older guns, particularly in the
smaller gauges, were originally chambered for a shorter
shell, 2% or 29/l6ths inches long. At that time, of
course, shells were made so that the casing was the same
length after firing as before; only the wadding was dis
placed along with the shot. Nowadays, the crimp shells, in
effect, lengthen the casing considerably after firing, al
though when it comes out of the box, the crimped load may
actually be shorter than the old wadded shell.

What happens is obvious. Upon firing, the crimped end
of the casing blows out-unfolds-against the sides of the
barrel. The barrel is cone-shaped just forward of the
chamber and, in old guns, this uncrimped casing extends
into the smaller part of the cone, making it even smaller.
With the escape aperture thus narrowed-and with high
powered loads even a fraction of an inch here makes a
tremendous differen~e-the pressure in the chamber builds
up to the point where it may exceed the limits of the gun,
either in the barrel or in the locking mechanism. When
this happens, look out. Moreover, it may have been hap
pening for some time, weakening the gun progressively,
approaching that final occasion when even the elastic steel
of the good shotgun must give way.

Most barrels are smooth in the cone. Some of the older
ones, however, may have small ridges where the shell
lodged, rather than a gradual taper. Even ordinary wad
ding occasionally scraped off and built up here, defying a
cleaning rag or brush to remove it. With the crimp shells,
bits of the casing almost certainly are left on these ridges
and become almost a part of the barrel, so unyielding is
their hold. Again, the barrel's cross-section is made smaller
at this point by this accumulation, creating a significantly
increased back-pressure when a shell is fired behind it.

What has to be done with such barrels to make them
acceptable for the crimp shell is to ream out the chamber.
Usually this will amount to an additional Vs to :14 inch.
Only a few companies now market the 2% inch shells, and
they are difficult, if not impossible, to find in the ordinary
sporting goods store.

The process by which this chamber enlargement is ac
complished can be a simple hand-reaming job or a more
accurate machining. The accuracy which counts here is
two-fold, being not only in the proper diameter of the
chamber but in exact alignment. The @,rdinary tool of most
gunsmiths is a hand-reamer, but machining can be done _
at the factory or some of the larger establishments. In any /
event, the job should not be tried at home unless you are
an expert. The barrel is held in a padded vise, the reamer
inserted and turned by hand. It (Continued on page 44)
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That unfired shell fits into gun with space to spare
is no guarantee that gun is chambered for its size.

Crimp of "easily chambered" shell has expanded after
firing. case does not eject since port is too short.

See how much longer the fired hull is than the port.
Nothing wrong with ejector, but ammo is the wrong size.

Cutting the front of the port along lines indicated is
one way to assure ejection of over-size, fired hulls.
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T HE KING is dead-long live the king!
Fred Etchen, Senior, one of the greatest

all-time kings in trapshooting, passed on to
a shooter's Valhalla last November, but his
reign in the sport of trapshooting will live
forever.

"Trap & Field" magazine concluded the
story of Etchen's passing with these words,
"Trapshooting was his life." No more fitting
epitaph can be written. Those four words say
it all. We might add some of the details, such
as his many state, national, and international
shooting titles, his captaincy of the winning
1924 Olympic team, his part in incorporating
the ATA, and his unstinted help in the pro
motion of trap as the greatest of sports; but
all these accomplishments only modify the
four words which tell the story best.

And not only did Fred Etchen blaze a path
of glory in the trapshooting world for 60 of
his 77 years; he shared the infinite skill that
was his with all others, in the form of teach
ing, both through 8hooting schools, personal
instructions, and example, and through his
top-notch books on shooting, that remain for
ever as artifacts of his reign.

Pull! extends not only sympathy, but a
sincere salute, to his son, Fred Jr. (Rudy),
and to his family.

• • •
Tom McKinley broke 192x200 to win High-

Over-All in the 1961 Edmonton city trap
championships. Tom broke fifty straight dou
bles, and posted 47x50 in the handicap event,
on his way to the high-over-all title. Keith
Blanchett shattered the hundred straight to
take the open singles award. Top lady was
Florence Lister, who also added the Class C
singles trophy.

John Primrose topped the Class A singles
entry, and Mel Dobson won the Class Brace.
Junior and sub-junior events were strictly
Platz family. Randy brought home the junior
award, and Tom put the sub-junior award on
the shelf in the Platz domicile. Julian Saluk's
47x50 was good in Class A doubles, and one
target less won Class B for Garry Begon.

Attendance and interest in the EdIPonton
city championships topped previous· years,
and points to still bigger city tournaments in
the Alberta city.

• • •
Word also reaches Pull! of results in the

Edmonton City and Northern Alberta Skeet
Shooting Championships. Winner of the
Gevelot Trophy, for High-Over·All, was Bill
Hodgkinson. Julian Saluk showed mastery in
both clay target games by adding both North
ern Alberta skeet trophies to his city trap
doubles victory.

City ciass winners were: Class A-Gordie
Myles; Class B-Vass Carrol; Class C-Mel
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Dobson; Class D-W. Murenbeeld.
Northern Alberta class winners were: Class

A-Bob Baker; Class B-A. Jardine; Class
C-Russ Drewery; Class D-Ross Nelson.

Bob Kemp annexed the pro hardware,
scoring 179x200. This event was well attend
ed, like the city trap championships, and
was a three gun event: .410, 20, and 12
gauges.

• • •
While many of us are warming our toes by

the fire this month, others of the genus trap
shooter are taking in the remaining events in
the 1962 Western Mid-Winter Trapshooting
Tournaments.

If you'd like some barrel-warming instead
of toe-warming, here are the remaining
events on the Western Mid-Winter circuit:
Feb. 9-11-Rancho Angelus Trap & Skeet

Club, Los Angeles: Alex Kerr, 9584 Wil
shire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Feb. 15-18-Golden Valley Gun Club, Los
Angeles (western Zone Shoot): Ben
Dilorio ,12651 Osborne St., Pacoima, Calif.

Feb. 17-18-Swamp Rats Blue Rock Gun
Club,. Newman, Calif.: M. E. Walden, Box
44, Newman, Calif.

Feb. 24-25-Long Beach-Dominguez Gun
Club: Robert L. Davidson, 730 E. Roose
velt Road, Long Beach 7, Calif.

March 1-4-Harold's Trapshooting Club:
Don Ohnstad, Box 866, Reno, Nevada.

March lO-l1-Martinez Gun Club: Harry
Russo, 3500 Estudilla Street, Martinez,
Calif.

March 10-11-Ventura County Rod & Gun
Club: Walt Darracott, Box 1632, Ventura,
Calif.

March 17-18-Waterloo Trap, Skeet and
Boccie Club-Stockton, Calif.: Angelo
Conti, 2294 Waterloo Road, Stockton, Calif.

March 24-25-Kingsburg Gun Club: O. A.
Hammarsten, 39421 Road 36, Kingsburg,
Calif.

March 31-April I-San Jose Trap & Skeet
Club: Dr. Irving Cassell, 1634 Shasta Ave.,
San Jose, Calif.

April 7-8-Tulare County Trap Club: Jim
Ingle, 660 S. I Street, Tulare, Calif.

April 12-15-Sacramento Gun Club (Califor
nia State Shoot): C. R. Temp, 2331 28th
Street, Sacramento, Calif.
And if you must make a choice between

western hospitality and southern hospitality,
you still have time to have fun in the sun
trapshooting, in the remaining Florida Mid
Winter Chain tournaments (lucky you) ..
Feb. 1·4-0rlando: Gordon Miller, 826 Ala-

meda Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Feb. 7-11-West Palm Beach: George Mole,

Box 766, West Palm Beach, Fla.
Feb. 15-18-Miami: Henry Mills, Box 66-458,

Miami Springs, Fla.
Feb. 19-25-Sarasota: Bill Hoffman, Box

10218, Sarasota, Fla.
Feb. 28-March 4-St. Petersburg: Willard

R. Gause, 1200 47th Ave., North St. Peters
burg, Fla.

March 6-11-Tampa: Joe Whitaker, 2922
Prado Blvd., Tampa, Fla.

March 14-18-Tampa: Florida State Shoot.
March 21-25-St. Petersburg: All Indian

Shoot, Willard Gause.
For further information about Florida trap

shooting, write Mrs. Kathryn Mills, Box 66
458, Miami Springs, Florida.

• • •
Booming recreational demands all over the

nation are responsible for more and more
family recreation centers, geared to the total
relaxing and re-creating needs of the Ameri
can family. Latest of the full-scale family
recreation centers to be announced is the
Lansing Town House Club, just off Chicago's
southern artery, the Calumet Expressway.
The Lansing Town House Club offers fishing,
boating, picnicking, and soon-to-be trapshoot
ing facilities within a few minutes of Chicago
and the Calumet region of Northern Indiana
and Illinois. The club has received enthusi
astic endorsements from such outdoor author
ities as Ray Gray, outdoor editor for Chi
cago's "American," Harvey Duck, boating edi
tor of the Chicago "Daily News," Art Mer
cier, outdoors editor for WBBM-CBS in Chi
cago, and Elmer Bernard, outdoor editor for
the Hammond "Times."

• • •
Ron Peters, Springfield, Ohio, has succeed-

ed Lon Hammock as manager of the Amateur
Trapshooting Association, with headquarters
in Vandalia, Ohio. Philip A. Shields is the
new president of ATA. Pull! takes this op
portunity to extend best wishes for a success
ful tenure to the new ATA executive align
ment.

• • •
The Skeet Shooting Review predict~ that

the 1962 Husband-Wife championship may
have been determined last fall, when John B.
Dinning took as his bride Kathleen Wells
Fitchett. Skeet shooters can visualize few
more potent skeet shooting combinations than
this one. Dinning holds one of the nation's
highest averages, and his bride is the current
28 gauge Ladies world champion.

• • •
"Trap & Field" makes an interesting con-

tribution to the statistics department. The
ATA magazine gave pictorial recognition to
three senior gunners who took part in the
Knoxville (Tenn.) Fall Festival Trapshoot.
Fred Hansen, Dr. G. N. Riggins, and Adolph
Nelson admitted to total ages of 217 years,
and totals of 358,000 registered targets. Ages
are a well-kept secret, but the total targets
are 211,000 for Nelson, 79,000 for ~
Hansen, and 68,000 for Dr. Riggins. ~
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The .375 Belted Newton

Commercial .30-06 Mauser con
verted to .375 Belted Newton,
brass was resized from .338.

By R. F. CHATFIELD-TAYLOR

HERE IS .375 PERFORMANCE IN A RIFLE

INEXPENSIVELY CONVERTED FROM A .30-06 ACTION

I N THE April, 1960, issue of GUNS, I reported on the .30
Belted Newton and described the ease with which .30

06 rifles might be converted to this far more powerful load.
I also gave velocity figures, together with the results of
accuracy tests. A story' of the .30 Belted Newton in the field
was published later, in the January, 1962, issue.

As the reader of these two articles will have gathered, the
.30 Belted Newton was, in my opinion, an unqualified
success. It is far more powerful than the .300 H. & H.
Magnum and is, in fact, comparable to the factory loaded
.300 Weatherby. At the same time, it enables the user to
retain the shorter .30-06 action with its shorter bolt throw
and wider availability.

Considering the success of the .30 Belted Newton, it is

not altogether surprising that my mind turned to the possi
bilities of a .375 on this same fine .338 case. If it worked,
we would have a cartridge which could be used in standard
length actions, which might burn its powder more efficiently
than the longer cases, and which, last but not least, would
provide inexpensive conversion possibilities.

The more I thought about it, the more intrigued I be
came. One day I recalled that I had a .270 Griffin & Howe
Mauser which, with a 22" barrel, weighed a scandalous
93,4 Ibs. empty. Considering that I had an eight pound
Brownell .270 that is every bit as accurate as the heavier
rifle, it was obvious that I had exactly the victim I needed.

I bought a bored and rifled barrel blank in .375 caliber
from Winchester, and a pair of (Continued on page 49)

From left to right: The .375 Belted Newton with 300 grain
Nosier, the 300 grain Hornady, and the 270 grain Hornady bullets.
Right, .338 Winchester case from which .375 hulls are formed.
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First cousins to .375 Belted Newton are, from
left to right: .30 Belted Newton with 180
gr. Nosier, 7 mm Belted Newton, .458 Win.
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HERTER'S MODEL 45 POWDER MEASURE

trade was knowledge of the country, horse
manship, and gun dexterity. The Daltons had
one thing in common with most of the men
of the west of that period: the Daltons grew
up with guns and learned to use them well.
Guns were part of the fashionable habili
ments of the time, like a certain kind of a
hat, shirt, or boots. Emmett Dalton acquired
his first weapon at the age of twelve. It was
an old musket. After acquiring, in time, con
siderable skill with this weapon, it was
natural to want the best in the way of fire
arms. He got them, as did his brothers.

Brother Bob was known to be one of the
best shots of the southwest, with any weapon.

r----/ or

nition was kept for sale, were the rallying
points for the excited citizens. Winchesters,
Colts, Smith & Wessons, and double barrel
shotguns were the main weapons used; both
by the defenders and outlaws.

After the cry went up, "They are all
down!," the weapons used by the bandits
were collected. Grat Dalton had his Win
chester lying by his side, and a pair of Colts'
revolvers. Bob and Emmett Dalton also had
Winchester rifles, and Colt and S & W re
volvers as belt guns. Bill Powers and Dick
Broadwell both had Winchesters and Colts.

The Daltons had a better start in life than
their much more formidable kin, the Young
ers and the J ameses. They were not a prod
uct of the Civil War, or strife-torn nation.
In fact, they started off in manhood on the
right side of the law, as lawmen. Frank Dal
ton, the oldest brother, was a U. S. Marshall
working for Isaac Parker, the Federal Judge
at Fort Smith, Arkansas, known as the
"Hanging Judge." Frank was killed in the
line of duty in 1887. Bob and Grat Dalton
served as Deputy Marshalls right after their
brother's death. Later, Emmett was their as
sistant.

What changed these law enforcement of
ficers to one of the most publicized outlaw
gangs in the Southwest? Same thing that,
unfortunately, tempts lawmen t~day: money.
The monetary consideration received by U. S.
Deputy Marshals of that day was two dollars
for each arrest, six cents a mile when on the
trail of a criminal, all expenses to be paid
by the deputy. He then sent the bill to
Washington in the hope of reimbursement
and considered himself very lucky if he
finally got in hard cash half of what was
due him. It was not exactly a way to quick
riches! The Daltons decided that the grass
was greener on the other side of the fence.
Their career in crime started in 1889, and
lasted until that fateful day in October, 1892.

As "the Dalton gang" grew, they followed
a systematic plan that led from horse steal
ing, cattle rustling, and stage·coach holdups,
to train and bank robbery. Their stock in

(Continued from page 23)

GUNS THAT RODE WITH THE DALTONS

the big plate glass window of the Condon
Bank, when one of the outlaws raised a rifle
to the ready. Somebody-some say McKenna,
some say Gump-sent a shrill cry ringing
down the street: "The bank's being robbed!
They're robbing the bank! It's the Daltons!"

Another thing the Daltons didn't know
that morning was that there were plenty of
guns in Coffeyville; guns-and men ready
to use them. No outlaw gang can take a town
like that; the J ameses learned that, up in
Minnesota . . . Dalton was a big name in
the plains states, a bad name, a feared name.
But the cry, "It's the Daltons!," didn't para
lyze these citizens. A bad man with a gun is
no bigger than a good man with a gun, and
the citizens of Coffeyville proved it. So
might citizens today, if we are permitted to
keep our guns, and to shoot them.

The shoot-out that followed (it has been
related too many times to need repeating
here in detail) comes down in history on a
par with the one in Northfield, deadlier than
the fight in the OK Corral in Tombstone. It
took twelve minutes; twelve minutes of rifle,
shotgun, and pistol fire, citizens versus pro
fessional gunmen. The score: eight men dead,
four wounded.

Four of the dead men and one of the
wounded were bandits. Bill Powers, Dick
Broadwell, and Bob and Grat Dalton were
dead. Emmett Dalton was terribly wounded.
Four citizens gave their lives in defense of
their town. These were Charles Brown,
George Cubine, Charles Connelly, and Lucius
Baldwin. Three others were wounded.

An interesting sidelight of the raid is the
financial one. When the Condon bank
checked its cash balance after the shooting,
it was missing $20. Presumably, this was
dropped by the bandits and, possibly, picked
up by some person who needed it more than
the bank did. The First National fared bet
ter. Bob and Emmett Dalton made a good
haul there: $21,000 in bills. But the cash
balance in the First National after the shoot
ing showed-a surplus of $1.98! Was this the
change in the pocket of one of the raiders,
or was it a book-keeping error?

A factor underlying much of the contro
versy relating to all of the literature and
legend of the western gunman is the fact that
courage is no respecter of morals. Brave men
rode against the law, and for it. In this bat
tle, Emmett Dalton, when he saw his brother
Bob down and wounded, rode back through
a hail of gunfire to save him. He was cut
clown. Had he foregone this gesture, he
might have escaped.

Emmett recovered from his wounds, was
tried, convicted, sentenced to prison for life.
But he was a model prisoner, and after 15
years he was pardoned. He "settled down"
thereafter, married, wrote a book, "made
good" in the building business. He never re
turned to the old ways or the old com
panions; when he died, he was a respected
man.

The arms used in this gun battle con
sisted of rifles, shotguns, and pistols-about
fifteen weapons, in all. All but one of them
came from the local hardware stores. The
exception was a Winchester brought into ac
tion by one of the first victims of the robber's
bullets. It is interesting to note that the
hardware stores, where firearms and ammu-

STANDARD CONVEN
TIONAL TYPE MARK I RE
LOADING DIES
Famou. throughout the
world, Herter die. are
equal or better than any
reloading die. at any price.
Finest precision machined.
hardened, poli.hed. ALL
POPULAR CALIBERS.

Use any Herter +ools or dies for
two months. Use them hard and
if in your judgment they are not
of better workmanship and made
of better materia Is or they do not
outperform all other tools i return
them for a full refund.

HERE
IS OUR

(iUARANTU
OFFER.

Unconditionally guaranteed to Ite the
most accurate, powder measur.8 made
in the world.
Emptie. nearly upright. not 90· de
grees - prevents powder stiding.
Automatic powder ~noc~. Only meas
ure with bearing on drum. No long
tube to catch powder•..Double pow
der chamber.
Stand to work over table not edge.
Comes with 3 drop tubes for all sizes

Shp. wgt. 6 Ibs. of rHie, pistol and shotgun cartridges.

HIGHEST QUALITY
AT lESS THAN JOBBER PRICES.

AND FAR LESS THAN WHOlESALE PRICES!

• Accuracy guaranteed to
1/10 grain. 1:::[:'

• Mechanical dampener and. . '"
beam lift. ' ~

.325 grain capacity.
• Beam insulated against the

forces of galvanic action $62Sand static electricity. Super
sensitive with large easy to
read calibrations. Patents Pending. Shp. wgt. 4 .Ibs.

HERTER'S FAMOUS MODEL 3
SUPER RELOADING TOOL

WORLD'S LARGEST MAKERS OF AMMUNI
TION RELOADING TOOLS. MACHINES AND
COMPONENTS.

HERTER'S MODEL B POWDER SCALE

HERTER'S FAMOUS RELOADING DIES

HERTER'S INC. SINCE 1893 WASECA MINN

Shp. wgt. 23 Ibs.•World's largest selling reloading

¥
tool, this really speaks for itself.

t •Loads rifle. pistol or shotshells.
~i"J. •Full I~ngth resize. and .wages bul-

. k; lets with ease.
• Lathe bed cast iron frame· not

aluminum or aluminum alloys.

• Complete with primer arm, insert
~'39£ and shell holder of your choice.
~'l • New Primer catcher $1.37

.;11iiij;I't'·'·]3Ct·14·r"'·]3i':'f-f,i);JW
• Only measure of this type made with ·'PJl.'..'..·

genuine micrometer setting. -IL'1

: 2~:~;e~~:;at:?;~ti:~f~W:;:ir~: ~/K.[7~'
·the powder- and prevents. packing. ~;;r-.

• Comes with three drop tubes that will
take all rifle, pistol and shot shell"
cartridges. Patent Pending. Shp. wgt. 6 Ibs.

Shp. wgt. 2 lb•.

-!($~~-
• Price for any pistol or rifle cartridge 42¢. Shp.

wgt. 8 oz.
• Price for any .hotgun shell 49¢ Shp. wgt. 8 oz.
• Unconditionally guaranteed finest procurable qual

ity guaranteed for your lifetime.
• Available in white or red.
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BIG MOMENTS IN COLLECTING
(Continued from page 18)

Where can you buy so much of the very
HEART of the Old West-AS IT REALLY
WAS-for ten times the price 7

A

TRUE
WEST

is
published
bi-monthly

(6 issues
per year)

35c per
copy, 12
issues for

$4.00

F R E E!

WHAT

PUBLICATIONS
Austin 31, Texas

"A GALLERY OF
WESTERN BADMEN"

MAN,

,-:..- ~
_, JID With Each Subscription

_ wm This is a book of factual
~_ accounts and photos on 21
w_ famous gunslingers-Wyatt

Earp, Billy the Kid, Wes Hardin, Jesse
James, Wild Bill Hickok-twenty-one of
theml

FRONTIER
TIMES

is
published
quarterly
(4 issues
per year)
-25c per
copy, 12
issues for

$3.00.

TRUE WEST and FRONTIER TIMES are
authentic magazines crammed with articles
and photos on badmen, range wars, Indian
fights, gold rush, ghost towns, lost mines,
buried treasures, outlaws, trail drives, fron
tier sagas, cowboy and ranch life-they
portray the REAL THING-they stick to
the FACTS!

SPECIAL! We're making you a "see
what-we've-got" offer of a full year's sub
scription to BOTH magazines for three germ
laden bucks-and throwing in a copy of the
BADMEN book FREE-just to get you on
the prod! It's our last printing on the
BADMEN book so DO IT NOW while they
last! Send $3.00 in bills, check or M.O.

by hi-lifed giraffe RIGHT NOW to

WESTERN
Box 5008·18

We ate some loco weed, pulled off our
bridles and are RUNNING WILD! Just to
introduce you to our magazines, we're turn
ing our heads so you can steal us blindl

BARGAIN!
True West. Frontier Times. and
~ Gallery of Western Badmen
for three measly -buckS!

a man it paid to listen to!
One of my most drawn-out efforts in buying

a valuable Paterson model Colt pistol had
the Philadelphia area as its locale. I learned
that there was a very beautiful cased pistol
in the attic of a former New York resident
who had moved down to Germantown. For
years, Philadelphia and adjoining German
town have been a rich source of all kinds of
antiques, but they also swarm with very
diligent collectors. I was excited and yet
somewhat apprehensive, so I decided to
make an immediate trip to Germantown.

"Yes, I have the old pistol," the goateed
gentlemen who greeted me said; and, with
rather tolerant amusement, he led me up to
the attic where a fine old 1836 Colt pistol,
in beautiful hardwood case with all the
accessories, resposed in the dust among other
relics of the past. But-"No," he told me,
"I do not think I care to sell it now."

Every year for ten years I called to see
this gentleman. I was always politely received,
and just as politely brushed off. One Christ
mas, indicating a rather cruel sense of humor,
he sent me a toy cap pistol! But my day was
to .come. One day, my goa teed friend was

Eagle grips. This Dalton gun was given to
the museum by Charles Martin in 1950. It
was presented to Mr. Martin by his friend,
Emmett Dalton, in February, 1935. The story
was that Bob Dalton brought ten brand new
Colt .45's in preparation for the double bank
holdup. Emmett and Bob left 'their old hard
ware at the family home, wearing new guns
into Coffeyville. This explains why Emmett's
old Colt .44-40 was not captured at Coffey·
ville.

There are other "Dalton guns" scattered
around the country. One such gun is a Colt
Double Action, caliber .45, in the famous
Davis Collection at the Mason Hotel, Clare
more, Oklahoma. Still another Dalton gun
is a ·Colt Bisley Model, caliber .45, in a pri
vate collection in California. Last but not
least is a Smith & Wesson that belonged to
Bob Dalton. The affidavit on this -gun reads
as follows: "This Smith & Wesson, caliber
.38, blue steel revolver with five inch barrel,
serial number 258702, was taken from the
body of Bob Dalton, leader of the Dalton
Gang, after he was shot and killed at Coffey
ville, Kansas. It was taken from his body by
one of the law officers, who was an uncle
of Mrs. Kitty Vogelsang of New Castle,
Penn." This gun was last known to be in
the Donnin's Arms Museum of North Miami,
Florida.

As time goes on more "Dalton guns" will
appear. How well they will be able to tell
their own history will depend on the records
that come with them

The Dalton's paid a high price for their
place in history. The riches they had hoped
to win eluded them, and what loot they got
bought only the hard life of the fugitive. Em
mett alone escaped Boot Hill, and he paid
in blood, in years of imprisonment, and in
the loss of his brothers. He died ~
July 13, 1937. ~

Picture credits: Emmett Dalton's Colt, Los An
geles Counly Muscutn, Los Angeles, Calif. Two
Colts with holster, Dalton Defenders' Museum,
Coffeyville, Kansas. Dalton Winchester, Dalton
Defenders' Museum, Coffeyville, Kansas. News
paper clipping from the "The Journal" of Coffey
ville, Kansas. Drawing by Ernest L. Reedstrom.

vintage Paterson Colt pistol. Trying to hide
my excitement, I casually looked for the
serial number. Sure enough, there was the
number 1 on all the principal parts!

I hated to let that pistol out of my hands,
but I had to get back to New York City to
keep an important appointment, so I walked
on pins and needles the remainder of the
day until I finally reached the owner by
telephone that evening. "Don't think you are
going to steal this pistol for a few bucks!"
was his initial comment. I assured him that
was not my intent, and then eased the ten- __
sion a bit by telling him my difficulties in
finding my way back to New York from
Brooklyn that day. Gruffly he said, "Well,
I'll bring the pistol over to your hotel-but
I won't take a damn cent less than $35." The
ridiculously low figure almost left me speech·
less. I could hardly wait until evening, but it
finally came-and with it came my man and
his pistol. He was in a better mood than he
had seemed when we talked by telephone.
In fact, after imbibing a bit of mellowing
liquid, he lost his rather crusty attitude
entirely and proved to be a real good fellow.
I thought he was a prince. Certainly he was

and where are they now? Authoritative
identification of the guns of the old west is
nearly always a headache to gun collectors.
But in this case, these men were killed or
captured in a place and in circumstances
where the law took prompt action. The guns
that these outlaws had on them were quickly
confiscated and saved. The Dalton Denfend
ers Museum in Coffeyville, Kansas, has a
number of relics and weapons pertaining to
the Dalton raid. One weapon is 11 Winchester
rifle that was used by Grat Dalton. There
are two Colt Single Action Army revolvers,
one caliber .45, silver plated, engraved, with
pearl grips. The other is caliber .32-20, with
wood handles. Other grim reminders include
a pistol owned by Lucius Baldwin, a victim
of the Dalton guns. Here also are three sad
dles used by the Daltons, a cartridge belt
once belonging to Emmeti Dalton, and Bob
Dalton's hat.

Emmett Dalton's Colt is in the Los An
geles County Museum of California. This is
perhaps one of the best-authenticated weap
ons belonging to a former outlaw. It is a
Colt Single Action Army, serial number
83073, caliber .44-40, 5% inch barrel, en
graved, and equipped with the rare Colt

He was not the type to indulge in fancy
stunts with guns, such as were attributed
to so many of the old time gunmen. In an
interview, Emmett Dalton once said that he
never saw a man fan his pistol or just shoot
from the hip, or shoot two guns simultane
ously; he called these practices "a waste of
ammunition."

Now comes the prime question when the
weapons of the lawmen and outlaws are
mentioned. What type of firearms were used,
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BOX 8022, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

CRYPTOGRAM ANSWER: VISH N U, SOFTLY WALKS THE BEETLE.

at the Carnegie Museum in Pittsburgh. In
a little town about 100 miles east of Dallas, I
called to see a man who had written me
about a pistol he wished to sell. Carl stayed
in the car while I went in to negotiate. After
a rather lengthy visit, I came out bearing a
delapidated cardboard box tied with string.

Apologizing to Carl for keeping him.wait
ing, I remarked that the box contained a
rather nice little "pepperbox" pistol. At that
time, these odd-looking little multi-barrel
"pepperbox" pistols were considered quite
common and were valued at only a few
dollars, Carl exploded in his high-pitched
Texas Drawl. "Good blue blazes, if it took
you that long to buy a pepperbox, how long
would it take you to buy a Paterson Colt?"

"Well, its a pretty good old pistol," I in
sisted, "Take a look."

Reluctantly, Carl untied the string and
opened the lid-then his eyes popped. There,
indeed, was a beautiful, cased Paterson Colt
pistol!

About ten years ago, A. C. Counsell,
secretary of the Board of Trade in Winnipeg,
Canada, offered me a deluxe cased Paterson
Colt holster pistol, the type collectors like to
call the "Texas" model. After some tele
phonic conversations, I 'agreed to buy this
pistol, and arranged to have it sent via ex
press C.O.D. I had moved from New York in
1935, stopping to spend five delightful years
on my ranch at Arizona, and then had pro
ceeded to Santa Ana, California. Thus the
Counsell pistol had to pass through customs
at Los Angeles.

The customs officer and express company
official who had charge of inspecting and
collecting for the shipment regarded me as
a hopeless mental case when I happily count
ed out $1,500 for this "old relic." Soon after
ward, I sold it for $2,000. A year later, I
bought it back for $3,500; and the last price
at which I heard it valued was $10,000,
From this example, you will see that there
are good, sound, economic factors involved
in collecting, other than just the urge to
have some fun.

Bankers do not always understand finance
of this nature. During my residence in
Arizona, I arranged to buy, with a Tucson
bank acting as intermediary, two Paterson
Colt pistols from the old Todd Gunshop in
Montgomery, Alabama. Todd, a colossal man,
was descended from the rather famous arms
maker George Todd, who in early days work
ed at making revolvers for Tucker, Sherrod &
Co. down in Texas and then went over to
Montgomery where, in 1864, he made muskets
for the Confederacy. Despite this somewhat
historic background and my declaration of
their great rarity, the Todd pistols didn't
look like much to my Tucson banker friends.
It was a good thing I didn't want to borrow
any money about that time, for I think they
had great doubts as to my judgment, if not
my sanity.

There were many more of the excessively
rare Paterson Colt arms which came my way,
including 14 at one time, but these are
stories for another place. I think it may be
worthy of mention, however, that one of
these pistols starred in a moving picture di
rected by Cecil De Mille, one of the few
directors who ever seemed to give a hoot
about using authentic weapons.

Let's turn now from the initial efforts of
Sam Colt and go to his second venture, that
big four-pound fistful called the "Walker"
dragoon pistol. This big chunk of iron received

88MM
RAKETEN
PANZERBUSCHE 54

(RPZ BU 54)
GERMAN WW II .

BAZOOKA

DR. FAUSTUS - ARCHANGEL OF
THE GUN BUSINESS guarantees every
thing to be as described or money re
funded.

MAUSER ACTIONS
PREWAR GERMAN made Chile-

~~n~.,~~~t~:'~~:...~.~~~~....$1388

M· 1 CARBINE STOCKS
Excel. as issued condo Complete
with handguard and all $888
metal fitting. Ppd. just....

not at home when I called, so I talked with
his wife. "That old pistol belongs to me," she
said pridefully. "It was my father's." When
I told her how much I had offered her hus
band for the pistol, she was visibly shocked.
Soon we were headed for the attic. At long
last, the hardwood box containing the pistol
and all its accessories was placed in my
hands, and my perseverance had had a sat
isfying reward.

My only tinge of regret in this acquisition
lay in the fact that I purchased the pistol
practically under the nose of one of my good
collector friends-he lived but a half mile
away. But such are the fortunes of collecting,
and it works both ways. Last year, there
turned up at a country auction within an
hours drive of myoId home in New York
state, a beautiful cased pair of Paterson Colt
pistols. They had lain within easy reach all
the years I was advertising for old guns and
scouring that countryside! But that is one of
the enticements of collecting-the knowledge
that old guns of great rarity and great value
may be hidden near you.

The purchase of another valuable pistol was
made close to the home of a Texas collector
friend, the late Carl Metzger. I felt no tinge
of regret about this one, for Carl had already
induced me to part with the "number I"
Paterson Colt pistol and the cased German
town Colt pistol just described. (These may
now be seen, along with many other rare
firearms, in the Metzger Memorial Collection
at Texas A. & M. College).

Carl and I left his home in Dallas one
bright morning in 1941, and I headed my
automobile eastward to buy the O. J. Bierly
collection of over 1000 pistols, then on exhibit

A trUly fantastical Faustian find! Authentic German
WW II anti-tank Bazooka. Complete and as issued.
For select model with sling add $5.00.

The new, fully-auto
matic J66 Model.

Free with
$1,000 Account

PHILCO SLlM~L1NE

CLOCK RADIO
New 1962 Model. UL
approved. AC only.

Free with
$100 Account

DEBUTANTE 2-ln-1
HAIR DRYER

ALL ITEMS F.O.B. EXCEPT WHERE NOTED

FAUST MILITARY ORDNANCE

LUGERS!:3'.
Beautiful German Lugers. 4" .
Bbl., 9MM. Good to V.G. condo .
Very select Faust Arsenal over-
hauled models, add $10.00. A few $5888 ,
rare M/1923 7.65MM commercial .
models only $68.88.

TOKAREV M/40$3888 7.62MM Semi-Auto Rifles
Famous Russian light weight

Good to V.G. Military Rifle. Light weight and
efficient muzzle brake makes this ten-shot re
peater a delight for collector and shooter
alike. Refinished selected models .add $10.00.
Military Ammo: $6.00 per C. Softpoint: $3.50 per 20.
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-Carbines

&

.30 Cal. U.S. M· f
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Three Matching Models for
Only $22.50

These famous arms were standard
issue of the Italian Army in both
World Wars. Carbine and rifle fuB
stocked: other carbine With original

~~~~i~l; ~~~~'t\~aY~~~~li~~~r6a~ii6ri:
LiJ!ht-fast-Powerful. Fair to Good.
Sold separatel .. Rifle ..... !is.50
Carbine wi ieher stock. $8.50
Carbine wi bayonet .. $9.50
AMMUNITI Italian ball. Mfg.
by Western Ca dge. Top Quality,
non·corrosive, e on 1954. $7.50
per 100. $60.00 per 1,000. (not the
unshootable and unreliable ammo of
fered by others).

FREE Callinc Stories and best instructions'
50 years ot callinc experience can produce.

Close Range
fox Call

SPECIAL OFFER: Both Fox Calls Plus
$2 Instruction Record (78 or 45 rpm)ONlY $5
Surefire unbreakable BURNHAM c<llls fe<'ltured in Aug. '5&
TRUE "The CRITTERS Come When CALLED.".Burnham
call!; lured up 121 FOlC, 33 Raccoons. 156 Coyotes, 11 Bobcat,
42 Deer. and hundreds of Hawks and Eagles on their dry run.
Thousands of these calls in use everywhere. Letters tell us of
amazing results-"Very lirst time I used your call I called up
5 Coyoles"-P.T.C., New Mexico. BURNHAM calls must give
you close shot al above mentioned game or your money back!

•

Original Steyr or Breda markings. These arms 8fe
. . . except for military stocks and sights . . .
virtually identical in design to the world famous
line of fine .Mannlicher-Schonauer ritles and car~

bines currently manufactured. 'l'his design features
the exclusive Mannlicher-Schonauer fully enclosed
5-shot rotary magazine, currently being used in all
modern commercial models (which sell for over
$200.00), N.RA. Good or Better. AMMUNITION:
6.5 x 54 M.Sch. Commercial Soft Point, non-corro
sive $12.50 per 100. $95.00 per 1.000. Military
target ammo, year 1950 mfg. by FN. $6.50 per 100;
$55.00 per 1,000. Original bayonets $2.95 each.

Full Satisfaction Guaranteed

Matched Sets
One Rifle &
One Carbine

ONLY $16.50
2 for $30.00
5 for $62.50

Add 51.50 post.

CENTURY ARMS INC.
ST. ALBANS, VERMONT54 LAKE STREET

Both $49.50
Rifle only $24.50

2 for $44.50
Carbine Only $29.50

2 far 554.50

World Famous Mannlicher-Schonauer Actions

£~~iS ri~~la~e~~~ini1~~tli~~~~~s~~~~a~~~ntf~t'f;:e~~il~~:~
5-shot rotary mag-azine with time-saving- unloadin~ stud.
With new barrels and stocks, these Actions make. up
into the hi~hest quality rifles in the ",orld today In a
larj:te variety of calibers. Why not bUild rot!; custom
sporter on this rllg'g"ed dependable MIS Action.

Sensational Price Reduction!
You con now afford to own the famous Mannlicher-Schonauer Rifle

and Carbine.

of Sam Colt's original craftsmen. (It is one
of the finest specimens known, and is now
greatly prized in the Henry M. Stewart Jr.
collection). I did feel a little uncomfortable
about this purchase, but found a practical
way to show Harold Young my appreciation
for his generous gesture in directing me to
the pistol.

After I moved to California, I was greatly
attracted to the Mother Lode country along
the western slope of the Sierras. This stretch
of country is not only scenically beautiful,
but it is rich in two· fisted history and pop
ulated with very friendly people. During one
on my visits, I learned that, far up in the
back country, there was a log-cabin tavern
whose inner walls were covered with old
guns. I do not like to pass up taverns. One
good reason I can mention here is that, a
short time before this incident, I had bought
a rare pistol, with Emperor Maximillian's
coat of arms carved on the ivory grip, for
$10 in a Mexican bar.

I headed for the tall timber, and eventually
found my way into a dimly-lighted crude
tavern in typical Bret Harte country. Or it
might have been a good place to hold one
of Mark Twain's jumping frog contests. Soon
my eyes became accustomed to the dim light,
and despite the dust and darkness my glance
caught the familiar contour of a "Walker"
pistol which, along with a lot of cheap
"suicide special" pistols, was tied to some
chicken wire netting above the back-bar. I
came to the immlfdiate conclusion that such
surroundings were not the proper place for
this aristocratic big old shootin' iron-espe
cially since it was worth almost $1000 a
pound!

"Popper" Load
Wincheste..-Weste..n has int..oduced

a special 12-gauge blank shot shell fo ..
use in field tdals and bi..d dog t ..ain
ing. This new Weste..n Field T..ial Pop
pe.. load is designed to meet the
..equi ..ements of dog t ..ainer-s, han
dle..s. and field t ..ial per-sonnel who
desi ..e a ..eliable. safe. comfo..table
shooting load fo.. "popping" ove..
dogs in the field. Because it has a
unifo..m ..epo..t f ..om shot to shot.
simulating the sound level of standa ..d
hunting loads. the ..Poppe.... p ..ovides
a valid. consist~nt test in a competi
tive situation. G..eate.. safety is in
su ..ed since the new load has an ex
clusive fille.. matedal that "dusts."
The..e a ..e no fille .. wads 0" bi..dshot.
G..eate.. shooting ccimfo..t is attained
th..ough vi ..tual elimination of ..ecoil.

The Weste..n Field Tdal Poppe..
utilizes a 12-gauge 2 3f4 -inch shell case
and Olin Ball Powde... Since p..essu..es
a"e kept ve..y low and p..actically no
mass eme..ges f ..om the gun ba....el.
the..e is insufficient ..ecoil to ope..ate
autoloading actions 0" to ene..gize the
second ba ....el of ce..tain "ove..-and
unde.... shotguns. In these guns. the
..Poppe.... load should be used on a
single shot basis.

pistol. They say his father worked for the
Colt factory in Paterson, and later worked
on Colt pistols up at Whitneyville. I have
been up to Paterson several times, but never
can find anyone home. I hear Bert Foster
has wind of it. Here's the address-maybe
you can have better luck than I did and
beat Bert to it."

The late Albert Foster was then just about
the most famous collector in the East, a
friend of mine, and I knew he didn't waste
his time on anything unless it was very de
sirable. On the other hand, a gun dealer
doesn't usually hand out promising leads.
So with not much hope of success, and believ
ing this would be just another wild goose
chase, I headed for Paterson.

My lucky star must have been shining
bright that day, for when I left that Paterson
address I had under my arm the beautiful
"Walker" Colt pistol of Aaron Pulhamus, one

its popular name because a former Texas
Ranger, dragoon Captain Sam Walker, helped
Colt design the pistol for use in the Mexican
War. And then Eli Whitney was talked into
forgetting his cotton gin and making these
Colt patent pistols for the United States
government. Because only about 1100 were
made up at Whitneyville in 1847 and because
they are the largest of all revolvers used in
our military service, they are much sought
and consequently very valuable. Unfortunate
ly, they are also now much copied, and the
collector must be wary of counterfeits.

Perhaps the finest "Walker" pistol I ever
owned fell in my lap in an unusual way. One
day, I called to see myoid friend Harold
Young, a gun dealer in New Jersey, and
bought several old Colt pistols from him.
Martial arms were then Harold's primary
interest, whereas my primary interest at the
time was Colt weapons.

Knowing of my interest, Harold said,
"There's an old fellow up in Paterson who
is supposed to have some kind of rare Colt
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Shell is 'listed as 2% inches long but
it measures barely to the 2%th mark.

for at least fifty years!
Perhaps you begin to see, now, why

collecting old guns has held my interest
through so many years. It's like a lottery. You
buy your ticket by expending time and
money in search and research. Many of your
tickets are wortWess. But every so often you
hit a winner, and that more than makes up
for the disappointments.

It's better than a lottery, too, because it
involves something more than mere luck. It's
like poker, in that, very often, your knowledge
of the game is all that will save you from
traps and pitfalls. Wherever sums are in
volved at the level of prices now put upon
prized collector guns, unscrupulous people
are sure to lay traps for the unwary-traps
in the form of fakes and forgeries. As in
poker, this is a game in which you pit your
wits against those of the other fellow. And
the stakes can be high if you're playing for
the "blue chip" items.

(To be concluded)

ent which must be erased, or if the barrel
has to be polished and smoothed after ream·
ing, costs may run a little extra.

But wait-the job is not yet complete. De
pending on what shell you intend to use,
your gun may still not be able to handle the
long shell. It can be carried to the chamber
by the loading mechanism easily, since it
has not yet expanded to its ultimate length.
But after firing the long shell may simply
not be able to clear the ejection port.

The fact is that all such shells, even
though clearly labeled as being 2% inches
long, are not equal in length by a long shot.
A representative selection at an ordinary
sporting goods store contained 20 gauge
shells which, when fired, varied in length
from 2%ths to the full 2%ths and a little
to spare. This eighth of an inch may not
seem important, but on a Winchester Model
12 pump in this gauge, for a well-known ex
ample, the 2%ths casing ejects smoothly,
while another, just a 1116 of an inch longer,
jams hopelessly. One of the most frustrating
moments to a hunter comes when his first
shot jams in this manner and he is forced
to stand fumbling while the flight of ducks

(Continued from page 37)

and your gun gauge guns prior to 1930. Browning, as well
as some of the better·known European makes,
continued production of the 21;2 inch gun
well after this date. Some overseas manu·
facturers are still making such guns for their
domestic trade, and occasionally such a
weapon will find its way here. The 12 gauge
scatterguns, however, have almost all been
made for the longer shell and seldom give
trouble.

What will such an enlargement cost? Not
much, depending on what kind of a barrel
the gun has. Ordinarily, five dollars should
cover the cost of reaming. If a ridge is pres-

It so happened that I had a lot of good
trading stock along with me, including some
cute little muff pistols which especially
appealed to the proprietor's wife. Still the
proprietor was reluctant to part with the
pistol because, he said, he liked to shoot it
and had "often knocked a squirrel out of
a tree with it at fifty yards."

After long palaver, during which the
proprietor became somewhat mellowed by a
proper intake of "mountain dew," I walked
out with the "Walker" pistol. In parting, my
host, now feeling very friendly and a bit
guilty at having taken advantage of an inno
cent stranger, threw in a little history. It
seemed the pistol had been found in the safe
of an old Chinese merchant after the orien
tal's death. No doubt this pistol could really
tell some exciting stories.

But I know for sure, now, that it could not
brag about any recent squirrel shooting.
I know because I found the cylinder con·
tained hardened loads which had been there

CHECK THAT CHAMBER

looks simple, but one mistake
is irreparably damaged.

Another good reason for caution here is
that the gunsmith who re-works the barrel
must also be sufficiently experienced and
capable of judging accurately whether or not
its construction can withstand such boring.
By extending the chamber, you may be re
ducing the thickness of the barrel itself
critically, particularly in some of the older
guns. Most brand-name American makes were
built with more than sufficient strength
throughout this chamber section, so careful
reaming can be done safely in many cases.
Others are rejected each year by conscientious
gunsmiths because they are already marginal
in strength. These are usuaJly the lighter
foreign guns made for the much less power
ful European loads, but American guns of
the off-brand group are also at fault.

Since even the best gunsmith is open to
error, the best course in case there is any
doubt would be to write directly to the manu
facturer, giving the model and serial number
of your gun. Do not expect a blanket OK
for any serious surgery on the gun, however.
Since the companies cannot be sure that
work done outside their shops is of uniformly
expert caliber, many will not recommend any
such work. Their position is understandable.
If they guaranteed a gun as being safe for
a chamber enlargement such as this, and the
gun failed subsequent to that enlargement,
a question of liability could arise. In any
event, the gunner (assuming he was still
around) would certainly lose faith in the
company.

Now, as to whether your gun has a short
chamber or not: Since it is quite possible
that the crimp 2%:' shells will go through
the mechanism without visible fouling, the
best way of making sure is by having it
measured in the shop. Since there is no
ledge or ridge at the end of most chambers,
sticking a ruler into it will not give the
answer. If your gun is 20 years old and is
less than 12 gauge in size, it is worth
checking. It it nicks the edge of the paper
casing as the shell passes through, you should
be suspicious. If it has difficulty ejecting,
the chances are excellent that it was cham
bered for the old shell. Marlin, Winchester,
and others made short-chambered 16 and 20

PER 100 $7.50
s 6.00

8.00
17.50
10.00
8.00

17.50
10.00
10.00
8.00

10.00
10.00
5.00

12.50
17.50
17.50
12.00

1.00
75c

Instantly shows true range!

Cal ••41 RF Short for Derringer-
50 rds•.•... _ .....••..•••••••

.351 WlIlcllC'ster Self-Loading Metal Patch
Pt>r lOO-Valll'" 514.00 •••..•••••

250-3000 Savage Soft Poi nt
Per 100 • • • .•• _ •••••••••••••••

6.5 italian Rifle Cartridges
Military_per 100 .•••••••••••

8MM Mauser Military Cart.
Per 100 ..... _ .•.••••••••••••

. 35 Remington Soft Point
Per 100 ......••..•..•.••••••

. 45 Automatic Pistol Cartridges
Factory loads, per 100 . •••••••••

762 Russian Military Rifle
Cartrrdqes. per 100 ....•.••••••

.25-20 Repeating Rifle Cartridges
Per 100 ............•••••••••

.303 Savage Rifle Cartridge.
Per 100 ..••.•....••..•••••••

30·40 Krag Blank Cartridges
Per 100 .. _ .......••.•.•••••

32 Long R F Cartridges
Per 100 .•••••.•••••••••••••••

32-40 Soft Point,
Per 100 .........•...••.••••••

270 Winchester Soft Point,
Per 100 .......•.•.....•..••••

30-40 KraQ Silver Tip,
Per 100 ...........•....•...••

32 R~~:npJ~n.S.O.f~ ~~~n.t: ...........••
Ear Defenders MSA for the Shooter. Brand
New. Gov. Surplus Val. $3.00 postpaid ..
Bore Scopes .50 Cal. Govt. Surplus; Post.

paid ..••.••••.•••..•••......•

For information on the full line of the famous
target pistol. and rifle. wl'lta to:

H-- fP· HEINRICH F. GRIEDER
P. O. Box 487,ilmmel Knoxville, Illinois

FLORIDA-FOR SALE!
Only $10 a month. Guaranteed high, dry ~4 acre
homesites. Only 2~2 miles to Rainbow Springs.
6 mUes to Dunellon schools, shopping, churches.
etc. Lovely homes. HARD-PAVED roads. mile
Wide fishing lakes, beaches. free country club.
Total cost $795. Write for free booklet. photos.

Rainbow Lakes Estates. Dept. G-25
817 Silver SorinJ:'s Blvd.. OC'lala. Florida

: RUBBER

iRECOIL BOOTS
: for shotgun $5
: or rifle
•

AMMUNITION
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

FOCUS READ
"TURN DIAL so DISTANCE

IS DOUIU IMAGES MSlGI ON DIAL

INSTANT MARKSMANSHIP! Just focus this pre
cision optical instrument on any target Dial instantly
shows distance in yards. Lets you adjust Sights for
deadly accuracy every shot. Terrific for varmint
hunters. Compact, lightweight. Deluxe set including
Rangefinder. Leather Holster Case, and 5x Telescope
Eyepiece for easiest long-range focussing-$29.95 com
plete, or you may order the Rangefinder only for
$19.95. (Also avallabale 250-yd. models from $9.95.)
FULLY GUARANTEED. Send check to:

• Dealers: FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP.. Dept. HC·3
Write us. 92·60 Queens Blvd .• REGO PARK 74. N. Y.
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•
AIi four flare guns
listed above ....$17.50
Include 51.50 e a c h
for parcel post pre
paid delivery.

•
No flares available.

AMMO SPECIAL

ROLLING BLOCKS - Cal. .43

i ¥ i

The Famed Hi-Power
.. n

REMINGTON

.t! n

DECORATORS, COLLECTORS, ACCUMULATERS
These unique pyrotechnic devices are available for a
limited time.

fJIIIIIJ "'-' only $12.95
'93 MAUSER SPORTER

A sporting rifle withi n the reach of all. Model '93 of
the Famed Mauser system, sporterized as shown for
lightness of weight and ease in handling. This 7mm
Mauser comes ready to use. Condition re-blued and fair
-$12.95. Military ammo (eal. 7MM) that shoots. $6.50
per 100. 7M M hunting ammo that shoots, $4.25 per 20.
Bargin Barreled - Action; 7mm 93 Mauser, complete;
good condition. Only $9.25, plus $1.50 ppd.

The Ultra Supreme
ITALIAN TERNI CARBINE only $8.95

A fast handling. lightweight carbine In good condition.
Caliber 6.5 Italian. The ideal inexpensive "shooter,"
priced moderately at only 58.95. Military Ammo (cal.
6.5) that shoots. $7.50 per 100. 6.5 hunting ammo that
shoots, $3.95 per box of 20.

R.R.B., complete Barreled Actions. with forearm $9.95
R.R.B., complete Barreled Actions. less forearm $8.95
R.R.B., complete Actions. $5.95: Barrels m $4.95
R.R.B., Semi-finished butt stocks. mil. type, new

mfg. (Sold only with barreled actions) m $5.95
Receiver. stripped, $2.50; Block, $1.00; Firing pin,
$1.75; Firing pin retainer, SOc; Hammer, $1.00; Main
spring, $2.25; Receiver pins. 50c; Trigger, 75c; Trigger

W~~~~~'g~~C~1.~5\g§~iv~rS~r~ac~,1·38c;;1~~~els~::ds,$:a~~:
SOc. Orig . .43 Spanish Ammo, (Some misfires), $5.00
per 100: $37.50 per 1000 rds.

DISTINCTION

LEWIS

Seleet $39.95

OF

Bolt jeweling under oil $6.50
New low bolt handles for scope use

$7.50. Both for $12.50

GUNS

USED BY
U.S. & BRITAIN

Light machine gun, cal. .303.
$29.95

Accessory kit $9.95

SHIPPED EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT. Send $20.00 minimum
for COD's.

POTOMAC ARMS CORPORATION
P.o. Box 35 - 200 5. Strand St., Alexandria 2, Virginia

.... w
Cal.7MM Only $18.95

We've lust uncovered these genuine German-made Mau
sers with poor barrels, some pitting on receivers; Interior
of all actions guaranteed usable. A real find for pro.
gressive gunsmiths who recognize the built-in value of
usable German-made Mauser actions at such low cost
Only $18.95 for complete rifle. Ideal for rebarreling to
7MM or other popular calibers. (Mfg. by OBERN.
DDRF/N).

Another GUNSMITH's Special

M1910 COSTA RICAN MAUSER
(Short Action Large Ring)

LAHTI
ANTI TANK RIFLE

Caliber 20M M and gas op
erated. Made in Finland and

used by German Army in WW II. Drastically reduced for
final offering sale. This "Monster" comes In original
heavy duty chest, with essential replacement parts and
accessories Included. Shipping weight about 250 Ibs.
FOB price while they last, only $99.95. AMMO AVAIL
ABLE: 20MM armor piercing rounds, $84.95 per 100.
Minimum order, 10 rounds for $9.95.

BROWNING
British air cooled aircraft machine gun; same as U.S.
Browning except .303 British caliber.

Complete price only $59.95

Complete

*Made unserviceable or deactivated by steel welding.
Internal parts function. Can be used for instruction
purposes, or as a prized decorator for collectors.

UNSERVICEABLE
MACHINE GUNS

Many kinds of exotic woods for rifle stocks, Custom
rifle building, Blueing, Conversions. Checkering in
many styles, Custom carving at its best. Send $1.00 for
1962 illustrated catalog. Money refunded on Erst order.

ANTHONY GUYMON, INC., 2206 E. 11th ST., BREMERTON, WASHINGTON

U. S. M-3 GREASE GUN Cal••45 ACP

A ".must" for. collectors of military weapons. The only
SpeClRlenS available anywhere-and they are in unused
condition. While they last-Only $49.95.

t!:jRDISTAN BRIGAND SABER:' ~.. :VAL ~U~~AS~i;t:Jt~~li~g:;,.;eel

lii~L & - "",~". ~~
Used extensively by warriors at the famous "Kyber Pass"
stand. Brass handle. steel scabbard. as illustrated-
only $4.95. plus 80c ppd. Kurdistan Brigand Saber Naval Cutlass with Scabbard. Excellent
and Naval Cutlass both for only $11.00 plus $1.25 ppd. condition. Crest removed. Only $7.25 plus 80c Post.

or a covey of grouse move out of range.
To be safe, then a second or third opera

tion is required-the enlarging of this ejec
tion port and/or the shifting of the ejection
mechanism. The first is not as easy as it
seems, but it can be done in a good shop by
cutting away a little metal from the side
plate at the forward end of the port. The
re·positioning of the ejection mechanism,
however, is a major operation and should be
undertaken only by an expert and only when
absolutely necessary. The mechanism may
have to be shifted rearward or made free·
floating, either of which requires involved
changes.

The best compromise, if possible, is to have
Ihe chamber reamed, then select and use only
those shorter shells which will travel through
Ihe gun without jamming. Several major
companies put out these abbreviated shells as
a standard size. The author uses Super X
in his 20 gauge, and even the magnum load
jn this size stretches out to no more than
2'Y.~ inches when fired. On the other hand,
some of the British loads which have been
marketed here widely during the past few
years extend to their stated limit of 2%, inch
and perhaps a hair more.

Whether or not you have the mechanism
worked over will depend on how badly you
want to be able to fire all makes of shells
in your gauge. The cost of this re-working
will be considerably more than the reaming
--perhaps ten times as much. The value of
the gun itself, or your sentimental value of it,
must then become the determining factors.
To put $50 into a $30 gun makes little sense
unless the gun has a sentimental value. No
gunner of any experience will smile at this
suggestion. Gunsmiths take in guns every day
which are not intrinsically worth the cost of
their repairs, but they simply fit the owner's
shooting style or have been with him through
so many hunts that he would not think of
parting with them as long as any chance reo
mained to save them.

There is one other reason why a chamber
might need to be enlarged nowadays which
deserves mention, if not serious consideration.
Even the newest guns are not always cham·
bered for the oversized magnum loads now
becoming popular, and some hunters may be
tempted to have their shotguns enlarged to
take the 3 inch blockbusters. If so, they
should think twice.

Under no circumstances should a mere
barrel-reaming be considered sufficient to
convert a standard gun to a satisfactory
magnum gun. The gun may not be built to
lake the added pressure, either in the
chamber or the recoil mechanism. Some
actions move so fast under a magnum blast
Ihat they jam, and manufacturers recommend
only a light oiling in all automatic magnum
guus for this reason. Before you start such an
important re-make of your gun for so little
gain in performance as the magnums wiJI
provide, get the opinion of the maker, a
good gunsmith, and a few shooters who have
used these king-sized loads. You probably
won't find it worthwhile.

Accommodating a magnum, however, is a
luxury and a whim, in one shooter's opinion,
whereas making a chamber safe for a crimp
shell now has become a strict necessity: 1£
your gun needs such an enlargement, for
the sake of both yourself, the gun, and the
hoy to whom you may give it, have this
simple operation done before you fire ~
its next round. ~
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I IYou can now shoot the bullet caliber of your
~USK BULLETS choice without altering your rifle, cartridge cases

i' -:::: ~i~'~o~r~reIOading tools. Pat. Pend., 100% USA made.

~ ~~ :>
~ ~

GUN RACK
(Continued from page 6)

out between 10 and 14 cores a minute, using
one pot and one mould. If more elaborate
equipment is available, it seems quite likely
that greater production speed could be at
tained.

HUSK HUSK BULLET BORE EXIT
When fired. Husk Is squeezed around bullet & both spin down bore. At muzzle centrifugal force expands
Husk, increasing its drag, causing it to disengage from bullet proper. Husk Bullet's low sectional density
1n bore results in high muzzle velocity. With Husk removed, Bullet proper's high sectional density in
flight results in high impact velocity & energy.
Husk Bullets are now available for .270 & .30 cal. ctgs. Pointed, Open Point (POP) Hunting Bullets.
DANGER: Bullet proper has stiff brass jacket for best accuracy & expansion. Use ONLY with Husk.
When ordering, state bullet choice first, then Husk. For .30'5: cal. 224/308-wt. 82/18; cal. 243/308-wt.
~~f~;J~'. 2J~Ql~t;;'wia~I~~8..l78"J?::s;~.;'~tl~i4~m;;:;i· :;/\'::;Il~~~' irW2~b-,r~i;'.~ ~~N~s ..3~n1rl~
shooting 243"-100 gr. bullet. TraJ. 400 yds., 6.7".

TRY OUR 30-06 MILITARY AMMO LOADED WITH 224/308 HUSK BULLETl

Safe Round
This device is designed to prevent children

an~ unauthorized persons from cocking and
firing revolvers which have been equipped
with Safe Round. Basically, Safe Round con
sists of a fake cartridge case in which is seated,
by means of a spring, a long aluminum bul
let. By slipping the cartridge into the cyl
inder of the gun and then slowly closing the
cylinder while depressing the fake projec-

Sturdy Holsters
There is only one safe way to carry a hand

gun afield: In a holster that is built for the
gun. We recently had the opportunity to
check over one of the Wolfram holsters, made
by the Wolfram Leather Co. of Monrovia,
California. This company produces holsters
for police work and for the sportsman, and
their holsters are available in plain, carved,
and the traditional basket weave. The hol
ster tested holds the Colt Python snugly and
comfortably, and the gun draws smoothly
from the holster. These holsters are sturdy
and well made, and perhaps best of all, they
are handsome and reasonably priced.

Daisy Model '94
Civil War and other anniversaries are pop

pin' out all over, so it's only natural that
Daisy should commemorate their 75th with
a new model, and only fitting that the new
model would be a replica of the Winchester
Model '94 lever action. Daisy calls it a
"spittin' image," and it is, right down to the
positioning of exterior screws.

Load the gun by depressing the hinged
loading gate on the right side of the reo
ceiver and pour BB shot into the reser·
voir, which will hold 35·40. Then lower the
muzzle and press the magazine-follower but
ton on the side of the magazine tube. This
puts 10 shots into the magazine. Cock action
by working lever forward and back. This
leaves hammer at half·cock ; it must be
thumbed back to full cock for firing-a neat,
built·in safety feature.

Trigger pull of gun tested is long, rela
tively heavy, and on the rough side, but it

. isn't, after all, a bench-rest piece. Hold it
firmly enough to control the inevitable jump
of any spring-powered gun and you can score
very well indeed at the 18 foot range at
which we shot it. And in view of its use by
juniors, the easy cocking action (comes from
a division of labor between forward and
backward movement of the lever) is a de
cided advantage.

Sight adjustment vertically is made by
means of a step-up rear sight. Horizontal.
adjustment, if needed, can be made by tap·
ping the rear sight left or right in its barrel
groove.

To those of us who confess to a sentimental
attachment to its prototype, this little plinker
has a nostalgic couple of strikes in its
favor. With youngsters steeped in "the legend
of the West" !IS our youngsters are today,
this one should be a sure-fire favorite. (P. S.
Dad will get a bang out of it, too.)

COMPANY I
NEW YORK, N. Y.

MALTER ARMS
224 WEST 34th STREET

MORE FUN •••
with YOUR GUNS

Annual Membership in the
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

Over 400,000 hunters and shooters-the members of NRA-invite you
to join the National Rifle Association and enjoy the many benefits

reserved for members. You'll get prompt answers from our firearms Information
Service, gun law bulletins, information on how, when and where to hunt and low
cost gun insurance, an opportunity to purchase from the Army such firearms as the
Springfield and M1 (Garand) rifles and .45 caliber pistol at cost-to-government
prices. You cdn participate in year around shooting programs and be eligible for
marksmanship instruction. In addition, NRA will introduce you to a rifle and pistol
club in your community, or help organize an NRA club. And your support will help
preserve the right of free Americans to own and use firearms for lawful purposes.

The world of guns and shooting is thoroughly covered in The
American Rifleman, sent to you each month as one of your NRA
membership services. You'll keep abreast of shooting and hunting
activities, relive firearms history, learn the practical use of guns
for more fun the year around. You'll read about rifles, pistols,
shotguns, hunting and target shooting, gunsmithing and gun col
lecting, reloading and related subjects every month. Especially

valuable are impartial product evduations, based on practical field tests of new
products reviewed. Other subjects fully covered include articles on how to buy,
shoot and care for guns; where and how to hunt, amateur gunsmithing and reload
ing methods, firearms legislation proposals, the top authority on guns and shooting.

ORDER DIRECT. Send $3.95 for box of
fifty Husk Bullets or box of twenty 30-06
H.B. Military Ammo. We pay delivery.
Dealers InQuire.

..Att 2}/'eJe NRA MEMBERSHIP
BENE FIT S /01' Ollt'} :Jit/e 2)otta,J

A Year's Subscription to
THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN MAGAZINE
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ACE DOUBLE·SET
TRIGGER ..$10.95

WITH KICK-OFF
Fitted to your Mauser or
F.N. Action (no oth.rs).
$4.00 mor.. Ac. SinDI.
Sot-Trln.r. $10.95.

GENUINE HORN

llt1I,'s
ACE FINISHED
BARRELS AND

Barreled Actions
(White)

Basket Weave Butt Plates,
srze 13,4" x 5", $2.50 each.

Solid Horn Blocks for Fore
end, size 2" x 1Y2", Un

polished, $2.50 each.

1. Fancy Oregon Myrtle; 2. Rare Fancv
Oregon Myrtle;" 3. Rare Flaked Maple; 4.
Fancy Curly Maple; 5. Rare Birdseye Ma.ple.
NOTE: In Mannllcher length, rifle blanks or
turned and semi-inletted stocks cost $5.00
more than prices shown. .

Ace 24" or 26" Barrels for .338 or .264 Win. fitted I
to your action. tWin.•70, Enfield. Hi~h No. Spring
field, FN or 98 Mauser-no others),

rt~e ~~~'~haF1.J '5~tu~~e:lciion: : : : : : : : : : : $:~:gg
If we furnish FN Series 400 Action ....•.•. 89.00

Specify weight, caliber and twist When ordering Ace
barrels.

I
Barrel IoJ:.::~~t \O"'\':,~~I:t \'r3~~,~I WeIght I

Lightweight 1 1/& ----:600= 22" 2 lb. 6 0%
Sporter.Weight _1:/'-.- ..--..!.-615__24~~
Med. Hvy. Wgt. 11/8 .700 26" 4 lb. 4 oz.

TWIST: Ace Barrels come in standard twists as follows:
Cal. 243, 257, 270, 7MM, .2S-06. 280, 338 and 30-06,
1.10. Cal. 244, 250. 300 and 308, 1-12. Cal. 22-250,
220 and 222, 1-14.
fo~'F.~~es~:~:~:d{S:~i~~n4J:t~~lron~72.50-Add $5.00
Fitting Service: Flaig-'s will fit any ACE Barrel to your
action, stamp caliber, headspace and test fire for $5.00.
Returned f .0. b. Milvale, Pa., unless postag-e and insurance
remittance is enclosed.

(Milled Steel)
Made for Flaig's by Sako, fea

turing Sako's smooth-working
hinged floor plate, with floor-plate

:oe~e:I~'e~yttgru~~~'d:"Niigr.:ragnuar~_
1903 Spnngfield. including .63-A3.

Increases resale value to your Sporter
ized Springfield.

GUNS • GUN PARTS • SCOPES
• AMMUNITION • GUN STOCKS • BLANKS

• GUN SMITHING SERVICE
Write for
free List
#37

Sporter-weight 24"-3 Ibs.

Med. Heavy Weight 26"-4 Ibs. 40u.

CENTURY ARMS INC.
52 Lake Street • St. Albans, Vermont

Now you can enhance your weapons collection with an authentic Ponzer buster, the British PlAT
mortar that held the field while the "bazooka ll was still on the drawing board. Designed as a
portable, light-weight weapon for a close-quarter protection against Nazi tanks, it also served as
a mortar to launch smoke and anti-personnel bombs. As pugnacious as Churchill, as deadly as the
R.A.F. in the Battle of Britain, the hark of the PlAT spelled destruction for many a proud Panzer
unit. A fascinating addition to every military gun collection, den or hunting camp.

N.R.A. Good to Excellent. Packed three to original box

ONLY $19.95 each.
Two for $35.00
Three for $43.50

------ ------------------ ----- -------

Actions only. V.G.. atl mllted
parts. $25.00; Barreled actions.
$5.00 addltlonat; 8MM Issue
barrels - NEW. $6.00: Excel
lent. $4.00: Complete bolts.
NEW.$Il.OO: Trigger Guard,
with mllted floor ptate. fol
lower and spring, $10.00;
Bolts with Extractor Col
lar, $6.00; Receivers, NEW,
stripped. (L1mltedl.$9.00.

ACE TRIGGER SHOE
For most rifles, shotguns

and . handguns. $250
SpeCIfy gun. ,,_

CLARO WALNUT (CALIFORNIA)
Turned and sE.'mj-jnletted stocks $20.00 to $50.00

i~~~~~~~~tn'kS': : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: fg:gg:~ ~~:gg
isto g-rlp blanks (pair) ••••.•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2.00 to 6.00

OREGON MYRTLE

fim·:;eb~a~~~,S~~~~\n~~t~~d. ~~.c~~ •. ~r.a:~).... :::::::::: :$~g:gg ~~ $~~:gg
Shotgun blanks .......................•..••.... 10.00 to 35.00
Pistol grip blanks (pair) ..............•..•....... 2.00 to 6.00

FINEST PENNA. BLACK WALNUT
~~~1J:;el~laann~ S~~.i:i~~~t~~d. ~~.c~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : $ ~:gg ~~ $~g:gg
Shotgun blanks 2.00 to 20.00
Pistol grip blanks (pair) ........................• 2.00 to 7.50

RARE CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
t Imported, distinctively attractive, lItrht weig-ht, yet very close grained
walnut. Takes smooth finish and sharp che-ckering-.)

~~~i~t~\;;;~~~i:n::~::J:t!~ct~: ~ ~ :~ ::~ ~ ~ :~ ~ ::::::~ $iU~ i~ $!H~

'98 MAUSER ACTIONS

A COLLECTORS' FIND!
CHURCHILL'S SECRET WEAPON!~

FAMOUS BRITISH ~
PlAT .

PANZER BUSTERSl
BRITAIN'S ORIGINAL BAZOOKA!

TURNED & SEMI·INLETTED STOCKS AND BLANKS
All our stock wood is both air dried and kiln dried to below 7% moisture content. All "Iankl a ...
sent subject to customer's approval. All grades are available in loti.

RARE CURLY & BIRDSEYE MAPLE
Turned and semi-inletted stocks .......•........ $20.00 to $~O,OO
niAe blanks ...........•......... . . . . . • . . .. 15.00 to 3S.00

~li~Ot~iu~i~lab\~~kS'(pair)' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : ~:88:~ 2g:88

Lightweight 22"-2 Ibs. 6 0•.
Made exclusively for Flaig's by a nationa.lly known
barrel maker. Eacii'""~ris--bestquality 6-groove with
smooth, hard-swedged IIbutton ll patented rifling.
Threaded for '98 Mauser, F.N. Mouser, HVA, Springfield,
Enfield, Win. 70, Rem. 721 & 722, Norwegian Krag,
Mex. Small Ring Mouser, Jap 6.5 and 7.7.
Chambered for all standard calibers, including the new
:'338-Wi,:;:,;nd-.264 Win.
Choice of medium heavy, sporter weight or light weight.
~ally priced: Ace Barrel (white), $24.00-except
264 and 338 col. ($2.00 more for Enfield barreL)
Guarantee: Barrels are made to the highest standards
of workmanship and after a five day inspection period
customer has the privilege to return for full refund if
not 100% pleased. Barrel should be head-spaced before
vse by a competent gunsmith.

Luger Drums
The ever-growing group 'of Luger addicts

can now rejoice! The rare Luger drums and
the Luger loading tool to charge the drum
are once again available. Although drums

and loading tools are used, they are in per
fect mechanical condition, and the drums will
hold 32 rounds of the 9 mm Parabellum
ammo. These items can he ordered from
Mars Equipment Corp., Chicago 54, Ill.

Gun Blue Creme
This cold bluing product has worked very

well for us, giving an even and deep blue
job that withstood hard usage. Method of
bluing with Jet·Aer G-66 Gun Blue Creme is
simplicity itself, but caution should be used
since the product is toxic. Adequate warn·
ings and antidotes are listed on the plastic
jar.

Parts to be blued must be free of grease
and the creme is simply applied with a patch,
permitted to remain for a minute or so, and
the part is then rinsed in warm water. The
result is a deep and true blue job that lasts
very well. We tested the G-66 Gun Blue
Creme on a number of scope block screws
that had been worn very badly, as well as
on the muzzle of one of our holster guns
where rubbing had worn off the factory blue.
G-66 did a uniformly good job, and we were
especially pleased with the bluing of the
gun muzzle. The new bluing matches the
factory job perfectly, and the gun~
is once again presentable. ~

tile's spring, the gun will lock in posItIOn.
Removal of Safe Round is accomplished by
depressing the projectile spring with either
a cleaning rod or the eraser of a pencil.

Gun locks of one kind or another make
their appearance from time to time, some
of them with little success, others surviving
for some time. Safe Round does seem to ac
complish its purpose, since it does prevent
the gun from being opened and/or cocked.
Although the removal of Safe Round does
not require any skill whatsoever, the atten
tion span of a curious child is relatively
short, and thus it seems likely that Safe
Round would serve its purpose. Just how it
would be of help in a gun store is doubtful,
since buying a gun quite naturally includes
looking at the cylinder and, if the gun is
used, through the barrel; it therefore does
not appear that Safe Round would be feas
ible for use in stores.

However, as an aid to prevent mishandling
of a gun in the home by visitors or children,
Safe Round does act as a deterrent. Safe
Round is sold by James F. Mahan, 101 Tre·
mont Street, Boston, Mass., and is presently
available only in .38 caliber. Other calibers
are due for release in the later part of the
year.
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NEW 18 PAGE LIST EVERY 5 WEEKS

ANTIQUE & MODERN GUNS
PLEASE SEND IDe FOR YOUR COPY.

ALWAYS ON HAND: Win. Lever-Actions,
Colt's. S&W's, Rem's, Muskets, and Win.
Parts. WiD Trade.
(HET FULMER, RTE. 3, DETROIT LAKES. MINN.

There was the time a partner and I were
slipping through lodgepole pine as thick as a
picket fence, coming face to face with a bull
at a matter of yards. My partner was tryiqg
a .450-400 double rifle. The big, heavy bullet
took that bull in the ribs with a couple of
tons of paper energy. Did his feet come top
side up? No! He whirled, made a tight circle,
spraying blood four feet up the tree trunks,
winding up on his back in a huge elk wallow
full of mud and water. Where was the knock
down of this elephant cartridge? Not enough
velocity? Let us check on that.

For several years, I used a 1917 Enfield
rifle chambered for the .30 Newton cartridge.
With this strong action and its oversize bore
it could be souped up to where it belongs,
which is not far behind the .300 Weatherby.
With maximum loading of 172 grain bullets,
this cartridge was like a stick of dynamite
inside the rib cage of a deer, and many
dropped in their tracks without a kick; but
just as many did not.

Not long ago, I shot a cow elk with a 7 mm
Mashburn Magnum with 175 gr. NosIer
bullet at near 3,100 fps. This combines high
velocity with good bullet weight and excellent
sectional density. The cow was at better than
400 yards. The bullet struck high behind
the shoulder took a chunk of spine and the
top of the lungs and exited. She dropped
instantly, never moving.

Later, a large mule deer buck was shot at
just over 100 yards with the same rifle and
load. He was broadside behind a bush, and
the bullet landed in the rear of the lungs,
half-way up. That buck ran better than 100
yards, going all out before he piled up.

Where was the knock-down power that has
seemed obvious on the elk way out where
the bullet had lost most of its initial energy?
Again, it was where the bullet hit, not bullet
force that turned the trick.

Many people contend that a bullet, to have
knock-down power, must expand and stay
within the animal thereby expending all of
its energy. From many personal observations,
it would seem that this has little to do with it.

Consider a record class bull elk I jumped
from his bed. As he stood quartering away,
looking over his shoulder at me, I slipped
a 180 gr. bullet from that heavy .30 Newton
load into his ribs, through lungs and heart,
and into the opposite shoulder. He should have
piled up back in his bed. He didn't. He ran
off as though unhit, piled up in a cloud of
snow 50 yards away. That bullet packed
close to two tons of paper energy, and the
bull was at 50 yards! A clean kill, yes-but
knock-down power, no!

There are many animals which are flattened
when the bullet lands, but it is not the force

(Continued from page 33)

KNOCK-DOWN POWER

later. The same hit with the soft point bullet
will usually drop him almost instantly.

In theory, 4,000 foot pounds of muzzle
energy should lift two tons one foot. To put
this to a practical test, place a piece of
12"xl"2" hardwood on a flat surface. Then
fire into it an expanding bullet that has two
tons of energy, one that opens up enough to
be stopped and thus transmit all of its energy
and knock-down power, and see what hap
pens. There is little chance that the block
will be knocked over, or even moved, if hit
near center. Is there much chance then that

• such a push will up-end a bull moose weigh
ing three-fourths of a ton by sheer force of
the bullet?

Various species of animals react differently
to shock. Some are strongly susceptible to
it, some are not. In the later case, a hit often
leads to the assumption of bullet knock-down
when it is nothing more than muscular re
action. The black bear and the coyote both
show shock from nearly any hit, and will
go down even from minor wounds. I have seen
coyotes go flat from near misses because
muscular reaction was so violent they lost
their footing trying to get started away from
there. An elk or goat, under similar stimulus,
may not bat an eyelash.

There are two trends of thought as to
what class of cartridge gives the most knock
down power. Some hunters swear by rather
light bullets at high velocity, others by big
heavy bullets at lower velocity. The fact is
that neither will knock the animal down from
the actual force of the bullet alone. Its where
the bullet lands and what it does after it
gets there that puts him down and keeps
him there.

Let's consider a few cases from actual ex
periences with cartridges of both types.

For apparently great knock-down ability,
there was the case of one of the largest
bull elks I ever killed. Sitting on the rim of
cliffs circling a high basin, I called him into
the open at a strong 300 yards. The shot was
very steep downhill, the hold just under the
withers with a .333 O.K.H. belted cartridge
and 250 gr. Barnes bullet at 2,750 fps. The
bull dropped as if struck by lightning, rolled
over, kicked a couple of times and was still.
The bullet smashed thru the near shoulder,
grazed the bottom of the spine through lungs
and off shoulder low down, stopped under
hide. Knock-down power? Maybe. But here's
the lie to that. A rather small spike bull, shot
from the same spot and only slightly farther
away, using the same rifle and same load
should have turned a complete somersault.
The bullet landed a third of the way up the
ribs, but the spike slowly walked into the
timber, made a circle and stopped in the
same spot. I fired again, holding on the same
place. The spike stood with out sign of being
hit. Then his head dropped slowly and he
laid down-dead.

The two bullets were 3 inches apart, lungs
a bloody mess, top of heart gone, off shoulder
shattered from the last shot, one bullet mak
ing its exit, the other under the hide of
the shoulder. Where was the knock-down
power so evident on the huge, tough old bull?
The answer is in the difference in bullet
placement, crushing of heavy bone, and de
struction of vital nerve centers of the high
shoulder-spine area.

'j
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THE ORIGINAL THUMBREST STOCK
1st CHOICE of TARGET SHOOTERS!
For high scores & greater shock absorp.
tiOD, crack pistol shooters rely on Pointer
Stocks. Improved back strap built tnto
stock, additional length, Width & breadth. .

fgr~s~;~lnioun~~-:NfvegrJg~tr~rL&c~~~\~~ .
shootinR' accuracy. Though often copied. nothin)! can com.
pare to the feel & service of Pointer Stocks. UNCONIH
TIONALLY GUARANTEED! Will never warp. flare-up or
burn. Will never lose its oriS, luster. Easy to install.
~8~bIO;fWAtl~n.f.tPor~g~Y~S$7.~g~ce of finishesl IVORY.

~~'ll';q0UIf, J~ (I}/lJfI

W~11®WUJck
'fO%1~S$1295

SUPERIOR GRADE ,AMERICAN WALNUT
PLUS POSTAGE

FROM WARSAW, MO.
Ready for barrel/eel aelion to be bolted
in. Sand lightly, apply the finish and you
have a beautiful stock with features not
obtainable on factory finished rUles.

AVAILABLE FOR:
Eddystone, 1917
Enfield, 1917
Jap 6.6 Arisaka (25 cal.)
Jap 7.7 Arisaka (31 cal.)
Krag, U. S. 189830/40
Mauser, 1891 (Argentine)
Mauser, 1909 (Argentine)
Mauser, M93 (Spanish)
Mauser, M94 (Swedish)

I Mauser, M95 (Mexican)
. I Mauser, M96 (Swedish)
", Mauser, M98/1g. Receiver Ring

j Mauser, FN,
1 Mauser, FN, Series 400
\ Remington, 1903
j Remington, 1903A3

Remington, 1917
Remington, M721"
Remington, M722*
Remington, M725**
Savage, MUOR**
Savage, MU OL* *
Smith-Corona SpringfllJld
Springfield, U. S. 1903 .
Springfield, U. S. '1903A3
Winchester, 1917
Winchester, M70
Winchester, M88
Winchester, M100

*Show Serial No. on Order
**Show Caliber on Order

Throulh the better Iunsmiths.
l1ardware and sportinr loods deal·
Irs or order direct. He also has
your copy of BIS:iOP's new eah
JOI-ask him tor it. FREE! •

::JOl' :Jt,ee (Jenel'afion~••

Wo,IJ'd m06f
::Jamou6 (lun6foct6 ..

E. C. BISHOP &' SON, Inc.
Dept. J9C WARSAW, MO., U.S.A.

Pointer
STOCKS

Compression molded Imitation StaR'.
For most. Amcl'ican Tar/.;et Guns. $4.50

pro Yes, for HI-Std. Double 9 too. Origina'tors

g~J~kNj~~L~lJ>TC~~RGEi.fhs.f~'tw.~-~~~t~u~~
slDR"le 6 & Colt SAA new model $9. Also most

and StaR' ~r~~lete stock .f Quality genuine Pearl. Ivory.

ORDER NOWI REMEMBER. IF IT'S A PISTOL GRIP
WE'VE GOT IT! SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE.

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY & MFG. CO., INC.
1309 Olympic Blvd•• Montebello 19. Calif.
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CST·3

A- Army PICMATTOCK
with a 12" steel head. $1.69

8AK6AHI COKNEK
~l SPt~/Al!
.~ V.S.516NAt~

l~ Fl£lPfNINE

S
"Cost Gov't

I
j . $90.00

- . /595
PER ;';;;E

A two-way ringing telephone system bui It for rugged
"in·the·field" use •••.UP TO 5 MILES! Operates on
two standard batteries. Just turn the side crank of the
built·in generator to ring any ofher phone. Up to 10
phones can be hooked together. Use aiywhere wire con
be laid down •• ;, In mountains, on rifle range, yacht
basin, form, etc. A Gov't Surplus Bargain!

TO ORDER: Send check or M.D. '12 idep. with:.C.O.D.'s.
All items sent freight .or postage collect..

TO COVER HANDLING L MAILING

260 PAGES
of BARGAINS

NATIONALtY ADVERTISED PROOUCTS
FACTORY CLDSE·OUTS

NEW & USED GOV'T. SURPLUS
From EVERYWHERE Paliey's bring you items of every
description-at lower·than·wholesale 'DISCOUNT'
Prices. Products include Hand & Power Tools, Sports &
Outdoor Equip., Hobby Kits & "Gadgets," Aircraft
Instruments and Hardware, Elect. Motors & Generators
plus World's largest on-the-shelf stocks of Hydraulic
Cylinders, Pumps, Valves, Motors, etc. Catalog supply
LIMITED - Order your copy today!

Ol'llu 50c Your SOc will be refunded with
7 your first order of $1.00 or more.

A 42"x7S"heavy duty canvas duck
Bedroll. Has a roomy pocket in each

.J end. Makes an ideal enc lased ground
-:Alljp cloth for sleeping bag or air mattress.,red t!!I Comes complete with three 8 ft•.web

7__1ii'CiJ strops and metal buckles. Cost Gov't
approximately $21.00

Ideal portable stove for Hunter, Fishennan, Hiker,
Boy Scout, etc. All steel. Folds flat when not in use.
Sets up in minutes. Uses conned heat for fuel.
Size of top is fr 1/2" square. 3-3/4" high.

20POWER- 4QMM

,$~7Jl;~t;.nBS
Has 20 power magnification
yet is small enough to fit in
gun case of knapsack, etc.
Lenses are precision ground
CI'ld p~Jished. Objective lens

fu&.....-. is fully coated. Eyepieces
ore adjustable focus. Comes with steel tripod and a
leotherette carrying case. Weighs only 15 ounces.
Length is a compact &3/S".

2263 E. VERNON AVE.
• Dept. G.32.

LOS ANGELES 58, CALIF.

?~~SIAA/;!~~~i
An authentic collectors item. Hand mode in Persia. A
sword fit for the Shah's troops. Has a 31" steel blade,
hardwoOd grip, bronze ~and guard and steel sheath.
Ideal to hong-above fireplace or in den, etc.·

,~ B_Army BAYONET with scabbard.

~~ has a 14" steel blade •.• $2.98

~ArmyMACHETE with a Vanodium steel.

1/
. 27" bladeand sheath ••••• $1.98

r;, D-Swedish folding BAYONET.
.., Hos 7" blade .•••• $1.98

can repeat that du Pont IMR No. 4064 seems
to be the answer in this particular case, and
that with what R. C. B. S. described as
"below max" loads, we got a muzzle velocity
of 2760 fps with 270 grain Hornady bullets,
and 2576 fps with 300 grain Noslers-from a
22" barrel. According to standard ballistic
tables the factory loadings of these two
weights show 2740 fps for the 270 and 2550
fps for the 300 grain bullets, presumably
from the standard 25" barrel length.

I can also state that our velocities were
obtained with less weight of powder than
that found in factory cases-to which I must
hastily add that, although the powder in the
factory cases looks like 4064, it may well be
something else, and that, therefore, this com·
parison may be invalid. However, the smaller
the charge of powder, the smaller the recoil,
other things being equal.

After I got the rifle back from R. C. B.S.,
I took it out to Colonel Crawford Hollidge's
range in Marston's Mills, Mass. You bench
resters will remember that name and Crawl's
famous "Spin-Tru" bullets. After a series of
tests in which three of us participated, we
concluded that this load may be described
as capable of minute and a half accuracy.
In a rifle of this power, this is certainly
most satisfactory.

As my long-suffering friends know, I am
not a great advocate of the .375 idea except
ing for certain isolated circumstances. Para
doxically, I consider it to be the best all·
round load in the world. That sounds cuckoo,
perhaps, but here's what I mean. In this
hemisphere, the only place I would want a
.375 would be on 'a brown bear hunt, and
then only at close quarters. In Africa, India,
or Indo-China, I should be very much in
clined to bracket it with a .458 and the ..'JO

and, if that is to be successful, it must be
able to cause a lot of internal damage. On
light game such as deer, sheep, or pronghorn,
a fast bullet designed to expand on impact
will give the quickest kill, drop most game
where it stands. These bullets will destroy
more tissue and nerves within the animal
than heavier bullets with stronger jackets
will do on these small animals.

But when you tackle the big game from
elk up, the story changes. That vital nerve
center the bullet must reach to give a quick
kill may be on the off-side of the animal.
Long heavy bullets with strong jackets that
will hold together to smash their way through
heavy bone and tear up the nerve centers are
needed to drop the animal. The bullet must
reach and destroy nerves and impart shock
to drop an animal instantly; it must be placed
right; its action must be right, 'or the game
won't go down.

On occasion, an animal will drop with a
bullet in the paunch; but it seems that this
is muscular reaction to pain and shock, not
bullet force. In fact, it is impossible to state
that if an animal is hit in a certain place
and drops, that another animal of exact
size and kind, hit with the same bullet from
the same cartridge in the same place, wiII not
walk away showing no signs of being hit.

After many years of hunting all kinds of
big game, I am convinced that bullet knock
down power sounds good, makes pleasant
conversation, is fuel for an argument-~
but simply does not exist! ~

reamers from Keith Francis of Talent, Ore·
gon. Fred Huntington of R. C. B. S. supplied
the dies-one to open up .338 cases to .375
caliber, one sizing and one seating die. I
sent the old .270, the barrel blank and the
reamers, together with some loaded ammo, to
Phil Johnstone of Griffin & Howe and told
him what I wanted. He was enthusiastic
about the idea and, in the course of time,
he delivered a Griffin & Howe .375 Belted
Newton rifle, barrel by Winchester and ac
tion by Mauser (a pre·war, commercial .30-06
type action made by the great Mauser Werke
at Oberndorf).

I then sent the rifle, together with the
reloading dies, out to R. C. B. S. and asked
that they work up some loads using 270
grain Hornady and 300 grain NosIer bullets.
r suggested that they concentrate on 4064
powder, for obvious reasons. In a wide open
case like the .458, a fast.burning propellant
like 3031 must be used. In the .30 Belted
Newton, I have had much the best luck with
4350. This .375 case had 4064 written all
over it, and I am pleased to report that this
was a good hunch.

The rifle and Fred Huntington's report
came back quite quickly, together with a
report that, even with its 22" barrel, they
had bettered the ballistics of the .375 H. & H.
Magnum from a 25" barrel. Fred added
that, although they had not yet seen any
signs of pressure, their shoulders were sore
and, dammit, could they quit? In view of
the fact that all I wanted was to achieve .375
H. & H. ballistics out of my short barrel, I
let them off the hook.

I don't believe in giving specific loading
data on loads such as these, for the simple
reason that what is conservative in my rifle
might be dangerous in yours. However, I

THE .375 BELTED NEWTON
(Continued from page 39)

of the bullet that causes this, it is where the
bullet lands and what it does afterwards that

, puts him down and keeps him there.
Any shot in the head, neck, or spine is

almost certain to knock the animal over in
stantly, even if the spinal column is not
broken. This is caused by shock near the
spinal cord or brain. But unless the brain is
hit on head shots, or the spine smashed on
neck or spine shots, the animal may regain
its feet and make a lot more tracks before it
dies. When it does go down from this kind
of shot, it is not the sheer force of the bullet,
or knock-down power; it is from nerve shock
transmitted to the brain.

A shot high in the shoulder, and squarely
through the shoulders, will often cause an
animal to appear to be smashed flat or turned
completely over. A bullet entering and ex·
panding in this area strikes heavy bone and
muscle, disrupts great quantities of tissue and
nerve, and the shattered shoulder and rib
bones do more damage. All of this great shock
so near the spine combines to transmit shock
to the spinal cord, and in turn to the brain,
with the result that he goes down and seldom
revives. This is bullet action and bullet place
ment and not bullet knock-down power.
Sometimes, too, on a running animal, it is
simply a case of causing the animal to cross
his feet and trip himself-just as an un
expected touch on the shoulder of a running
man may pile him up.

1£ an animal is to be stopped in his tracks,
the bullet must be placed in the right spot
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NEW MARK III BSA. MARTINI INTERNATiONAL .22
Caliber Target Rifle, the Supreme in Accuracy. com~
fort and workmanship. fOf RIGHT HAND or LEFT
HAND shooter, without sights ....•••••.... $210.00

enough so he should be sleeping it off some·
where not too far away. I slipped Sombra's
leash and told her to get going. She circled
the kill, made a slanting pass up the hill,
then lined out at a high lope, with Tacos
plowing along behind her.

When we next heard from her, she was a
quarter of a mi;e ahead, and her wooo-wooo
wooo was loaded with excitement. Tacos con
tributed some hoarse bellows to let us know
that he was also in the act. I gathered that
the dogs had found the spot where the lion
had slept and the trail was now fresh.
And, sure enough, on the hillcrest, plain as
print in the adobe dust, we cut the killer's
trail. I dismounted to examine the tracks.

The animal was a lion, all right, and a
good-sized one. I measured several clear
prints with twigs, and l'towed the twigs in
my shirt pocket for reference.

Sombra was sounding off in a belt of
jungle laced and barricaded- by an-m:iholy-
combination of coral and moonflower vines.
We lost three quarters of an hour hacking
a way through it, and by that time I had no
idea where Sombra and Tacos were, not
having heard them for at least 20 minutes.

More vines. More machete work. A flock
of six or eight green-and-brown long-tailed
chachalacas got up, and one, a pheasant-size
cock, alighted on a limb some 50 feet distant.
"Knock him down," I said to Nacho, the
slingshot expert. "With rice and chiles.
he'll make a good supper." The boy flashed
a quick sidewise glance at me, and shook
his head. This was sort of mysterious, but I
didn't dwell on it, having other things on
my mind.

Once clear of the barrier of vines, we
emerged onto a semi-desert studded with
mesquite and smoke-bush. A quarter mile to
the north the land fell away, yielding to blue
nothingness. "Moctezuma's Canyon, senor,"
Tony told me. "A very bad place, all cliffs
and rocks. But it is the home of many deer."

mold for a .38-55 lead hollow-point. Stick a
gas check on that, push it along at about
1900 fps, and see what happen&. It might
surprise some people. The Lyman number of
this bullet is 375449, and specify hollow
point. If you question what this horrible
thing will do, just ask your grandpappy.

In conclusion, I believe that this is' an
interesting cartridge because it is an inex
pensive conversion. Any .30-06 action may be
modified to handle it for less than ten bucks,
and any .30-06 or similar barrel may be
rebored to .375 caliber for under $25. (I am
not dead sure of this latter figure but I
believe it to be close.) P. O. Ackley can do
the work, as can various others. Dies may
be had from R. C. B. S. for under $15-so
the entire expense is less than $50; not bad
for a good .375.

Moreover, this caliber has versatility and,
hence, ability to handle anything, anywhere.
And the .375 caliber is relatively efficient. It
produces results comparable to those of the
bigger cases, with less powder. Add to this
its very fine accuracy and the ease with
which cases may be made from .338 brass.
The only added operation necessary is run
ning the .338 case through a necking-up die.
From then on, it is the same as reloading
any case. Fire-forming is not neces-~
sary. ~

lion, I went with Tony to his camp on Jug
Mountain. There was a palm-thatched hut on
the bank of a rocky creek, goats feeding on
the hillside, a woman and a girl washing
clothes beside the creek. A shock-headed boy
mounted bareback on a pinto cayuse was
riding herd on the goats, and he came down
to greet us. Tony told me the boy's name was
Nacho. "He will talk with you," Tony told
me, "while I go to borrow a dog to help your
Sombra."

I asked Nacho about the lion. Was it, did
he think, supernatural? He gave the matter
careful thought and, finally, a diplomatic
answer. His father, he thought, was a better
judge than he of such matters.

Just then occurred a thing of interest, the
full significance of which escaped me until
later. A flight of doves pitched down to the
creek, alighting on a gravel bar. Nacho
whipped out a slingshot, loaded it with some
thing fished out of his pocket, and let fly. It
was a long shot, at least 50 feet, but he clob
bered a dove. I said it was fine shooting.
Nacho said it was nothing.

Tony came back finally, leading one dog
a burly brindle crossbreed. "His name is
Tacos," Tony informed me. "He has never
hunted lions, but he is a strong dog, and a
fighter; one supposes he can learn about
lions."

One might suppose so, yes; but I remem
bered dogs I have known who died as a re
sult of trying to make strength and courage
substitute for brains and experience in af
fairs with lions. But Tacos was an amiable
dog, and Sombra liked him; who was I to
reject him?

We lunched on goat meat and tortillas,
and then rode up to a ridge where buzzards
perched hump-backed in a wild fig tree. Be
neath the tree were the remains of a black
she-goat.

It was a lion or tigre kill, all right. The cat
had eaten some fifteen pounds of meat;

Belted Newton or some similar gun. When I
was in Africa in 1954, I took a .470 Rigby
double, a .375 Griffin & Howe Model 70, and
the .270 which has now become a .375 Belted
Newton. I used 150 grain Speer bullets in
the .270, chronographed at Winchester's bal
listic laboratories at over 3000 fps from a
22" barrel. I found that the .375 stayed in
the scabbard most of the time. If the animal
were so damned big that the .270 could not
handle it, I found myself reaching for the
.4.70.

On the other hand, if I had to confine my
self to one rifle for everything in the world,
it would without question be the .375 since,
particularly with handloads, it can be well
adapted to almost anything. With a good
235 grain bullet, such as Speer's, one can
reach 3000 fps without toO much trouble.
This makes it an extremely adequate plains
and mountain rifle in anybody's language;
and we all know that the world's biggest and
mightiest game have all fallen to .375 solids.
Now that Joyce Hornady is making a really
good steel solid, the rifle is better than ever.

The .375 is interesting, too, in that it can
be throttled back and thus become a light
kicking brush rifle. This is done by latching
onto some .38-55 bullets (which are the same
diameter as .375's) and loading them to
about 1800 to 1900 fps. Lyman also makes a

KILLER CAT OF JUG MOUNTAIN
(Continued from page 19)
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VERNIER CALIPER

MAIL COUPON FOR
10 DAY FREE TRIAL
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Prentice-Hall, Inc., Dept. 5308-DT
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.
Please send me THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
MODERN HANDGUNNING for a ten day
free trial. I understand I may examine the
book completely and if not satisfied in every
way, return it within ten days and owe noth.
ing. Otherwise, I will remit $7.50, plus a few
cents postage, as payment in full.

feel, the stock of a good handgun in the
palm of his hand.

$995
ACCU-RISER
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ADJUSTS to SIZE!

(Right Hand Only)
HI-STAND .22 & COLT
.45-.38 AUTO PISTOLS

Brochure 2Sc
Free ONLY to Dealers

See them at NSGA & NRA Shows
FITZ -Box 49702, Los Angeles 49, Calif.

for inside. outside and depth. with both metric
and inch scales. Metric: 1 mm with vernier
1/20 mm. Inch: .025" with vernier .001". Over
all length 8". capacity 5\;'''.

For taking instantly, accurate measure
ments-up to 5" or 150 mm-of gun parts,
tools, reloading dies, cartridges, etc., the
quick change vernier caliper is an indis
pensable precision tool to every am. & pro.
gunsmith, tool maker, reloader and col
lector.
A product of West Germany and made ac
cording the specification DIN 862 to assure
top quality. Available in chrome and stain
less steel. Supplied with wooden case.
Price: Chrome steel $15.00

Stainless steel $17.50
MAIL 25c FOR BIG NEW 52 PG. CATALOG #62

FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC. (Est. 1936)
"Gunsmith Supply Headquarters"

3577 E. Tremont Ave., New York 65, N. Y.

Packed with practical, detailed informa
tion and crystal-clear instructions about
handguns-classified by caliber, power,
mechanical function, ignition system, size,
weight and purpose. .
You get the latest expert findings on free
pistols, service target pistols, trail and
hunting pistols, defensive combat pistols,
training pistols, plinking pistols .•. with
each classification broken down into cali
ber, action, weight, length, barrel length,
capacity, sights, and stocks. Plus over-all
evaluations, test-firings and hunting
records. How to improve your marksman
ship-the grip, trigger-control and breath
ing. How to get maximum accuracy from
the different firing positions ... braced
sitting - kneeling - barricade - braced
standing-two-hand standing ... and much
more. THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
MODERRHANDGUNNING is packed
with fascinating, instructive reading for
every man who has felt, or would like to

JUST PUBLISHED!
The Complete Book of

MODERN HANDGUNNING

FREE Trial Offer to Readers of GUNS Magazine
Written by Jeff Cooper and the Editors of Guns and
Ammo magazine, here is a complete guide to the use
care-and varieties qf the modern hand-weapon:

a rock, built a fire, and broiled some lion
steaks. The steaks were good, but would
have been better with salt and some green
chiles. I rolled up in the sarape, expecting
to be asleep in seconds. Instead, I lay there
looking up at the sky, going over the day""
events.

I puzzled over the curious behavior of
young Nacho, the slingshot expert, when I
suggested that he kill a chachalaca. I re
called the masterful shot he had made at
the pitahaya dove. Then, suddenly, I knew
something. He hadn't been using rocks in
his slingshot. He had been using shot.
Where would the kid get shot? The answer
to that was easy: he had pulled a charge
from his father's gun. That was why he
wouldn't cut down on the chachalaca, when
his father was present. And-that was how
come old Tony had fired his muzzle loader
into the lion's face without drawing blood
or displacing a hair! There hadn't been
anything but powder and wadding in the
gun. Supernatural lion? Not exactly!

Nine hours later, I made a fire and cooked
the remainder of the lion steaks. Sombra
wanted to hunt, and she had me over a
barrel: after all, we had undertaken to kill
the Jug Mountain lion. So I rolled up the
sarape, made a shoulder pack of it, filled the
canteen, and slipped Sombra's leash.

To my inexpressible relief, she lined out
southward, toward Jug Mountain. Within an
hour, under a green tree, I found Tacos
dead. He had died the hard way, ripped
open from brisket to pelvis.

I could see how it had happened. The lion,
hard-;,ressed, had treed. Sombra, wise about
lions, had stayed clear. But Tacos, the inno-

ALL ABOUT HANDGUNS!

Address .

City Zone ..•.. State ..

SAVEI Send $7.50 with coupon and we
• pay postage. Same return and re

fund privilege GUARANTEED'J'--------------------- - ------ - ------

Tony. The herder and the boy had to be
back at their camp by nightfall, and the
job I had ahead of me wasn't one to be
completed in a couple of hours. Tony didn't
need a blueprint. He said he realized that
helping him had got me into a ghastly fix,
and that he would pray that all would turn
out well. I asked him to return in the morn
ing, and fared forth into the canyon.

Well, I've told you about killing a spooked
lion on a scree stringer as the sun was going
down. It was a freak kill, but it gave me con
fidence. I made for the' canyon floor, prac
tically certain now that Sombra was trapped
in one of those smooth-sided pits that are
formed in flood seasons in limestone country.
I have lost dogs in these pits, and found
their sun-mummified bodies later, paw pads
worn to the bone by their efforts to climb out.

The sun had gone down now, and I clam
bered and slid, sweated and cussed, down
that gosh-awful talus slope. By luck I found
a deer trail and a few minutes later, as the
last of the light was dying, I found myself
on a waste of barren white stream bars.
There was a trikle of water and the glimmer
of pools.

Beat, I sat down and lit a cigarette; then
cut loose again with the .30·30. Sombra's
answer came from down-canyon, and she
sounded close, within a couple of hundred
yards. I splashed across the streamlet and
blundered my way in the gloom through a
field of house-size boulders. Sombra appar
ently could hear me now, and no doubt had
my scent, for she began putting out all
sorts of hound-dog talk. Enough light was
coming from the sky so that I saw the pit
when I came to it. Water-chewed in soft
limestone bedrock, it was some 10 feet across
and 15 feet deep. Sombra was jumping
against the wall, obviously unhurt. I told
her to relax, and began to make preparations.

Getting Sombra out of that pit was one of
the toughest jobs I ever tackled, but I made
it, finally, and Sombra thanked me. How sh;
got into her predicament, is anybody's guess.
Maybe the lion jumped the pit and Sombra
tried to follow. Quien sabe? And the fate of
Tacos was an even greater mystery.

Sombra wanted to resume trailing the
lion, but I told her to forget it, tied her to

He was describing lion country, and now
I thought I understood why we couldn't hear
Sombra and Tacos. They probably had
chased our Jug Mountain lion down into the
canyon, and the cliff faces were swallowing
their voices. I reined Pony toward the rim,
and after one look at the wild and savage
topography below, I wished earnestly that I
had stayed at Cuyutlan, and to hell with the
werelion of Jug Mountain.

Then, muted by distance, we heard Som
bra's grand, carrying voice. She was down
in the canyon, and something about the
pitch and spacing of her outcries told me
that she was in trouble. No saddle mount on
earth could negotiate the terrain below us,
so I stepped down, took my sarape, machete,
and canteen off the saddle, slid the .30-30
out of its boot, and handed Pony's reins to
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planation: The lion, after killing Tacos, had
fled to the canyon floor, where Sombra, in
hot pursuit, fell into the limestone pit. Then
the weary lion had doubled back to the
southern canyon wall only to meet a slug
from my .30-30. The lion I was after was
dead while I trailed him! I had been e,hasing
a lion whose scalp was in my bed roll!

We climbed to the rim and were resting
when Tony and young Nacho came with a
pony. I told them that the goat-killing lion
was dead. I explained about Tacos. I didn't
try to explain anything else; some stories are
too involved for telling.

Tony took off his battered sombrero and
said he was sorry about his primo's dog.
Then he held out his hand and said, "Thanks
for killing the lion. We will never forget it."
He wasn't just talking. There was a look in
his Indian eyes that embarrassed me.

On the way down to the goat camp, I
found occasion to tell Nacho that he ought to
visit me at Cuyuthin. I had several pounds
of buckshot there, I said, and would gladly
give him some. Then he wouldn't have to
acquire his slingshot fodder by unethical
means.

He gave me a half-scared glance, then
grinned. He would visit me as soon as pos
sible, he said. Then he would be able to kill
birds for me whenever I wanted. A man,
after all, needs fodder
for his weapon.

THOSE METRIC MARKINGS
(Continued from page 27)

ings are required to differentiate between
cartridges loaded for use in the two types of
8 mm barrels that have been made in that
country. In Germany, as in the U.S., thou
sands of sporting arms were made using as a
basis the current service rifles and barrels.
This presented no problems until 1904-05,
when the German service cartridge and barrel
was altered, replacing the round nose .318"
diameter. Thousands of the smaller diameter
barrels were in circulation, and civilian pro
duction had to provide cartridges for them
as well as for the new type. The earlier .318"
bulleted round was to become known as the
8x57JS and is occasionally found marked
simply 8x57S. While the smaller bullets may
be fired in the larger barrel without danger,
the reverse is not true. The .323" bullet in a
.318" barrel can be disastrous.

In addition to the "J" and "S" designa
tions, German manufactured cartridges will
also be found with box labels that state "Nur
Fur S Lauf" or "Nur Fur Normal Lauf." The
latter means "only for normal (.318") barrel"
and the former warns shooters against using
the S cartridge in the smaller diameter bar
rels. Because of this mixup in barrel diam
eters, numerous other 8 mm cartridges will
be found with both bullet diameters. This is
only natural, since military rifles and barrels
are much used the world over for remodeling
and rechambering. As a result, almost any
8 mm cartridge in common use, such as the
8x60 mm, 8x64 mm, 8x65R, etc., will be
found bearing either "J" or "S" markings.

It is interesting to note here that the 8x57
mm cartridges loaded in this country under
the name "8 mm Mauser" use a thin-jacketed
bullet measuring about .320." This soft bullet,
a bit oversize for J bores and undersize for S
bores, is loaded to pressures sufficiently low
that they may be safely used in both barrel

cent, had gone in under the tree yowling his
war-challenge. And the cat, realizing now
that it had only two dogs to deal with, had
leaped onto Tacos' back, rolled with him,
and dealt the death stroke with the knife·
sharp claws of its hind feet. Nearby, on a
patch of sand, I found the lion's tracks, and
measured them with the twigs I had in my
shirt pocket. It was, I decided, the Jug
Mountain lion. Anyhow, it had the same size
feet.

Somewhere above me Sombra was making
hound music. But as I climbed toward her
through bullthorn and huizache, her voice
changed. She barked, something I had never
heard her do before. Then she howled, a
long, sorrowful wolf-moan. I felt my sweat
soaked hair trying to stand on end. I started
to run. Presently, directly ahead was a red
cliff, with a stringer of scree below it. It
was the spot where I had killed the lion yes
terday evening. And there, on the scree be
side that eat's carcass, was Sombra ... the
most confused dog in the Republic of
Mexico.

I sat down beside Sombra and did some
thinking. I measured the dead lion's paws
with the set of twigs. It was the same cat,
or else every lion in the area had identical
feet. Then I opened the eat's stomach. In it I
found partially digested meat, and black goat
hair. This, then, was the "supernatural" lion.

How could a lion have been in two places
at once? I finally came up with this ex-

Roberts or .300 Savage!
Other information may be found in addi

tion to that above. Proprietary names are
frequently used, such as are found on the
labels of 7x64 mm Brenneke boxes. Occasion·
ally, one will also find a high-sounding term
attached to the end of the designation. The
7x73 mm Vom Hofe Super Express is an
excellent example of this. It should be noted
that the extra phrases and names are always
added to the basic metric caliber designation
and do not replace it. Terms such as "Super
Express" and "Magnum Bombe" do not pro
vide one with specific information, but they
do denote especially powerful, thus high
pressure, loadings. When this type of mark
ing is found, we know the loads are hot and
must be treated accordingly.

In .certain 8 mm caliber cartridges of
German manufacture, additional markings of
"J," "S," or both, will be found. These mark·
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types. European makers make ammUnItIOn
for both types and mark it well so the shooter
can get the best out of his rifle.

Unfortunately, the metric system does not
tell us everything about a cartridge. It does
not provide information as to whether the
case is straight, straight taper, or bottleneck.
Neither does it have a specific symbol to
identify belted or reduced head type cases,
these being lumped under rimless types as
far as labels are concerned. These shortcom
ings are not significant when one considers
what it does provide at a single glance.

Seldom are there identical numerical desig
nations, but it does happen. The 6.5x54 mm
Mauser and the 6.5x54 mm Mannlicher
Schoenauer are a case in point. The propri
elary names eliminate confusion, even though
lhe numbers are the same for both calibers.

One other type of European marking will
be found. Some makers, particularly DWM
and G. Roth, have used numerical-alphabeti.
cal codes rather than caliber markings for
headstamps. If one finds ammunition by
these makers without the original box, then
only by interpreting the headstamp code can

PONY EXPRESS CENTENNIAL REVOLVER
In recognition of the 1,000 Pony Express Riders, 500 in each directi'on between
S1. Joseph, Missouri and Sacramento, California, who reenacted the 1,966 mile
Pony Express, July 19 to 28; 1960, during the 1960-61 Centennial, and in honor
of the famous overland freighters, RUSSELL, MAJORS and WADDELL, who
founded, owned and operated the Pony Express, the Colt's Patent Fire Arms
Manufacturing Company, Inc., is now producing 1,000 special centennial revolvers
exclusively for this Association. Each barrel bears the following special lettering:

1860-61 RUSSELL, MAJORS and WADDELL
PONY EXPRESS CENTENNIAL MODEL 1960-61

PONY EXPRESS HISTORY and ART GALLERY

DON'T MISS SPECIAL OFFER PAGE 14

No foreign sales. Send permit if your
state or city reQuires. Dealers include
$2.00 postage and F FA license nurn ber.
No discounts. All purchasers please in.
elude signed statement that you are 21
or over, not an alien. have not been
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Percussion Pistol.. .:

Pony Express History & Art Gallery
7S Margarita Drive, San Rafael, Calif.

Waddell F. Smith, Director

Dear sirs:
Please enter my order for ......... h ......... Colt Frontier Scout .22 LR PONY
EXPRESS CENTENNIAL REVOLVERS.

Inclosed herewith is $ ...

Charcoal Burner Is A Must
For Your Collection!

More Than Just An Ornament ••• Can
Be Used For Hunting, Black Powder Competition, Plinking!
Rifled barrel. h Only $24.95.

IKENTUCKY FULL STOCK RIFLE .36 CAL., $39.951

Used Gun Catalog $1.00.

E & M FIREARMS CO., P.O. Box 1248, Dept. 0, Studio City, California

The revolvers are offered to the public and are the Colt Single Action Frontier
Scout in .22 LR caliber. Each is magnificently plated overall in 24 CARAT GOLD
and furnished in a plush-lined wood presentation case, as illustrated."
Guns will be numbered from 1-E thru 500·E and 1-W thru 500-W to correspond
with the numbers of the centennial riders and the numbered Bibles presented to
the riders by the American Bible Society. Regardless of demand, NOT MORE
THAN 500-E and 500-W will ever be manufactured, thus insuring tremendous
collector value. The 1860-61 riders carried Colt revolvers which are priceless today.
One official National Pony Express Centennial Association medal, as illustrated,
and manufactured by the U. S. Mint in Philadelphia under special act of Congress,
has been gold plated and inletted into top of case. Another similar medal in bronze
and one each of the Official Pony Express Centennial First Day Covers and other
centennial material has been enclosed in each case.
PRICE $80 EACH, shipped express charges collect from San Rafael. In California
add 4% sales tax. Orders must be accompanied by cashier's check or money order
f,or full amount. Orders will be filled as received.

Order Today!

ONLY $2495

the individual cartridges be identified. A
complete listing of these codes would take
100 much space here, bur they may be found
in several books, one of which is Fred Datig's
"Cartridges For Collectors," Volume One.

Military identification codes are another
matter entirely, so we will limit this discus
sion to the sporting loads.

Having explored the mysteries and merits
of the metric cartridge designation system,
lel us take a brief look at some of the calibers
that will be found so marked. Our European
designers were certainly no slouches in this
field and in fact, some of the highly successful
domestic calibers bear suspicious resemblance
to earlier European developments.

5.6x35R: This one is of a size and shape
closely resembling the .22 Hornet. Factory
loads are less powerful than the Hornet, but
it can be handloaded to duplicate the latter
if good brass and a gun capable of standing
the pressures are used. Factory loaded with
40 grain bullet at 1952 fps.

6.5x55 mm Mauser: In factory loads, this
one is superior to the .257 Roberts which it
resembles a great deal. With the heavier
bullets, it will take all but the largest of the
continental U.S. game. Factory load is a 156
grain bullet at 2400 fps. Some remarkable
free rifle scores have been shot with this
caliber.

6.5x54 mm Mannlicher-Schoenauer: A car
tridge noted for its long, heavy bullets at
modest velocities, it gives deep penetration
and has been successfully used on most of
the world's game. RWS loads it with the 159
grain bullet at 2333 fps, which will outper
form the .257 Roberts on game. Handloaded
for varmint use, its smaller case capacity
prevents it from doing as well as the .257
Roberts.

6.5x57 mm Mauser: This case is identical
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zeroed in at 165 yards, mid-range trajectory
height is 0.55" and drop at 220 yards is
1.53 inches.

7x57 mm Mauser: Most U.S. shooters are
familiar with this one, since it is loaded with
a 175 grain bullet at 2490 fps in this country.
Foreign loads are more varied, where a 173
grain bullet is given 2526 fps and the '139
grain projectile zips out at 2561 fps. It has
been used successfully on everything in the
U.S. except, possibly, the Alaskan Brownies.

7x64 mm Brenneke: Closely resembling the
.270 Winchester and .280 Remington, it is
loaded with heavier bullets. RWS gives the
173 and 139 grain bullets 2776 and 2913 fps
respectively. The former load gives about 350
fps more of energy than the 150 grain .270
load as furnished in this country. It should
do anything the .270 will, possibly doing it
just a wee bit better.

7.62x54R Russian: Now that U.S. makers
have stopped loading this caliber, one must
get it from Interamrco or Hunter's Lodge,
who import fresh Finnish-made sporting
loads. This Scandinavian fodder appears to

give a 150 grain pointed soft point bullet
about 2750 fps. This is only about 200 fps
less than the velocity of the same bullet in
.30-'06 caliber. There is no reason why it
shouldn't kill anything the .30-'06 will with
the same bullet weight.

7.65x53 mm Mauser: Once the service car
tridge of Belgium and several other countries,
it was originally loaded in this country with a
150 grain bullet at 2750 fps, but is no longer
available. Neither RWS or DWM load it
now, but Norma has added it to their· line,
matching the old U.S. load of a 150 grain
soft point bullet but with a velocity of 2920
fps. Properly handloaded, it will match the
new .308 Winchester cartridge pretty closely,
having only slightly less powder capacity.

8x57 mm Mauser: The most widely known
and distributed of the metric calibers, it is
also one of the best. As loaded in this coun·
try, it is no great shakes as a game cartridge,
but the DWM load with a 196 grain "s"
bullet at 2720 fps delivers 3220 foot pounds
of energy at the muzzle. This is just short of
15 per cent more energy than the .30-'06 220
grain load produces. In addition to this, the
mid-range trajectory is only 3.1" when zeroed
at 200 yards, and this is better than the
.30-'06 220 grain load. Don't sell this number
short. It will do anything the '06 will do if
the load is properly chose. (This comparison
is based on factory loads; the '06 can be
loaded up to surpass the 8x57 because of its

with the .257 Roberts, except for the larger
neck required to accept the .263-.264" diam
eter bullets. The RWS or DWM loadings of
the 93 grain bullet at a shade over 3300 fps
exceeds the .257 Roberts 87 grain load by
about 100 fps. Handloaded with the 139 or
156 grain bullets, it will better the .257's
effectiveness.

6.5x68 mm: This is the hottest of the
metrics and is relatively new. As loaded by
RWS, it gives a 93 grain soft point bullet a
velocity of 3937 fps. This in comparison with
the 100 grain .264 Magnum Winchester load
at 3700 fps makes it look pretty good. Heavier
bullets can be obtained only by handloading,
and in that way it should match the .264
Magnum blow for blow. It is a large rimless
case, about 5 mm longer than the .264, and
has a slightly smaller head diameter. When

PUBLIC SPORTS SHOPS Est. 1918

DEPT. G· 11 S. 16th ST., PHILA. 2, PA.

with
1 shell$.95
Express
Collect

~ Additional shells $.50 each
You're always "on guard" against robbers, mashers
and other criminals when you carry this innocent
looking fountain pen type TEAR GAS Device. Used for
police and civilian defense. Causes no permanent
injury. Highly polished heavy nickel case! spring
steel clip..SENO CHECK DR MONEY ORDER. NO COD's

Registered Colt Distributors· Suppliers for
Official Police Equipment

This product is not intended for sale in states or •
localities which have laws forbidding their sale.
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Send me my copy of the brand new 1962
Redbook of Used Gun Values immediately,
$2 enclosed to be refunded if not com
pletely satisfied.
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BRAND NEW!

From the publishers of GUNS Magazine·
comes the all new, 1962 Redbook of
Used Gun Values. Every price complete
ly revised and adjusted for the year. This
fact-filled guide lists the latest, up-to-date
prices for more than 2,000 famous weapons
according to excellent, good and fair condi
tion. Every weapon described in detail as to·
type, make and model. Gun stocks, inlay
designs, barrel, size of bore, year of make
and other unique features are listed for quick
identification.
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'(OU may get PAID for HUNTING and FISHING!

Read what others say
who prepared at home

for successful careers in Conservation.
"1 thought you'd like to know that 1
recently received my appointment as
Park Ranger from the Department
of Natural Resources. My work is
part Forestry and part Managemcnt
of a State Forest Recreation Area. 1
most certainly thank you."

Rae E. Washburn, Park Ranger
"1 am e.,pecting to be advanced
(from job as Deputy) to full com
mission as State Game Warden. Any
young man who wants an outdoor
career should take your Course:'

D. ~·I.-StateGame Service
"1 havc been appointed Conscrva
tion Officer for Alabama. Your courSe
madc" this long-time ambition be
come a reality.

R. L. K, Alabama

Acclaimed by champion shooters ond recommended by
Ear Specialists as the best protection against harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR-VAlVS let you hear everything
normally while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blast noise. A precision engineered, patented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR: PLUGS. Only
$3.95 a pro with money back guarantee. ORDER: TODAY
or write for FREE Medical Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K, los Angeles 27, Calif.

Enjoy a lifetime of thrills and adventure! A carcer
in Conservation is almost like a vacation with pay.
Every day is a new adventure for men in the For·
estry & Wildlife Service. Some hunt and trap

.. mountain lions. coyotes, wildcats. Some train to
To guard and protcct our forest, /ish and WIld game. parachute from planes, land in helicopters to hclp
Wardens and Rangers are empowered to enforce the ammals and people marooned by /ire, flood or
Conservation Laws and arrest VIolators. SupervIse weather. 'Vhy be chained to a desk, store counter)
fire pa.trois and reforestatIon projects, ~andmg Wlld factory - prepare now in spare time at home, for
fowl. moculatmg Wild game agamst disease. etc.- an outdoor man's dream job m Conservation.
fun. exclternent, a preshge career of authonty!~..;~..• k.,.. Many start at $3,000 a year

. .. .. •. • • • . .f "";r-~. Starting salaries val)' With education, but rnany
• t: • • • t • : • t ~~~ begm at $3,000 or more. Hunters get bounties on

." EXCIting details on action packed !Jfe III "]"lls" up to $60 each for female mountaIll !Jons.
-" ConservatlOn. Opportunities. quahfica- ~ Some jobs pay to $10,000 after sufficient experi·

j tions, salaries. advancements, other ad. ; - ence and education. Most Government jobs are
vantages, North American Home Study Civil Service with regular raises and advantages.
Program. Age 17 or Older - No Experience Necessary
Self-Scoring Questionnaire helps yOll If you're an outdoor man at heart, start
decide how well you are /itted by per- planning today for a happy, secure, and
sonal tastes and preferences for Con- well-paid future doing what you most enjoy!
servation Career. ::: ' 810 Dodsworth Ave., Covina, California

Select.a-iob Chart helps you pick - . '::: r--------------------
exact type of Conservation Career l:-~ NORTH AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CONSERVATION, DeplM383 ;
to match yOUT qualifications and ~f .10 Dodsworth, COVina, California
general backreound. Free of extra 1:: ~.. "I I want to find out how I can prepare for an exciting I
h . career of adventure in the great outdors. Please send I

c ~uge to stu ents. ... I me the free facts! I understand that I will be under I
Vacation Opportunities for Stll- ~ I no obligation. ~o Salesman will call. I
dents. Helps you locate vacation I Name Age_·I"
job opportnnities. Tells where
and when to apply. Free of extra Jf 1Address I
charge to onr stlldents! '\ l City Zone __State I

-Memtler Anociation of Home StudJ $thlOls .,,\ J

of the better European calibers; most of
them are just as good as their American
counterparts. Ammunition is available for
them in a large variety of calibers, and the
price is not really prohibitive when one con
siders the amount expended in a year's
hunting.

Ammunition in most of the calibers men
tioned is available from Stoeger Arms, as
made by Kynoch, Dominion, DWM and
RWS. The Finnish 7.62x54R Russian may
be obtained from Hunter's Lodge, 200 S.
Union, Alexandria, Virginia. Norma ammuni
tion is of course stocked in most sporting
goods stores.

Now that the alphabet soup of European
cartridges has been squared away, there is
no excuse to leave that fine Brenneke barrel
rust-get some 7x64 mm fodder and ~
have fun. ~

greater powder capacity.)
8x60 mm Mauser: Just a slightly longer

cased version of the 8x57 mm, it holds a bit
more powder. DWM does not load it as
heavy as the 8x57 mm. The 196 grain load
produces 2580 fps and 2900 foot pounds of
energy at the muzzle.

8x64 mm Brenneke: This is an 8 mm ver
sion of the 7x64 mm mentioned earlier. It
delivers a 226 grain bullet at 2578 fps, a 196
grain at 2676, or a 154 grain spitzer soft point
at 2952 fps. This makes it equal to, or slight
ly better, than the .30-'06 in all bullet weights,
especia!.1y so when loaded with the excellent
RWS H Mantel bullets.

8x68S: A development of the thirties and
loaded only by RWS, this is the hottest of
the 8 mm's. It sends a 187 grain bullet out at
3280 fps, and develops 4460 foot pounds of
energy at the muzzle. Chamber pressures of
52,000-53,000 psi are required to do this. It
uses the same basic case as the 6.5x68 mm
mentioned earlier. Since its muzzle energy is
about one-third greater than the 180 grain
.300 Magnum load, it is obvious that it will
do anything the .300 Magnum will do, and
then some.

9x57 mm Mauser: A fine brush cutter, it is
loaded with a variety of bullets. The 246
grain round nose at 2313 fps and the 280
grain at 2010 fps being the best of the lot.
The former is just a trifle better than the
.358 Winchester introduced only a few years
ago. The 9x56 mm Mannlicher may be con
sidered almost the same as this caliber.

9.3x62 mm: This was once a rather popular
medium rifle for Africa. It pushes a 285
grain slug along at 2297 fps as loaded by
Norma, and at 2329 fps in RWS loadings.
The latter firm also loads a 264 grain H
Mantel bullet at 2697 fps for a muzzle energy
of 4159 foot pounds. This load falls only a
bit short of the 270 grain .375 Magnum load
produced in this country. It should handle
any North American big game with the 264
grain load.

9.3x72R: Pretty much of an obsolete black
powder number, but there are a lot of com
bination rifles chambered for it. Current load
ings give a 192 grain bullet about 1500 fps.
This is comparable with the old .38-55, which
has killed a lot of deer and black bear.

9.3x74R: This is a relatively modern com
bination or double-gun cartridge. Norma
loads it with a 285 grain bullet at 2362 fps
and about 3400 foot pounds muzzle energy.
This places it not too far behind the .375
Magnum in power.

lO.75x68 mm: Not too many guns cham
bered for this cartridge are around. It is
abollt the biggest of the modern Mauser
cartridges. A 347 grain bullet is tossed out at
about 2175 fps in Kynoch loadings, develop
ing over 3700 foot pounds of energy. This
places it well ahead of the discontinued .405
Winchester, which was noted for knocki,:lg
down just about anything it hit. "

11x60R (11 mm Mauser): This is the
oldest of the lot, dating back to the 1870s
when it was the German service cartridge. It
gets 1400 fps from a 386 grain lead bullet,
which puts it right on a par with the .45-70.
If you like to do your hunting with last
century's big bore numbers, this one will do
as good a job as any of them. Dominion
Cartridge Co. produces the above load.

As can be seen, there isn't really much a
domestic caliber wi! do that cannot be done
quite well with one of the metrics. There is
really no need to rebarrel a fine rifle in any
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shooters came from all corners of the nation
-as far as New Jersey in the East, Georgia
in the South, Oregon in the North, and
California in the West.

Famous fast draw artist and gun coach
Rodd Redwing again performed his amazing
feats of fast draw skill, coupled with ex
hibition accuracy. Rodd showed a color
movie of his best known stunt, throwing a
knife with his right hand, then drawing
with the same hand and shooting a hole into
which the still flying knife sticks. It's hard
to believe your own eyes on this one!

Fast draw dates back to the days of the
Old West, when it separated the "quick
from the dead." But organized fast draw, as
we know it today grew largely out of one
man's boredom.

In 1955, Dee Woolem hired on as a "train
robber" at famous Knott's Berry Farm, in
Buena Park, California. Every fifteen min
utes, the train would take visitors at Knott's
on a scenic ride of the grounds, during which
Dee and a cohort would "rob" the train, with
much firing of blanks and general confusion.
But a three minute train robbery every fif
teen minutes leaves a lot of time for just
sitting, and Dee took to practicing fast draw
with the Frontier Colt he used as a train
robber. Soon he was making his own hol
sters and developing a pretty agile hand.
Dee's holsters were set relatively high on the
hip, a style that is lately finding favor over
the low slung variety.

Dee's curiosity over the time periods in
volved in fast draw led him to develop
an electronic timer. Various "cowboys" em·
ployed around Knott's became interested in
the clock, and soon Dee was putting on con
tests for the amusement of visitors. Interest
spread around Los Angeles and its suburbs,
and Dee spent many evenings helping
fledgling clubs set up rules and build clocks.

The first clubs recorded in the area were
the Judge Colt Fast Draw Club, of Pomona,
and the Great Western Fast Draw Club of
Bellflower. Soon clubs were springing up all
over the country, inspired by the boom in
TV Westerns and the fact that a timing
method was now available for judging com
petition. Great Western Arms bought the
rights to Dee's clock, and began to manufac
ture it in quantity. The Chrondek, Fronco,
and others, followed soon after.

There was a sparkling array of Hollywood celebrities at the Sahara-Colt Na
tional Walk-and-Draw contest. Many came to watch, stayed to participate.

Lists the world's finest selections of
Guns, Ammo and components, shooting
accessories and supplies, loading tools and
accessories. Complete Gunsmithing ser
vices and poly-choke installations.
We guarantee one day service on all
orders.
Regular transportation allowance.

Send $1.00 for WESTERN'S catalogue C-4

~

m~~~!~,....

Get your Western Gun
Catalogue C-4

OVER 200 PAGES

victor over 185 opponents. Stieler won the
first prize of $1,000, plus $50.00 for the fast
est time of the event. Colt's President, Fred
Roff, was on hand to present Fred with a
4%,-inch barreled Colt Single Action. Al
Brian, of San Jose, California, who placed
number two for the second time at Las
Vegas, won $500 and a Colt Frontier Scout.
Third prize of 200 and a matched pair of
Colt Deringers, went to Curt Blakemore.
Jack Sims won $150 and one Colt Deringer
for his fourth place. Fifth through eighth
places won $100 each. The remainder of the
nearly $3000 in prize money was divided
among the rest of the thirty-two winners.

Proceeds of the shoot went to the Pre-Win
Foundation, a non.profit youth organization
headed by Milton Prell, Hotel Sahara Execu
tive Director, and AI Winter, Hotel Sahara
President.

The Third Sahara Walk·and-Draw Cham
pionship lacked none of the glamour of pre
vious Las Vegas shoots. Sahara Publicity
Director, Dick Kanellis, personally squired a
plane load of such TV Western personalities
as Peter Brown (of "Lawman"), Clu Gulager
(of "Tall Man"), Robert Fuller (of "Lara
mie"), Eric Fleming, Clint Eastwood, and
Paul Brinegar (of "Rawhide"), Frank Mc
Grath and Terry Wilson (of "Wagon Train").
Jock Mahoney, TV's "Yancy Derringer,"
acted as master of ceremonies, and lovely
Marie Wilson was queen of the event. The

FAST DRAW GROWS UP
(Continued from page 29)
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MAGNUM
Proteclsight Holsters"

Specially constructed groove to
protect rib and blade of micm
rear sight which does not "con
tact" the leather. "Cobra
Snapaway"@ gUll hold·down

which also prevents snow, etc. ob
structing notch in the blade. Hol
ster retains its permanent shape
under all usual conditions and is
fast-drawing. Belt 2* inches wide
with any angle or holster desired.
Leather double and sewed. Guar
ateed finest quality material and
workmanship.

Give waist & hip measure, caliber and
make of gun and barrel lenJrth. Add
parcel post $1.50 and in California ndd
40/0 State Tax-35% deposit required
on all C.O.D. orders.

Plain: Tan 534.50. Black $36.50. Fully
carved (shown): Tan $46.50. Black $48.50.

Maker of UWorld~8 Finest" holsters that have flO equal
lor fast-drawino.

Edward H. Bohlin 931 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 3B, Calif.
Copyrighted 1960 by E. H. Bohlin
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32 caliber
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High quality
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"Fast draw has improved in both tech
nique and strength. The caliber of competi
tion has improved vastly. Speeds of one·
third second are not at all unusual, including
reaction time.

"I am definitely against live ammo for fast
draw, with the possible exception of a few
professional demonstrators, like Rodd Red
wing, for example. When trying for maximum
speed in getting that gun out of its holster,
live ammo involves serious chance for per
sonal injury.

"I not only think fast draw will organize
nationally, but I fervently hope for it. It
would lend strength to the group, tie up
many loose ends and establish regulations to
foster safety in competition, thus removing
the characteristics that have provoked bad
publicity for, and bad public opinion of,
fast draw."
REX BELL, Lieutenant Governor of Nevada:

"Fast draw has no direct bearing on any
other type of shooting. It is a separate sport.
I don't think it is in any way detrimental to
shooting as a whole.

"I have witnessed all three shoots here at
Las Vegas, and shooters improvement in skill
in only three years is startling. I was a little
surprised at the way fast draw has taken
hold all over the country. I thought it would
be more or less isolated in Hollywood and
the Southern California area.

"I think blanks and wax are better for
shooting fast draw, simply because they are
so much safer. The use of live ammo has no
advantage except to inject an unnecessary
element of danger.

"I think local clubs offer more to fast draw
shooters than a national organization. The
various clubs have their own rule prefer
ences which they can now indulge freely. I
am proud to have the National Championship
here in Las Vegas, Nevada. I think it offers
a unifying factor to fast draw, bringing to
gether as it does, shooters from all over
America and even foreign countries."
TOM FRYE, Remington exhibition shooter:

"Fast draw is an important addition to
shooting sports, because it brings a new
group of shooters into the fold. Without fast
draw, shooting would lose these people, and
the added strength that they represent.

"Fast draw is improving and growing with
every day that passes, and it will continue to
improve as long as it sticks to the rules of
safety and good sportsmanship_

"I favor blanks for fast draw competition.
The bad publicity accorded fast draw is usu

(Continued on page 60)

Colt's Fred Roff stands by as champ
Stieler gets kiss from Marie Wilson.

took the idea seriously enough to travel to
Tombstone and witness the 1959 Helldorado
Days Shoot. He was impressed with the spec
tator appeal of the sports. Herb felt a walk
and-draw match would offer the Sahara an
opportunity to promote another shooting
sport in addition to trap. Herb then /lew to
Los Angeles for a meeting with some of the
leading figures in fast draw, including Rodd
Redwing, Dee Woolem, Bob Hall, and Colt's
Western Regional Representative, Jim De
vine. Colt's agreed to share sponsorship of
the match. In less than eight weeks from the
germ of an idea, Herb McDonald staged the
First Annual Hotel Sahara Walk-and-Draw
Championship. It turned out to be a re
sounding success for all hands.

Despite its brief span, the sport of fast
draw has proved itself no /lash in the p~n.
What is its future? To get answers to these
questions, I interviewed some people promi
nent within and without the fast draw field.
I asked each these questions: (l) Do you
consider fast draw an asset or liability to
gun sports in general? (2) Has fast draw
im proved since its inception? (3) Do you
favor blanks, wax or live ammo for competi
tion? (4) Do you think fast draw will ever
organize on a national level? Here are some
of the answers I got, from men in positions
10 have answers:
FliED ROFF, President of Colt's:

In the beginning, all matches were shot
"off the button," without including reaction
time. Some clubs began shooting wax at
silhouette targets wired to stop the clock
when hit. Reaction time was added simply
by having a second person start the clock
unexpectedly, with the shooter reacting to
the motion of the clock hand.

The origin of walk-and-draw seems rather
obscure. The first important match carried
out under this system was the Helldorado
Days Shoot held in Tombstone, in 1958.
Fast draw prodigy, Thel Reed, Jr., then only
fourteen, was determined winner by visual
observation. Slim O'Connor, a pioneer of fast
draw, suggested to O. V. Riley, of Chrondek,
the present sophisticated timing setup which
automatically selects the winner. The first
use of the new Chrondek clock was made in
Pomona, at the First Annual Southern Cali
fornia Walk and Draw Championship in
1959.

The Las Vegas Gambling Peacemakers
Fast Draw Club suggested a walk-and-draw
match to Herb McDonald, Hotel Sahara Ex
ecutive Director of Public Relations. Herb
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HORNADY S·J HANDGUN BULLETS o'ffer
handloaders top accuracy, excellent shocking
power for their magnum loads. Short jacket
bullets have advantage of a single bevel at
shoulder. Cartridge case makes smooth, tight
fit on bevel without scraping lead. Fine ac
curacy result of long experimentation to
achieve precise diameter of point in relation
to overall length which would give consist
ently accurate shooting results. Three sizes
available: 38 caliber 158 gr., 44 caliber 240
gr., 45 caliber Long Colt 250 gr. Further in
formation available from Hornady Mfg. Co.,
Box 906, Grand Island, Neb.
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MOLYKOTE GUN AND REEL LUBRI
CANT based upon solid film lubricants now
solving severe industrial lubrication prob
lems. Available in single application pack
ages containing sufficient material to lubri
cate all working parts of a gun or fishing
reel. Retails for 25 cents each. Wear
resistant film provides even trigger pull at
lowest allowable pulls, does not stiffen at
temperatures above minus 40°F or thin out
at high temperatures. All additional infor
mation may be obtained from The Alpha
Molykote Corp., 65 Harvard Ave., Stamford,
Conn.

GAME-TOTE. Loop strap through small
ring, slip around neck or legs, and carry
birds on belt. Approved as compact, clean
method to insure proper cooling of game.
Accommodates up to 10 birds. Made of oil
treated cordovan leather with chrome and
non-corrosive rings. Fits any belt up to 2"
wide. Send $3.95 ppd., MO or check to
Game-Tote Mfg. Co., Box lSI, Bellflower,
Calif.

SHOPPING

NEW BINOCULAR incorporates zoom power
principle. By changing setting on ocular
scale, magnifications of 8X, 9X, lOX, 11X,
and 12X can...b.e ..ohtained. Optics are ground
to closest tolerances, provided needle sharp
images at all magnifications. The 40mm
objectives and complete optical system are
amber coated for maximum brilliance. Binoc
ular retails for $59.95. From: Scope Instru
ment Corp., Scope Bldg., Mamaroneck, N. Y.

NEW DUO-VENT CYCLONE CHOKE as
sures even dispersal of gases through 24
staggered vents at the choke area, as well as
at muzzle. Redesigned choke relieves gas
pressure at critical choking area for im
proved pattern control and gives maximum
recoil reduction, especially with modern high
velocity ammunition. Unique venting slots
add additional beauty to fine appearance of
other model Cyclone chokes. Diameter,
length, and approximate 3-ounce weight re
main same as on conventional ventilated
Cyclone. From the line of Hartford Gun
Choke, Russell Rd., Newington 11, Conn.

FRYE CIVIL WAR Centennial and "Old
West" Boots of durable bright-shine black
leather. 13" height with authentically curved
tops, wide square toes, leather soles, and
military heels. Men's sizes 6-12, BCD, $19.95.
For free catalog write to Todd's, Dept. G-3,
5 S. Wabash, Chicago 3, Ill.

IS-FT. TRAYEL TRAILER to sleep six in
troduced by Gregory Mfg. Co., 4530 N.E.
28th St., Ft. Worth, Texas. Known as Greg
ory Air·Flo Trailer. Built on 3" steel chan
nel frame, with two 670 x 14 tires, available
either with tubes or in the tubeless variety.
Exterior is prefinished aluminum with baked
on enamel, white in color, distinctive design
on sides matching color of owner's vehicle.
Standard design colors blue and red. Entire
trailer fully insulated with fiberglass. In
cluded as standard equipment are a three
burner butane range and oven, twelve-gallon
water tank and marine pump, faucet for tap
ping municipal water, butane lights, and
nO-Volt and 12-Yolt lights with switch at
the entrance, and a choice of a 50- or 75-lb.
ice box which can be converted to a 2-cu. ft.
butane refrigerator.

SHOT SHELL CASE introduced for hunters,
trap, and skeet shooters by Umco Corp.,
Spring Park, Minn. Answers shotgunners'
need for compact, easy-to-handle storage and
carrying case for shotgun shells. Also ideal
for off-season storage, for storing gun clean
ing supplies and other shooting accessories.
Large capacity holds five or six boxes of 12
or 16-gauge shells, seven or more boxes of
small bore shells. Made of tough rubber
modified synthetic material called Umco
Lite, case is a dull mallard green color with
leather-grained finish. Rugged carrying han
dle features finger-fitting design. Suggested
retail price is $4.25.

rubber recoil pad, a disconnecting trigger.
mechanism requiring complete release of the
trigger between shots, and swift, simple re
loading. In operation of "pump," the shell
has direct line feed into the chamber. Avail
able from O. F. Mossberg & Sons, New
Haven, Conn.

MOSSBERG "500" 12-ga. pump shotgun fea
tures safety on top, right under the thumb
where every shooter wants it. A lightweight,
6-shot repeater with receiver of special, high
tensile alloy. Available with a choice of
six different barrels of various lengths and
chokes. Changing barrels on same action is
easy, can be accomplished without use of
tools. "500" incorporates other appealing
features for shotgun enthusiasts: a cushion
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He-man trophies
for Den. Rumpus
Room, Cabin. Etc.

Authentic Replicas
Reproduced in
Actual Size, De
sign and Balance.
Solid Cost Alumi
num. Finished in
Gunmetal Black.

HUNTING SHOE P ACS originally made to
rigid military specifications. 12" high, fea
ture leather tops, rawhide laces, rubber bot
toms, 2 pairs of felt insoles. Available in
sizes 5 to 14. Now priced at $5.99 pair, plus
postage. Keep feet warm and dry during
cold weather, in rain and snowstorms. Avail
able from: LGoldberg & Co., 429 Market
St., Philadelphia 6, Pa. Free catalogs issued
on firm's entire line of hunting, camping,
and surplus equipment.

START COLLECTING NOW

LOST AID PACK for sportsmen includes
bright red trail markers to aid searchers
in location and rescue of a sportsman who is
lost. Pack provides 50 %-inch x 21-inch Trail
Markers numbered from 1 to 50. Waterproof
pencil provided for writing data on markers.
Other items in pack include Nutrition-All
Vitamins and Minerals, Vitamin C, water-

Derringer Mauser 7.6Smm Auto
Frontier Colt .44 German P-3B
Italian Breveltata Colt Cobra .3B
Belgium Automatic German Luger
Colt .45 Automatic German M.user
Czechoslovakian Pistol Spanish Moxley
5 & W .3B Police Spec. Russian Tokarev
Iver Johnson Cadet 555 Japanese Nambu

Send cash, check or money order only.
Add 4% sales tax in California.

Add 15c for illustrated folder.

LYTLE NOVELTY COMPANY, Dept.G3
9909 Greenleof Avenue, PO. Box 2146, Whittier, Colif.

purifier tablets, mirror for signaling, bal
loons, whistle, razor blade, string, drinking
cups, Band-Aids, antiseptic, fire lighter,
matches. Complete pack in compact pocket
size metal container $3.95 postpaid; other
packs $2.95 and $4.95. From Norjeau, 571
Cypress, St. Paul 6, Minn.

BAMA HAIR BOOT SOCKS designed to
prevent foot moisture in both regular and
insulated rubber boots. Made with interlin
ing of soft Goat hair that condenses perspira
tion, carries it to outer lining where it is
absorbed. Hair then prevents its return to
the foot. Keeps feet warm, stops "clammy"
feeling. Priced at $2.49 per pair, ppd. from
Bob l-linman Outfitters, P. O. Box 1222,
Peoria, Ill. State dress shoe size.

SHOE SAVER big boon to sportsmen who
want to keep feet dry. Silicon water repel
lent preserves lei!ther and keeps feet dry
without rubbers. Shoes stay soft, comfortable,
new looking longer, take a brighter, lasting
shine. Manufactured by Dow Corning Corp.,
Midland, Mich.

FAULHABER SYSTEM DOVE CALL in
Americanized version can be blown per
fectly almost at once. Doves, which are easy
to call, decoy straight to the caller. The
Dove Call, with complete instructions, is
available for $2.00 postpaid from Bob Hin
man Outfitters, 116 Riverview Court, Peoria
Heights, Ill.

NEW OUTER FABRIC, new lower price for
10·X cold weather hunting and sport wear,
announced by 10-X Manufacturing Co., 405
E. Second St., Des Moines, Iowa. Ap
palachian Cloth offers increased water re
pellency, reduces friction, adds resistance to
wind. Now priced $30.00, coat; $27.50,
matching pants. Permanent air cell insulated
virgin wool lining. Available accessories in
clude matching detachable storm hood and
game bag-dry seat.

GUMWITH

G-7 HAWK CALL has been announced by
the P. S. Olt Co., Pekin, Ill. Reports show
that when a hunter's dog goes down on a
point indicating quail in area, several blasts
from a hawk call will freeze the covey
allowing the hunter to get closer before the
birds flush. This has proved true even later
in the season after they have been pursued
by other hunters.

NEW FREE-PISTOL GRIP for auto·pistols
introduced by Fitz, P. O. Box 49702, Los
Angeles 49, Calif. Feature Accu-Riser Heel·
Rest, adjustable up or down, to anchor any
width hand in comfort and security for
greater accuracy. Champion's Grips brought
to American Pistoleer for $9.95. High-impact
Fitz Duramite precision-molded grip (for
right hand only) available in walnut, rose
wood, and ebony with Fitz Gold Bond guar
antee. Model A-102 for Hi-Standard Super.
matic Trophy, Citation and Tournament
Mod. 102 and 103; for .Colt's Auto Pistols
Models 1911 and 19l1Al, including Gold
Cup Nat'1. Match .45 and .38, also the .22
Ace. Send 25c for descriptive literature.

9-TRANSISTOR WALKIE-TALKIE Per
sonalphone designed for outdoor use, makes
communication between two or a dozen per
sons easy, instantaneous, economical. Range
covers one to two miles over water. Instru
ment operates for 50 hours on a standard
9-volt battery. Can be carried in a shirt or
jacket pocket. Each unit has 4-foot, 7-inch
antenna, leather carrying case with shoulder
strap, weighs 13 ounces. Clear voice repro
duction, fully guaranteed. Additional data
from Fulbright Co., 2 So. Florissant Rd.,
Ferguson 35, Mo.
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THE GUN THAT MAKES OR BREAKS CHAMPIONS
(Continued from page 21)

this selection job had determined quite early military firearm. Many combat soldiers who
in the game that the semi-automatic type of drew the carbine managed to lose it and pick
pistol action had definite advantages, and it up a Thompson or a full military rifle-caliber
was decided that this must be one of the weapon when they got the opportunity. It
requirements. Nearly all the pistols tested was unwise then, and I am convinced it
met this requirement; only the Webley-Fos- would be unwise now to change to a smaller
berry was of really unique design. This was caliber.
an "automatic revolver," or at least semi- Like many Americans, the first pistol I
automatic. Recoil operation caused the barrel ever fired was a .45 and I must admit that at
and cylinder to move to the rear and rotate first it seemed much less than an ideal
the cylinder by means of ratchet-like grooves. weapon to me. Like thousands of men whose
All the others shared similar recoil or partial first (and often only) handgun experience
blow-back action designs, so that the choice was with the .45 in military training, I wasn't
actually became one of reliability and "man- happy about my inability to hit what I shot
stopping potential." at with the weapon. However, my feelings

The Model of 1911 pistol came out on top were ruled by my inability to shoot with
of the heap and became our official sidearm. suitable accuracy at a strictly bullseye target.
The fact alone that it has lasted in this With a little practice and training, I was
category would seem to indicate that the able to hit man-sized silhouettes consistently
decision was a good one. Add to this the facts enough to assure me that it would help me
that it is rugged, reliable, compact, easily beat any "knife man" or any soldier with a
reloaded in combat, and accurate enough for bayonet who was ten to fifty feet away from
the purpose, and-cuss it for any other fea- me. After all, "tack·hole-accuracy" isn't
ture if you will-it is still a mighty fine needed for a military pistol. Accuracy suffi-
military sidearm-in my opinion, the best. cient to hit and stop an adversary at ranges

It is somewhat revolting to think about, not exceeding 20 to 25 yards was and still is
but the tests which selected this pistol in- the function of a pistol in the hands of a
cluded about everything imaginable, even to combat soldier. This is a fact overlooked by
the use of cadavers along with cattle and many who criticize the .45 auto.
hogs to test its ability to do the job. Experi- But don't let this fool you into thinking
ences of combat veterans in two big wars, that a .45 can't be fired accurately. The
plus one that mighty near became a big one present National Record with this pistol in
(Korea), numerous revolutions, sectional competitions sponsored by the National Rifle
wars, and personal combats have proved that Association is 299 points out of a possible
the big .45 auto is "all wool and a yard wide" 300. This score is fired over what is known
among handguns. as the "National Match Course," which con-

I sincerely hate to think of the results to sists of 30 shots. The first ten shots are fired
individual combat-soldiers if proponents of at 50 yards distance. The highest scoring ring
the "smaller, more compact, more shots in the is the "ten ring," which is just 3 and Va inches
magazine" models succeed in getting the.45 in diameter-about the size of a package of
thrown out in favor of the 9 mm or similar cigarettes, and not the king-size, either!
caliber. Naturally, there are two sides to the Imagine that: thirty gol-durnit shots, all of
question; but this reminds me only too vividly them but one hitting a package of cigarettes
of those similar arguments which succeeded 150 feet away! In case that doesn't sink in,
in putting the .30 M-l Carbine into the hands 50 yards is about half the length of the
of a lot of combat people during World War average city block.
Two. It was smaller, lighter, faster firing, In case this isn't astounding enough, the
gentler in recoil, easy to shoot-but it second ten shots are fired at 25 yards in what
wouldn't stop men; and stopping men is, is known as "timed-fire" which allows the
after all, a pretty important function of a shooter 20 seconds to fire five shots. He does

(iun Holsters
(iUN BELTS

The FIREARMS HANDBOOK
New Illustrated Reference Book for hard-to-find
gun parts which we con supply by return mail.
Guaranteed, The FI REARMS HANDBOOK is $4.00
SHELLEY BRAVERMAN, ATHENS 12, NEW YORK

5000
FIREARMS'
BARGAINS
Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargain-filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub

lished twice each month_ It's the leading

publication for the sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and 'accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mounts ••• all at money

saving prices. The money you save on the

purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000
listings twice a month mare than pays your

subscription cost. You can't afford to be

without this unique publication.

Free trial offerl
Money Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You bet!

Fill in the coupon below and mail it. todayl

-----------------~

THE SHOTGUN NEWS
Columbus, Nebraska

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one
year. $2 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.

Name .

Address .

City & 51ale ..

---------------- ..._-~

(Continued from page 57)
ally aimed at live ammo shooters. The fault
is not with the organized shooters, but the
public hears only about the unqualified shoot
er who, instead of joining a club and learn
ing how to handle a gun, goes out and shoots
himself in the leg.

"Fast draw will eventually organize nation
ally. Remington Arms Company is anxious
to help in every way possible to foster the
sport and help it gain national stature."
RODD REDWING, Hollywood gun coach:

"Fast dra:w is beneficial to any shooter, in
that it speeds up his reflexes.

"Fast draw has definitely improved. Rules
are now solidified, and matches now run with
professional crispness. The technique of the
shooters has also improved, as witness the
faster times they are making.

"I favor blanks for face-to-face walk-and
draw. If the element of accuracy is to be
brought into tbe picture, it should be done
with wax, simply because it is far safer to
use than live ammo. Live ammo is better left
to police and exhibition shooters.

"Fast draw will inevitably organize na
tionally. With such a dynamic sport, it is just
a matter of taking time to mature and de
velop. Its popularity is even now spreading
to foreign countries, as well as every state in
the Union."

The consensus of people interviewed pre
sents a bright aspect indeed for fast draw.
Most saw it as contributing to overall shoot
ing sports, both in skill and by swelling the
ranks of those opposed to anti-firearms legis
lation. All witnessed a marked improvement
in the caliber of fast draw competition.

Nearly all favored blanks or wax as op
posed to live ammo, both for safety and the
effect upon public opinion. All see fast draw
as eventually becoming a nationally cohesive
group, with standardized rules and proce
dures for competition.

If all fast draw shooters will pledge their
support, the 1962 Hotel Sahara National
Open Walk·and-Draw Champion, to be held
again on November 17-18-19, should be the
biggest and best yet, and should fur-~
ther unify and strengthen the sport. .,.
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168 jam-packed pages devoted exclusive
ly to the pistolman. Over 630 illustrations.
Articles by top shooting and reloading
authorities: Blankenship, McMillan, Joy
ner. Reeves, Weinstein, Toney, Cartes,
White, Weston, Shockey, Clark, Gibbs,
Hebard. These alone worth many dollars
if published in book form. National Rec
ords, all latest products and prices, hun
dreds of score improving items and tips.
Clark, Shockey, Pachmarr, Colt custom
guns, Ruger, Hammerli, HI-Standard, S&W,
Colt, Sig, Browning, Iver Johnson, Cros
man target and field guns.

The Pistol Shooter's "Bible" and stand
ard reference book. No catalog like it! A
MUST for competitive pi;tolmen or anyone
interested in handgunning.

Double your money back guarantee if
you don't agree it's the biggest pistol shoot
ingvalueever for $1.00. Mailed Immediate
ly in protective envelope. Postpaid $1.00.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

GIL HEBARD GUNS
KNOXVillE 6, ILLINOIS

~--~

DON'T MISS THIS NEW CATALOG!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!

electric timing, firing 16 shots in from two
to two and three-tenths seconds from the
quick draw, I can put all the shots in the "k"
area of a Colt's silhouette target.

Of course, I don't recommend carrying the
.45 (or any other auto-loading pistol) with a
cartridge in the chamber and the safety on.
However, the .45 ACP comes about as near
as any self·loader to being relatively safe in
this position. The .45 can also be carried in
the holster with the hammer down, the
chamber empty, and a loaded magazine in
place, and then, by a combination of drawing
the pistol and using the rear sight or the
front of the slide as a pressure point against
the holster, it can be loaded with a pushing

-motion which follows the draw. This, of
course, slows down the draw very appreci
ably; but I've seen a couple of people who
can do this pretty fast-and so far without
putting a bullet into their own posterior or
leg. I don't recommend it.

Just think of it: When the tests were being
held to select this rugged old pistol, the first
heavier-than-air flights were just being run
off. Then compare in your mind the advances
that have been made in aircraft as compared
to the advances in handguns.

Even automobiles were still in their infancy

...-s== ::::>

"That's the trouble with musicians. Rather hold a
jam session than call ducks."

=~"=---<:--===::...L:;

this twice. After that, he fires the last ten
shots at what is called "rapid·fire" (and it
is), which calls for the shooter to fire five
shots in ten seconds. He does this twice also.

Anyone who thinks the .45 pistol can't be
fired accurately should contact Captain Bill
MacMillan of the U. S. Marine Corps, and
tell him that he didn't really set that 299 x
300 National Record; or tell Master Sergeant
Bill Blankenship of the U. S. Army (the
present Nationaf Champion) that he might as
well put away his .45 because it isn't an
accurate gun. The only fault with that is that
Bill will probably (if he hasn't already done
so) come up with a 300 one of these days,
and there goes your argument.

To be sure, the .45 ACPs you see on the
target line in the hands of men like Mac·
Millan and Blankenship and other contenders
for high ranking in target competition-are
not exactly "as issued" sidearms. The target
shooters work the guns over themselves, have
them "accurized" by experts, hand-load the
fodder for them, doctor them up in any and
every way that occurs to them as promising a
possible improvement in scores. (But don't
blame the .45 auto on this account; they do
the same with all their other pistols, of
whatever make, shape, or caliber.)

My own competItIOn .45 is fairly typical.
A Model 1911A-l, purchased used for $25 in
1939, I had it accurized by one of the top
specialists in this highly specialized gun
smithing art. Even so, it never quite satisfied
me and, after using it about a year, I went to
another pistol. In 1946, I resurrected it and
asked AI Dinan of Caanan, Connecticut, to
work it over for me. Since I got it back from
Dinan, it has been the best .45 I have ever
handled and has been shot as my Number 1
gun in .45 caliber since 1947. It has a Micro
rear sight and an undercut front sight of my
own make, and Sanderson stocks of piain
walnut. In the machine rest, this pistol will
group my own reload ammunition in two
inches at 50 yards.

I guess no one would deliberately select
the .45 auto as a "quick-draw" handgun. Yet,
for nearly 20 years I have been using two of
them in a quick-draw rig for exhibition work
in connection with the public relations ac
tivities of the Detroit Police Department.
Some 200,000 people have witnessed these
exhibitions. By carrying the pistol loaded
and with safety on, I have used it for hitting
aerial targets from the quick draw; and with

in the 1906 to 1911 period; and compare the
1911 models with the 1961 models.

But in those intervening 50 years, the .45
pistol has been changed only once, and then
only in a minor degree. In the "twenties,"
the pistol was redesigned with a shorter trig.
ger-reach, a cutaway for the trigger finger to
reach the shorter trigger, a longer grip safety
tang and a hammer spur to match. Then, in
1933, a "National Match" model was made
available to the target shooting clan. This
one was somewhat more carefully put to
gether than the regular model, with selected
barrels and an improved trigger action. But,
as they say about the Volkswagen, the
difference was nearly all invisible.

More recently (in the late fifties) the
"Gold Cup" target grade came on the market.
But, basically, the old 1911 model is un
changed; and it is still good for the purpose
it was intended to fulfill. Rugged, much
cussed, and in many many cases much
blessed, after 50 golden years, the longest life
as ·an official weapon of any we've ever had,
it is still a man's handgun-a gun that will
get the job done for you if you learn ~
how to shoot it. ~

Get ~m in close!
with OLT Predator Call

_TRUE-TONE
- EASY TO BLOW

Olt's Predator call makes it easy to·
reproduce the high.pitched distress cry
of all small animals. You'll find your
shooting average improved because you'll
bring the coyotes, fox, bobcats, and other
predators into close, sure-kill range. No
wonder experts prefer Olt. No other name
in game calls means as much.

Write for free catalog
FINE GAME AND BIRD CALLS by
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HOLLYWOOD GUN SHOP
Dept. G, 6116 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood 28, Calif.

"Senior Turret Shotshell
Reloading Tool"

Reloads 200 shotshells an Hour

Also reloads all rifle, pistol
and swages all bullets. See
Dope Bag in May Rifleman for
more details.
Combines outstanding quality
with design and workmanship.
$187.50 complete FOB Holly
wood, Calif.

Write for free literature
Dealer Discounts

HOLLYWOOD
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THEY GUN FOR DOUGH "DOWN UNDER"
(Continued from page 26)

months for ammo, gas and oil, vehicle de· they can count a dozen or more "sitters,"
preciation, food, tobacco, clothing, etc. This they pull up, leave the motor running and
leaves a net income of $7,750 for nine months start shooting. The light report of a .22
hunting. doesn't worry the bunnies, and out of a

Newcomers to the business are faced with dozen sitters, a shooter expects to bag at
the initial expense of purchasing their tools least four in as many shots before the popu·
of trade. Biggest item is the vehicle. A Jeep lace becomes uneasy and melts out of sight.
purchased in Australia costs around $3,250, With practice, shooters learn to remember
so buy your Jeep at home and bring it with the exact location of half a dozen fallen
you. A Brno .22 rimfire costs about $70, a rabbits, drive to -each one in turn, and pick
4X scope around $60. You would also need up the carcasses without stopping or getting
a trailer costing at least $700 to live in while out of the vehicle. Fifty yards further on,
shooting. Most local shooters live in tents the process is repeated, for perhaps another
or makeshift cabins, costing them only $100 three or four bunnies. About every hour, the
or so, but these lack the comfort and con- shooter stops and guts his kill. There may
veniences of a trailer. be anything from a dozen to twenty or more

Thus, the first year's rake-off might be as pairs in the rear of the Jeep at each stop,
low as $2,250, assuming assuming you arrived but, with practice, the stop to pair and
in Australia with nothing but your check gut this number rarely takes more than 10
book. On the other hand, quite a few local minutes.
shooters, including one teen-age girl, average When darkness falls, headlights rather than
around 140 pairs of rabbits nightly. This spotlights are used for shooting. Most shoot-
gives a gross return of $80 daily, $480 for a ers have found that powerful lights frighten
sixday week, or $17,250 for nine month's the bunnies, whereas they show little concern
hunting! By the way, rabbits are always over normal headlights, and the wider spread
spoken of in pairs, because they are handled of headlights illuminates half a dozen or
in pairs, in the meat trade. more targets.

The major professional shooting areas are By midnight, after six stops to gut and
in remote areas approximately 600 miles in- pair the kill, most shooters have their 100
land from the east coast of Australia, and pairs safely stowed aboard. Then it's time
200 miles inland from the southern coastline for sandwiches and coffee before setting out
of South Australia and West Australia. The for the nearest mobile rabbit chiller, where
bunnies are now spreading rapidly into the the rabbits are sold. On a bad night, the
lusher, more closely settled middle·west, shooter may work on until 2 or 3 A.M., in
where country and climate are less arduous. order to get his average score of bunnies,
When this happens, probably during 1962, whether it be 90 or 140 pairs. But shooters
rabbit shooting will become even more at· usually deliver their rabbits to the chiller
tractive. Present shooting areas are at least before the first dawn light streaks the eastern
70 miles from the nearest small town; mail is horizon.
delivered once a week, together with the stale Big meat packing companies station a mo·
bread and other supplies. bile chiller with a capacity for about 5,000

Cottontail shooting "Down-Under" isn't too pairs of rabbits about every 30 miles through-
tough. The working "day" begins just before out the rabbit areas. The shooter can get a
sundown, when shooters gas up their Jeeps, check on the spot, but usnally the clerk
check their rifles, load up half a dozen maga- merely notes the nnmber delivered, and pay-
zine clips, slip a box of 500 rounds in the ment is made weekly, monthly, or simply on
glove cOJ:!lpartment, stow their lunch boxes demand. Competition between meat packers
and tea or coffee jugs under the seat, and is fierce and prices fluctuate according to the
head out of camp for the shooting area, supply. Prices never go below 50 cents a pair
usually only five or ten miles from the camp, and sometimes go up to 75 cents. About
which has been sited among good shade half of Australia's rabbits are eaten on the
trees, or beside an artesian well, which sup- local market; the rest are exported, frozen,
plies limitless supplies of hot washing, but to Europe and England. The best winter
undrinkable, water. Some of these wells also skins are used by furriers to make "lapin"
supply natural gas, which burns brightly coats; the rest go into underfelt for carpets
when lit, providing plenty of night illumina- and the hat trade. Nothing is wasted. Heads
tion around the camp. and feet and bones from filleted carcasses

Shooting Jeeps are fitted with dashboard are made into poultry food. Occasionally, big
compasses, because it's the easiest thing in orders for feet are received from America,
the world to get lost on the unfenced, feature·
less plains of inland Anstralia. There are no
roads, only wheel tracks in the dust and sand.
The only landmarks are low-lying red sand
dunes and an occasional tree among the
squat shrubs typical of the land.

The "day's" shooting commences in the
late afternoon light, over the lowered and
specially padded windshield. With a 4-wheel
drive engaged in low gear, shooters usually
let their vehicle creep forward along the clay·
pans or sand ridges that are literally crawl
ing with rabbits. Australian bunnies show
little fear of man or vehicle, merely moving
aside or going temporarily to earth when the
outfit gets within about 30 yards of them.
Shooters scan the ground ahead, and when
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OLD GUNS &SWORDS

Don't miss this fascinafing 125 page,
1498 photo Catalog. Fill in Coupon,
(please print), mail entire ad,

ROBERT ABELS, Inc., BJ~..;.uy~~~i~~~o~~~:
Send me your Catalog # 31 with backgrounds,
1498 photos of old guns, daggers, swords, ar·
mor. I enclose $1 to cover handling and post·
age.
NAME .......•.••....•..•••....... , .
ADDRESS ., ..•.........•...... " .. , ..
CITY lONE STATE .

Write For Complete Informotion to

Phelps Manufacturing CO.
R. D. #2, DEPT. G SUSSEX, N. J.

Immediate to 30 day delivery·

Custom-made for
your gun-exact fit
Easy Draw!

fast Draw

KEITH HOLSTER

turret RELOADER
G. E. CARBOLOY DIE

CASE FEEDER and EXTRA
LARGE POWDER MAGAZINE

lubricator
RESIZER
ONE BULLET
PRpCESSED

EVERY
TWO

SECONDSl

Hand-molded from top grain
saddle leather. Exposed trig·
ger, belt loop and safety
strap. Holster for Buntlines
$3.25 extra. .

Write For Free Catalog
Over 100 holster styles. Also
scabbards, cartridge belts,
slides, cases, rifle slings,
and holster belts.

THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO.

---------------------------



co Service Armament CO.8 EAST FORT LEE RD., BOGOTA, NEW JERSEY

$1.00SEND ONLY

Buehler offers you four styles of mount~
which to select one type best for YOU,

YOUR scope and YOUR rifle.
today for full information, Catalog I6G.
ORINDA, CALIFORNIA

REIVER GUNBOXKITS

ORDER BY MAIL

JULIUS REIVER CO.
4104 MARKET ST. WILMINGTON 99, DElAWARE

Model 1016

$16.45
Gum 16" kit

Only
from

Send

FINEST STOCK 0 0

lightweight design, high Monte Carlo comb. cheek piece and %"
castoff. Pistol grip cap and 45° forend tip of contrasting hardwood.
Nearly perfect inletting with outside needi"g only light final sanding.
Choice of walnut. myrtlewood. cherry or maple. For Mausers. Spring.
field~, Enfields, Sa~os, Mark V, Mod. 70, HVA, 88 Win., 721. 722.
Brevlx. Mex.. Swedish and Japs.
ROYAL ARMS Inc., 3274 EI Cajon Blvd.,San Diego,Calif.

EDITION /7n l-n l/1'P
Of ITEMS fOR THE HUNTER, VUI-uILtj
SHOOTER, SPORTSMAN AND COllECTOR.

Service Armament Co. has done it again, by
offering you its new enlarged catalog.
This beautiful edition is chock full of all types
of fire arms and accessories from Anti-Tank Guns
to Minie Balls and is guaranteed to gladden the
heart of even the most blase gun bug. Present
ing the most diversified line of arms found
anywhere including the World's Largest supply
of shooting ammo

NORM FLAYDERMAN
44 W. Putnam, Dept.G-3

GREENWICH, CONN.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

~ CENTENNIAL
1000's

Carved Stock 532.50
Plain $19.50
Recoil Pad Instld $ 7.50

Please Add $1.00 Postage & Handling.

P. O. BOX 5327
El PASO, TEXAS

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

"Quick-Draw" Holsters

FREE CATALOG

THE

~ A u.s. and Canadian Pat.

tream tOne Complete job as shown
for Most guns $25

Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The muzzle brake de luxe that is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically nOJ·ump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secon ary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.
PENDLETON GUNSHOP le~~p:nd~io~,a~',"l.

Licensed fitter for Canadian customers
IAN S. DINGWALL, Custom Gunsmith

2379 Burrard St. Vancouver 9, •• C.

~-------------------------~

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 72 Pages Each Issue!
lhousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from allover the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc. - all differ
ent each is!iue. Widest se
lection available anywhere!

~"'__.... Subscription Just $ I .00
per Year. Send now to:

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

1 *XL No. 500
One blade, iron handle, 31,4" long. A sturdy
and precision made knife. Manufactured by
Geo. Wostenholm of Sheffield, Eng. The best
in cutlery since 1745. $2.25 Pre. Pd. Send lO¢
for illustrated folder on other I*XL Cutlery.

Texas Res. add 20/0 sales tax.
Imported & Distributed by

SETH BIRDWELL CUTLERY
2985 St. Helena St. Beaumont, Texas

for the manufacture of luck charms.
Another form of professional hunting has

blossomed in Australia during the last year.
The discovery of an overseas market for
kangaroo meat has greatly boosted the kan
garoo shooting industry, which had been
more or less in the doldrums due to poor
skin prices, plus the fact that 'roo skinning
is darned hard work. Today, the shooter
doesn't have to do anything with his kill
except gut it, throw it in the back of his
Jeep, and deliver it to the chiller before
sun-up. Big quantities of 'roo meat are proc
essed for pet food locally, and huge ship
ments go to Europe, mostly to Germany.
Some of the 'roo meat is being re-exported
from Germany to Iron-Curtain cOl1ntries~

.where it is sold for human consumption.
During 1960, several small shipments went
to America, to sell in novelty packs as bar
beque steaks.

The richest 'roo shooting grounds are lo
cated in the remote north·west corner of
NSW, adjacent to the rabbit country. Other
'roo grounds are in far west Queensland,
north-west South Australia, and central West
Australia. All these places are strictly back
'o-nowhere, hundreds of miles from any size
able town. However, the rewards are high
where the animals are thick and the shooting
accurate.

Most commercial shooting is done from
vehicles at night, with spotlights in addition
to headlights, because the 'roos are a little
more suspicious of autos than are the hun
nies. Professional hunters reckon on a tally
of 50 'roos per night, six nights weekly. This
gives a total of 300 animals weekly, each
worth a dollar and a half. From this gross
weekly income of $450, operating costs of
$90, and tax must' be deducted, bringing the
shooter's income to' around $325 per week.

It sounds good, and it can be even better.
Nightly tallies of 90 or more 'roos are not
uncommon. But the 'roos are flighty critters,
and migratory. They follow the rains in the
arid far west, in search of green feed, travel
ling perhaps 50 miles in a night. This makes
things tough for the shooter, who has to fol
low them if he wants to go on making money.
Frequent camp shifts consume time and
money, with the result that most professional
'roo shooters count on actually shooting for
only six months of the year. This brings
their year-round profit down to only $150
200 a week.

Kangaroos are good sized animals and
shooting ranges are longer, so the guns need
to be a mite peppier. However, at least half
of our local professional kangaroo hunters
lise only .22 rimfires ! The .22 Hornet is
probably the most efficient professional 'roo

(Continued on page 65)
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word per insertion including name and address. Pay
able in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date May 1962 issue (on

sale April 1) is February 16. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS
Magazine, 8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

AUTHORS & PUBLISHERS

,VRITEltS !-FREE list of top-notch USA markets tor
short stories. articles, books and plays. \Vrite for your free
copy today! Literary Agent Mead, 915 Broadwa)', N. Y. 10.

COLLECTORS

LARGE ILLUSTRATED Catalog-Antique and modern
guns, swords. war relics, annor, military gear. Excellent
reference book-$1.00. Brick House Shop. New Paltz 4.
N. Y.

'MAUSER PISTOLS. Lugers and Scarce Automatic pistols
wanted for cash or will trade duplicates. James Belford.
Stuttgart. Ark. •

GUNS - SWORDS - Knlve, - Daggers - Flasks. Big liBt
25c coin. Ed Howe. Cooper Mills 10. Maine.

FOR SALE

CANNON FUSE 3/3211' dia.. waterproof. burns under
water; 10 n.. $1; 25 n.. $2. ppd. William Zeller. Kell
Hwy.• Hudson, Mich.

CUN EQUIPMENT

GUNS SCREWS. 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengths 50¢ per
dozen. l'rofessional 2 flute 'l'aps $1.20. Special hard steel
drills 4at. All postpaid. Send for Catalog l6GC on all
Buehler mounts (including New :Micro-Dial). Low Safetys.
See our advertisement page 63. Maynard Buehler Inc.,
Orinda, Calif.

CUNS & AMMUNITION

U.S. 30-06 high number Springfield rifles. Very good
$30.\15. Excellent -$44.95. Perfect-$4\1.50. U.S. 30·06
Enfield rlfies. Very good~$29.95. Excellent $34.50. U.S.
M1 30 cal. carbines. Excellent-$79.95. U.S. 45/70
Springfleld rifles. Good-$39.50. Excellent $55.00. British
Mk.5 303 Lee-Enfield jungle carbines. Very good-$24.95.
Excellent-29.95. British Mk.l 303 Lee-Enfield cavalry
carbines. Very good-$29.95. German Kar 98 800m
Mauser rifles. Very good-$29.95. German Mod.98 800m
Mauser rifles. Very good-$34.95. German K-43 8mm
·Mauser semi-automatic rifles. Very good-$65.00. Czech
VZ-24 800m Mauser rifles. Very good-34.95. Persian
11od.98 800m )!auser carbines. Good-$34.95. Very good
-$39.95. New-$49.95. !)ersian l\fod.98 800m Mauser
rifles. Good-$29.95. Very good-$34.95. Russian Mod.38
& 40 7.62mm Tokarev semi-automatic rifles. Very good
$49.95. Excellent-$54.95. Swedish Mod.94 6.50000 A.:Iauser
carbines. Very gOO<l-$29.95. Excellent-$34.95. Perfect
-$39.50. Spanish· 44/40 Tigre carbines. Good-$30.95.
Very good-$44.95. 30-06, 800m Mauser. 6.5mm Swedish.
7.650100 Mauser. 7.620000 Russian, 6.5mm Italian & 7.350000
Haltan military ammunition at $7.50 per 100 rds. Free
gun list. Freedland Arms Co., 34 Park Row. 1\ew York,
N. Y.

MILITARY COLLECTORSl Famous Brlll,h Plats. Pan
zer busters! Britain's predecessor to the •'bazooka. "
Churchill's secret weapon. Fascinating addition to every
military gun collection, den. or hunting camp. NRA good
to excellent. Packed 3 to original box. Only $19.95; 2
for $35.00; 3 for $43.50; Century Arms Inc.. 54 Lake, St.
Albans, Vermont.

AMMUNITION SPECIAL: 6.5mm Italian. late issue
$4.75 per 100: $35.00 per I,OQO; 6.5mm x 54 Mannlicher·
Schonauer Ball $6.50 per 100: $45.00 per 1.000: 6.5mm
x 54 Mannlicher-Schonauer Soft Point (non-corrosive)
$12.50 per 100: $95.00 per 1,000; 30-06 Ball $6.00 per
100: $4U.50 per 1,000. All Factory packed. top Quality.
Century Arms Inc., 54 Lake, St. Albans. Vermont.

GUNS. SCOPES, reloading equipment. ammunition, shoot
ing supplies. Become a dealer full or part time. All
merchandise at direct dealer cost. No investment needed.
tremendous opportunity to increase your income. For com
plete information write to Gunning ll'irearms, P. O. Box
2286. Wilmington. Delaware. Dept. FD-4.

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
are my business ~nd I make
the finest. Brilliant colors.
beautiful desiA"Jls. hand cut
by precision machinery. Send
for latest llst.

C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2, BOXFORD, MASS.

Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly preserves and
renews steels and iron sur·
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
_ No heati nq necessary
Comes complete with all nec·
essary equipment.

GUARANTEED-Tested and
proven over 40 years by lb..
repeat sales to satisfied C7
users. SEND

r N~;- ;E:;;~ -M;"G:-C~.
I G·15 Bradford. Pa.

I Name ...................••.••••••.•

I Address I
L ~ty,.;.' ;.;,'~ :.::;.;, ~~ ;';"';'; ',.;.' ;.;,'~ :.J

RIFLES. MODERN ~f1l1tary Surplus $5.95. PI,tols $6.95.
Wholesale Catalog $l.00. Uefundable. Armsco. Box 286
GM-3. Santa Rosa, Calif.

FIRED-CASES-30.06-8mm-30.39-30 Rem-300 Sa.
-35 Rem-22 Hornet-7. 7 li'ormed-270 Formed-7.65
J;'ormed-38 Spec-45 ACP-30 Carbine-5c ea. Postpairl.
Micaroni. 65 Taylor A,'enue. E. Meadow. L. I .• !'\. Y.

U.S. M-1 .30 CALIBER CARBINES. 15-shots. Semi
Automatic. Gas-operated "As New" only $69.50: 2 for
$134.50, Century Anns Inc., 54 Lake. St. Albans, Vermont.

01'\CE FIRED Cases-M1 Carbine. 38 Special and 45
ACP, $9.00 per thousand prepaid. John Shaw. RI, New
Sweden, Maine.

GUNS AJ..L Kinds. None over $20.00. Bargain Catalog
.25c. Consolidated. Box 34. li'ulton. Calif.

GUNS. NEW, Modern. Antique, Illustrated List $1.
J. M. Powell. Gunmaker, Reigate. England.

CARTRIDGE COLLECTOR Catalog. 25c. Rettlng, 11029
Washington, Culver City. California.

CUNSMITHINC

BLU-BLAK BLUING, scopes and sights mounted.
barrels, barreled actions. chambering for popular standard
and improved cartridges. Model 92 'Vinchester conversions
including 22 Jet and 256 Magnum. Send for new price
sheet on complete gunsmithing services. Don Mott. Here
ford, Arizona.

SPECIAL 45 Auto AccuracY links. Made oversize from
.004 to .030. Designed to improve accuracy. Precision
made of the finest material. $2.50 each. Dealer inquiries
invited. Duane & Bob's Gunsmith Service, 1069 E. Ward
low Rd.. Long Beach 7. Calif.

ALTER & JEWEL boll, $8.50. Springfield, Enfields
altered to 308 Norma Magnum $12.00: Enflelds to 300
WeatherbY $24.00: 7.7 Jap, to 30·06 $6.00: 300 Magnum
to 300 WealherbY $8.00. Catalog 10 cent,. T-P Sbop.
11 ·West Branch. Mich.

LEARN GUNSMITHING. America's oldest. most com
plete, 2-yr. course. Earn AAs Degree. Recommended by
leading Firearms Companies. Modern Equipment. Com
petent Instructors. VA Approved. Trinidad State Junior
College, Dept. GS. Trinidad. Colorado.

BLU-BLAK Blueing. Bolts Jeweled Restocking. Sights.
Scopes ~{ounted. All Work Guaranteed, Send Parcel
Post. Art Cumins Enterprises. Greenville. Calif.

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-Repairing. rebhling. con
\"ersion work. parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek. Calif.

CUSTOM .22 TARGET Pistol built in your home shop.
Send 4c stamp for Illustrated information. Guns. Box 362.
Terre Haute. Indiana.

SHOTGUN SPECIALIST; refinishing. rebIuing. restock
ing. reboring. repair all makes. Frank LeFever & Sons,
Inc.• Box 151. Custom Gunsmiths, Frankfort. New York.

SICHTS & SCOPES

BARGAINS ... VARIABLE Power 2.5X to 8X sniper
scope: $34.99; Spotting Scopes, Binoculars. Free Catalog.
G. Parker. Quality Optics. 13571 Kentucky, Detroit 38.
Michigan.

UNITED SPORTING Scopes-20x89-$55.00. Zoom
15x-30x-$64.00, 15x·60x Varlable-$69.00. Price, In
clude postage. Inspection Privilege. Send for free price
list. Rod Rose. 218 So. Henry. Madison, "'ise.

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

$3.95 ...
POSTPAID Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes

Leading from Forcing Cone, Cyl
inder, and Barrel. Available in 38-44-45 cal. Kit for two
calibers $7.10. Patches (Pkg. 10) $.60. Dealer Inquiries
~ Invited. Check or Money Order-No COD's.

~ GUN SPECJALTJEScolI':~ °pa~:.x J:o••;a

ZUIHO RIFLE Scope, 4x $27.50. 6x .29.50. 3x-9x $35.50.
\Hite for catalogue to "'VEICO", 2118 !\ortb 'Boulevard.
Houston 6. Texas. Dealers' Inquiries Invited.

WANTED

WANTED. gold, silver, platinum. scrap (any (onn). In
fomlation free. Wilmot's, 1067-GM: Bridge St.. Grand
Rapids 4, ~1ichigan.

RELOADINC EQUIPMENT

RECLAIMED SHOT-15c. Bullet Casting Lead-12c.
Shotgun Slugs-20c lb., Thompson·s. Homedale. Ida.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MAKE MONEY Making Leathergoods. 1148 Ideas. Free
Iuformation. Tandy Leather Co. Box 791-PI. Forth Worth,
Texas.

SELL OR TRADE

NAZI WEAPONS and accessories bought, sold. traded
list 25c. LindY's Guns, 318-57 St.• 'Vest New York, N. J:

ENCRAVINC

GUN ENGRAVING of unsurpassed Quality. Folder $1 00
E. C. Prudhomme, 302 'Yard Bldg.. Shreveport. La. . .

BOOKS

Gl!E~l.RILLA W~U by Colonel Ney new book on Training.
Prmclples. !'ractlces. Propaganda-American guerrillas in
World 'Var II--order from: Command Publications Box
6303. N\V Station, '''ashington 15. D. C. $3.50 postpaid.

LEATHERCRAFT

FUEE ··DO-It-YourseU" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company. Box 79l-K42. Fort \Vortb, Texas.

MISCELLANEOUS

DEALERS SEND license No. for large price list New
Firearms-Scopes-:Mounts-Reloadlng 'fools--Components
-Leather Goods-Binoculars-Shop '1'ools. 3821 different
items on hand for immediate delivery. Hoagland Hardware,
Hoag!and. Indiana.

BUY WHOLESALE :-Guns. Long or Short. Scope',
Mounts. All other Sparting Goods. Become Dealer, In
structions $1.00. Deposit Refundable. 'Veaver's Below
"·!t0l~sale. Berkshire \Vholesale Sporting Goods. Six Lakes.
MIChIgan.

"HO~lEUUEWED WINES. Beer,"-Hlghest Powered In
structlO.ns-$1.00. Testers (Hydrometers)-$3.95. Dean',
109-GNS West 42nd. New York 36. N. Y.

LEG IRONS. $7.95: Handcufl'" $7.95; Thumbcufl',. $9.95.
Leather Restraints. Collector's specialties. Catalog 50c.
Thomas Ferrick, Box 12-G, Newbur)·port, Mass.

HOMEBREWIl\G! BEERS. Wines. In'trucllon Manual
50c. Crystal's, 20 Southmountain, Millburn GM-2, New
Jersey. .

SUUPLUS BY The Score ... Fascinating Catalog 25c.
Kaurman Surplus & Arms. 623 Broadway, New York City
12. N. Y.

NAZI ITEMS bought & sold. orig. only, 1 piece or col·
lection; "lists 25c": LenkeI. 812 Anderson. Pallsarles. N. J.

CHOSSBO\VSI HUNTING Bows! Factory-Dirt'ct-Prlcest
JaY Co.. Box 1355. "'ichita. Kansas.

1000 BUSINESS CARDS. $3.99. Complete prinllng line.
Jon Hevelon, Sterling. Kansas.

EVERY GUN BODKIN PRINT
"The Baker's Dozen Plan"

Send SOC for year around bargain mailings

RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS CO.
Dept.G. 6144 GDrslenSt..Philad.l,hiall. Pa.
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MARKSMAN'S BAR
ARMY - MARINE

CIVILIAN

SPECIAL

$I::PAID

SILVER FINISH
RAISED LETTERS

MARINE MODEL CO., INC.
Dept. 390, Halesite, Long Island, N. Y.

Grow with GUNS in 1962
See page 14

Expert Rifleman's
Badge

Badoes in Stock:
PISTOL SHARPSHOOTER
RIFLE MARKSMAN
PISTOL EXPERT
MARKSMAN BAR
PISTOL MARKSMAN

BUSCADERO OUTFITS
"RAPID FIRE" HOLSTERS
SHOOTERS' ACCESSORIES

DALE MYRES CO.
BOX 7292-L, EL PASO, TEXAS

U. S. SNIPER SCOPES

• II .'1

Daub. cav. blocks only .•..• $10.25
Handles .•. _. . . . . • . . • • • . • 3.7S
Four cavity with handles ..• 20.00

Half jackets for 357 & 44. Original high
quality JIM HARVEY design.
Zinc bases-precision made to JIM HAR
VEY'S specifications.

Complete information-all proclucts-25c

LAKEVILLE ARMS Inc., LAKEVILLE, CONN.

USE YOUR WASTE LEAD!
Moulds to cast cores for swaging half
jacket or zinc base bullets. 38-357, 44 &
45 calibres.

SHOOTERS-COLLECTORS h.r.'s a top Quality orig.
0.1. SNIPER SCOPE tor sptg. or military rifle. 2¥.lX
coated optics. 5¥.l'" eye reliet post & cross-hairs. hydrogen
filled, '!fl. tub $22.50 PDd_

SANTA ANA CUNROOM
P. O. Box 1777 Santa Ana, Calif

*AUTHENTIC SHIP MODELS
RED JACKET CLIPPER SHIP INot Plastid
A real collector's piece. 21'"

*
long. Fully shaped wood hull~
and parts, tapered masts, air
fittings. detailed instructions.* $19.00 ppd•

•

GENUINE CIVIL WAR GUN
1841 Smoothbore cannon, the

*
James 6 pounder. Most ornate, with
turned brass barrel, of the era.
Model 7'12" long, 3'12" high.

NEW, 40 page 8'12 x II cata- $7.50 ppd.*log - a treasury of ship and ~
qun model information. Send ....
50~ for your copy. . '"

*

rate marksmen as well as owners of Hornets,
spotlights, and Jeeps.

But there is use for bigger than smallbore
artillery in Australia. We have crocodiles,
buffalo, wild pigs, and deer in profusion, as
well as wild dogs (dingoes) and crows for
the varmint shooter who likes long range
plinking. Deer are so thick in parts of the
state of Victoria, only 100 or so miles from
Melbourne, that they are listed as vermin
and may be shot all year 'round.

Besides your scoped .22, a bed roll, and a
Jeep, you'll also need your fare out here, one
way. Those who do well won't be anxious
to go home while the bunnies, 'roos, and
market last. And even those who don't make
out so well should have little trouble shoot
ing their return fare to Home-Sweet-Homes
ville. Even a duffer can make himself 200
dollars a week shooting rabbits.

Anyway, if the worst came to the worst,
anyone who brought his own Jeep out here
could sell it second-hand for more than he
paid for it new in the States. So what .~
are you waiting for? i~

flt&.I&Ii'~~~~
WRS REPORT OVER 1.000,000 GUARANTUD FOR 200,000

lONG un • NO SCRATCHING • NO GAlliNG
MANUFACTURED IY

~ 1)te &?!!h-~
CIMI.TID CAR.'DI CARBOLOY ITRADI MARK!

P. O. BOX 226 • COVINA, CALIF.

lectures penetrate the youngsters' eagerness
to shoot is shown by the fact that there have
been no accidents since the club started
operation ten years ago.

Instead of making the lectures dry and
technical, Ernie Fries makes them lively and
interesting, often making his young students
laugh so that the range rings with their mer
riment. "I never preach safety to the kids.
They want to be experts in everything they
do, but this expert label fades away too fast
for retention. I use some sort of reverse psy
chology on the kids, tell them not to be
squares, and make them feel that those not
in the know are to be pitied. This way, they
learn. None of them wants to be called a
square when it comes to anything they at·
tempt, certainly not gun handling."

The major problem, aside from the con·
stant request for more classes, is the equip
ment. The club has five rifles, four Mossbergs
and one Winchester Model 75. All shooting is
done with iron sights, and only .22 ammo is
used. The kids do get a demonstration in
handgun handling from Officer Fries, and are
also shown the arsenal of the Police Depart
ment. But on the range it is .22 rifles only,
no handguns.

Ammo supply is a constant headache, and
quite often Ernie Fries digs into his own
pocket to supply the kids on the range with
ammo they need to qualify for their course.
Once the kids have gone through about one

Fast Draw Timer ~
How fast are you? tty.

MeasUI'e your spli'ed and reaclion time to
1/100 second. Our electronic timer de
sig-net! for use with wax bullets for sllfety
Full loading instruCtions. Complete set:
~lp.t1me~. switch. target, wires and
IIlSU'uctlon. $59.00.

(Continued from page 63)

rifle. For sheer killing ability, the .22 high
powers like the Sprinter, or better still, the
.25/300's and .303's, get the nod; but operat
ing costs on a professional basis are pro
hibitive. Furthermore, they are too noisy for
continuous shooting. Sheep and cattle men
don't like them, because their far-flying slugs
are likely to knock down stock beyond the
shooter's range of vision.

Unquestioned champ among the Australian
'roo rifles is the Czech Brno Hornet, fitted
with a 4X scope. These guns have proved
accurate, rugged and reliable, and that's what
counts in the Australian bush.

Accurate shooting is needed to stop a 'roo
in his tracks with the Hornet, and head shots'
are used almost exclusively. The best 'roo
shooters, particularly those using rimfires,
often used six or even ten slugs to put a big
'roo down for keeps. This may seem extra
ordinary, but there is no animal anywhere
than can carry more lead than a tough old
'roo, perhaps 7 ft. tall and weighing 200
pounds. Kangaroo shooters need to be accu-

FASTIME CO. 1761 Hampton Road
Crosse Pointe Woods 36, Michigan

VACATION-FISHING-HUNTING
!(·z Ran~h in Wyoming's Sunlight Basin. Modern cab
ms, famtly-style meals. family recreation. Lake and

~~eas~e~~~ri~~sr~n~'lkS~~~Oilnfr.O~jtU~Ys~Ohtgn~e~Oo~~;
~~~~onsn.~~,Se~~~e~~~ N~~.Fei~~re{!yri1:eio:abundant.

BUCK ALLEMAND
Licensed and Bonded-Outliller and Guides.

BOX B, K·Z RANCH • MIDWEST, WYOMING

NO BAD KIDS IN THIS CLUB
(Continued from page 31)

into beginners and advanced shooters. Usual
ly there are 40 members in each of these
groups, and coaching is 'done by Officer Fries
and one of the junior instructors. These
junior instructors are kids who have reached
Expert ratings, and they are permitted to
come back an extra year for some shooting
in exchange for the help they give the in
experienced shooters.

"My major problem is to find enough time
to teach all the kids who want to shoot," said
Ernie Fries when I talked with him. "There
are 72 members at all times, and more than
100 kids are waiting to get into the club. We
have made the rule that everybody waits his
turn to get into the club, and we don't make
any exceptions. If a kid is serious and wants
to learn, he must wait his turn. If he waits
long enough to prove sincerity, we are right
here to teach him. When he outgrows our
teaching and is really good with a rifle, I
usually try to make arrangements with some
rifle and pistol club to have him shoot there
for some serious competition, and a number
of my former students have become excellent
marksmen and have gone into smallbore
shooting quite seriously."

The course consists of lectures on safety,
visual demonstrations, sighting in a rifle,
sight picture demonstrations, triangulation,
some wind doping basics, gun care and clean
ing, as well as adj usting sights and sling to
fit the individual shooter. That the safety
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half of the course, Ernie Fries estimates that
almost 50 per cent of them are sold enough
on shooting to get their parents to let them
have a rifle. But range rifles, although in
great demand, are available for those who
cannot afford their own guns.

There is a charge of $1.50 for the course,
and a 10 cent range fee for the weekly meet
ing is assessed. Experience has shown that
if the kids have an investment in the shooting,
they are much more likely to follow through
on it. Up to now, only two course-defaults
have occurred, one because the family moved,
the other because of illness. If, however, a
kid does not have the dime to pay the range
fee, Officer Fries pays it himself, and he often
doles out his own supply of ammo to kids
who need more practice or are trying to
qualify for one of the N.R.A. ratings.

The course is kept as inexpensive as pos
sible and with a minimum of equipment.
Shooting is done in the standard four posi
tions, and few of the kids know what a shoot
ing jacket is. Targets used are the standard
small bore target, and all shooting is done
at 50 feet. Strict range rules are enforced at
all times, and Ernie keeps pounding at the
kids that "Shooting is a man's game, and
horseplay has no part in it." As a matter of
fact, everybody is addressed as "Mister"
and that impresses young minds no end!

That the course is well conducted is shown
by the fact that old grads come back every
so often, not only to show off the medals
they earned with their guns, but also to show
the new crop of shooters that it can be done,
that it is a sport that can lead to a lifetime
hobby. And of course Fries loves these mo
ments, since the credit for starting the kid
on the right road is his, and well deserved

it is too.
Parents and local citizen groups are very

enthusiastic about the club and its activities,
and Chief Kelsh with several of the partici
pating officers keeps the club operating.
Ernie Fries feels that the help the Depart
ment gets from the Director of Civilian
Marksmanship of the National Rifle Associa
tion is the most important help. Without this,
the cluh would be in sad shape.

Dropping a point can make or break
the qualification score needed here.

As soon as school closes in the early sum
mer, the club ceases operations. Training ses
sions are resumed in September. What is
the club doing in the summer time? Well,
kids are in camps or with their parents, and
many of them use their new skill with a rifle
to impress other kids in camp. A number of
them come back and are so well qualified
that Fries can use them as assistants in the

next session. And there are always parents
or teachers coming around, wanting informa
tion about the club.

"We have the reputation now," Fries says
proudly, "for doing a good job. All we need
now is more time to devote to the kids who
can't get in, and more money to build a
larger range and get more guns."

But despite these headaches, none of the
officers would even consider quitting active
participation in the Club. And as for Ernie
Fries, the club has become a way of life.

Not long ago, when the editor of this
magazine was asked to speak in protest
against proposed anti-gun legislation, Ser
geant Ernest Fries was one of many experi
enced police officers who wrote urgent letters
in support of that protest. The following
paragraph is typical of the sentiments ex
pressed in those letters:

"The Police Department ... has sponsored
a Junior Rifle Club for many years (and is
convinced) that there is no more wholesome
activity for a juvenile than. a well.planned
firearms training and shooting program. I
am very much in accord with - the National
Rifle Association in feeling that a young
person who is wrapped up. in a shooting
hobby has no time to think of becoming a
juvenile delinquent. There may be a lot of
rules and restrictions that might help to
eliminate juvenile delinquency, but any laws
curtailing juveniles from the owning and
supervised use of firearms would augment
juvenile delinquency more than it would
curtail it."

With advanced thinking like this replacing
the old police prejudices against firearms, the
future of the shooting sports ~

in America looks brighter! ~
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AT ABOUT SO%
SAVING

LINKS FOR '73
WINCH ESTERS

U. S. CARBINE
MAGAZINES

FREE Water (& dirt &
tobacco) p·ro01 rubber cap
given w/ea. magazine.

WINCHESTER MODEL 90 & 06
'&

QuicklY installed
sig-hl !';~t. Stream
lined front ramp
with si~ht. Rea r
sight with both
windage & elevation
built in. Both in
shilled hy simply
tightenll1~ Allen set
screw. Front .500
t.d .• rear .771) 1.rl
Plenty of wall thickness for reaming to all popu
lar sizes. Blued, ready to instaU. ONLY $2.95
for complete set!

FOR U. S. ENFIELDS
The biggest improvement in 46 years!

~OKt.WKING-tNDf

~qa
Simply insert in your bolt

Corrects the two serious faults of the
Enfield action-long, slow firing pin fall
and cock on c1os:ng design. Our unit re
duces lock time (the great accuracy im
prover) up ta 72%, cocks rifle on the up
turn of the bolt just as in Winchester,
Remington, Springfield, Mauser and
others. This gives far better, (and fas:er)
feeding, far better ex:raction. Regular
safety works as usual. Normally a $15
to $18 conversion. OUR UNIT, READY TO
INSTALL IN YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES
AT THE UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF
$4.95 ppd. (For 1914 or 1917 Models
only-state which-not for British SMLE)

• 5 shot capacity-required by law 10r hunting. fits
flush with guard-streamlines alJpearance. Solid
machined bottom-not u raw" appearing oversized
fold overs that some are selling $2.45

• 15 shot, in original wrap, only $1.00 ea. or 2 for SI.75
• 30 shot. "banana" clips only $4.95 or 2 for $7.95!

inner mag. tUbes, .22 cal.. unused, complete, $3.45 ppd.

WINCHESTER

FIRING PINS 'itra'·~
'92 Model $2.95
'73-38 & 44/40 mdls $3.75
'73-25 & 32/20 mdls $3.75
Hi & Low Wall. state if rim or center fire .. $2.95

~
-~

Brand new, either right or left. State which.
$3.75. SPECIAL! Pair for $6.50.

Permits forging Mauser,
Springfield, lap. & other
b':llt handles low for sc.,pe
mounting and smooth sport
er appearance. Takes only
minutes & prcduces a far
better job than cutting &
weldinQ. No need to cool
bolt WIth water-bl'lcks tab.

sorb heat so bolt is unharmcd. One set lasts for hU'1dreds
of jobs. Our own make & design-equal to usual $17 to
$20 sets. Fully guaranteed-with instructions. ONLY $9.93
plus SSe pp.

Speed Lock-Safety Pin
"As recommended in Guns and Guns & Ammo.":

~)]]JJ)))))jjjJjjjjjj1J&othDr I~;~::es
FOR SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLES

One piece safety flring pin, with crisp speed lock action.
Just seconds to install. no laborious taking apart of old ,

~i~~~~ 1?:~e &ii~l~~r ~~~e ~?th' s~?I~ ~~~:ryd sh~Ul~~l. L~~k I

time reduced by nearly 500-/0 • Speed mainspring of,
special Austrian steel $3.75 ......~...

complete with slide &
screw ..••..•••. $3.75

FLINT FRISSEN SPRINGS
fot' 1819, ] 826 & 18:36 U. S. Mal'tial
Flint Pistols. Also fits many Ken
tucky's & others. Illustration exact 1/2
size-center to center SCl'ew hole to pin
~4", unused, minor I'ust ... $5.95 ppd.

REMINGTON MODEL 24
.22 Automatic Extractors-Un-
available for Years $3.75

POWDER HORNS

NEW OFF-HAND
j MODEL )r (Full Octagonal barrel)
~ Lighter weight - only 7112 Ibs.-t) better for hunting and plinking,

32" barrel, hunting sights. Com·
prete with all equipment as listed
above.

SPECIFICATIONS
* 45 Caliber 32" 8 groove

super accurate barrel
round or octagonal, as
shown.
* Walnut stock* Sights - open

rear, Lyman
#4 front* Brass ferrules,
cap protector

lUlm~~~@ ~@~illnrnw ~lli@@nnrnw !EM
IDEAL FOR HUNTING, PLINKING,
TARGET & MATCH SHOOTlNG
all at lower cost than .22 L.R.

Now you can join in America's
fastest growing sport-Shoot
ing the "old smokers". Reason
ably priced - all American
made. Lowest cost big bore
shooting possible -less than
.22 L.R.

You Get-ready to shoot
immediately

• The fine Hopkins & Allen
underhammer percussion rifle

• A.45 caliber bullet mold
• Flask with quarter pound of

black powder
• Box of 100 percussion caps
• Powder measure - maple

ramrod
• Illustrated instruction book

TRADES?-SURE!
All American Made. Discounts to dealers of 3 or
more. Send long, self-addressed, stamped enve
lope for additional free information.

w /50 Grain Measure
Specially made &
priced to go with
ollr Hopkins &
Allen Rifles & oth
ers. Natural horn

beautifully polished & marbled. With carry strap,
measure-12 to 14", ready to lise $5.95 ppd.

ROUND BARREL OCTG. BARREL

O
COMPLETE KIT,CD

. • .....' Rifle and every.. • , , " ,
• thing needed. •

~ f for immediate ~ •
J I shooting. . .

(shipped Exp.
chgs. collect)

These barr e I s are
rifled in the same
way our now fa
mous round muzzle
loader barrels. Not
broached or "but.
toned" but actually
r i fie d. Guaranteed
hard straight shoot·
ers, the very best
blanks available any
where.

NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes se<:onds
to apply ... beautifies & protects. Deep blue
permanent finish actually penetrates the steel.
Used by gunsmiths and gun factories every
where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back.

3 GUN SIZE $2.00 ppd.
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE

1 Pint $7.50 ppd.

O~~*
BARREL BLANKS P

C

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL. BARREL- BLANKS
(.'

MUZZLE LOADING
BARRELS .- Eight
groove rifled! One
turn in 56". .45 cali
ber . Handsome &
smooth-tight groups
assured. 15/16" across
flats. 32" long, ONLY
$14.85 + 85¢ - OR
FULL 42" long . • •
$19.50 + $1.10 ship.
ping.

•Full I 1/16" diameter, straight, rift,ed blank-G
g-roove for super aCCUI·acy. 27" IOllg--la.rge diameter
11l<lI,es adaptahle for most rim or center fil'e actions.

1 turlb1~m}):;~ine:-for·:2~-L:-R.-ogri: :Jd9:1~Jb) 70¢

(FULL OCTAGONAL)
45-70 BARREL BLANKS

NEW BARREL
BLANK SIZES ::::::::::::

..'~~ZZLE LOADING
',0" - 45/70

- .45 AUTO
ROUND

MUZZLE LOADING BARRELS
FULL 48" long-A5 cali her, rifled 1 turn in 56",
straight length ·hlanl{s, 1~" O.D. These barrels
are rifled-(NOT buttoned or hroathed) which is
the only \nl)' to ohtain proper grO()\'e depth. Eight
groo\'es llIal{c for stlpcr accura<:}'.ONLY $17.95 plus
$1.50 PJ). & hdlg.
SAME. ONLY 32" LONG $9.95 plus 95¢ pp.

45/70 BARREL BLANKS
straight riMed lengths, 3~" long, Ilfs" o.d. 1 turn
in :t:!". heautiful 4 groo\'e rifling, used for re
barreling Winchesters, :Marlins, 'Yhitneys, Spring
fields etc. Unheard of price of $9.60 plus 95t.

.44 CALIBER BARREL BLANKS

e

1JJ000M7g!!l:JtJ@~~'ii'~

o?l8 !lJdJ!}}I1}UIUJ

For use in rehal"l"eling- \Vinchesters. Marlins, Spring
fields, Kennedy's. Whitney's, Remington Rolling
Blocks, Hepburns. Ballards, etc., etc.-4 groove.
1 turn in 22". 15/1W' across flats. Full 32" long

. ONLY $14.50 plus 85¢:.

'NEW REMINGTON MATCH MASTER BARRELS, for use
, as barl'el blanks or on Hemington Kuns in the 500 series,

~}~~'m~~:~d f~~ / .126~' J~i~~e~r'gl'g~~e P~:M~~~ :~~ ~~~~~f
'trued. tested and sel'ial numbered by Remington. The

· ~l61~ h~v~e~ni~Ga~J1~~~ ~:~~~'~eWI~~~r~ouE~;nl i~ll y~~e df~t~~~
· -may we sU~l;est you pick up 1 or 2 of these at this
,exceplional pI·lce befOl'e they are gone? High su'en~lh

sleel, suitahle for center fire calibel's, flne for target
'pistol barrels. Ori~inalJy made for the 513 Target, l'ifles Special $4.95 plus 50¢: post.

· .22 R.F. MAGNUM
,barrel blanks-22" lang, 19/32" an shank, 3,4"
, shoulder tapering to 9/16" at muzzle. Chambered,
· blued. Made by one of the World's largest banel

makers, discontinued contour-only $3.95 plus 50¢
.P~L .

· 38 SPECIAL-.357 MAGNUM.-9 MlU
LUGER BARREL BLANKS

· Beautiful 6 groove, .357 groove dia., 1 turn in
· 16", full 26" long, .940 o.d. Used for converting
'old 92 Winchesters into .357 magnum rifles (or
· .38 special), custom barrels for Colt, S&W,
, Lugers, etc. $8.50 plus 701 post., or 12" lengths
: $4.95 plus 401 post.



C-H DIE CO., Dept. G-3

P.O. Box 3284, Terminal Annex

Los Angeles 54, California

NOW ANYONE CAN
MAKE THEIR OWN
HALF-JACKETED RIFLE
OR· PISTOL BULLETS!

SENSATIONAL C-H SWAG-O-MATIC REVO

LUTIONIZES THE INDUSTRY! MAKES OLD

FASHIONED, CLUMSY LEAD POTS AND

FURNACES A THING OF THE PAST!

MAKE ANY BULLET WEIGHT DESIRED! For accuracy, speed and per
fection, nothing can compare to the C-H SWAG-O-MATIC. A simple
adjustment of the die enables you to obtain any bullet weight desired.

FASTEST, MOST EFFICIENT METHOD POSSIBLE. Cut lead wire using
C-H Lead Core Cutter, insert core into jacket and your Swag-O-Matic
forms the most perfect bullet you have ever seen.

INCREASES BULLET VELOCITY AND ACCURACY! By forming bullets
from lead wire you get PERFECT expansion which insures greater
accuracy at the range or in the field.

CHOICE OF CALIBERS AND BULLET STYLES! Take your pick of six
bullet punch styles. Available in 38, 44, 45 ACP & 45 Colt pistol
calibers .. _ plus 30 and 45/70 rifle calibers.

See your sporting goods dealer or gunsmith today for a FREE
demonstration.

Whatever is your sport, smart shooters reload
and always insist on the finest •. _C-H RELOADING EQUIPMENT.

MAIL COUPON!

In Canada:
1310 W. 6th St.,
Vancouver 9, B.C.

,--------------------------.
~_.... Gentlemen: De t G-3 I

Please rush me your new 20 page Handloading Booklet. p . I

I
I
I

City and State I
I Name of my sporting goods dealer or gunsmith is: I
I ------- IL ~
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